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This thesis investigates the experiences of twelve strong, articulate and thoughtful tama Samoa (Samoan boys) through their participation in secondary schools and lives outside the classroom and through the stories of others. The study looked at how the students enacted their identities as Samoans, as learners and as young men who are anticipating the future. The study is premised on the view that Pacific identities are fluid, diverse, multi-dimensional and include a range of different perspectives relating to social class, ethnicity, culture and gender. Such a view of identity as complex is not generally taken into consideration in the literature on educational success and achievement of Pacific students in New Zealand.

The study employed a phenomenological qualitative design, using focus groups and semi-structured interviews by talanoa (conversations). As the study involved a group of indigenous tama Samoa, the Samoan fa’afaletui method was used. Participants were a group of twelve tama Samoa in three Wellington secondary schools and their twelve nominated persons.

The study found that there are key aspects to making the experiences of tama Samoa positive and successful within the secondary school. These include acknowledging tama Samoa and their multiple identities while attending secondary school; supporting the development of a sense of belonging through everyday interactions with peers and teachers, and affirming the belief by tama Samoa that secondary school socialisation serves to help them make future decisions.

This study argues that the experiences of tama Samoa are deeply embedded within wider social, economic and political trends. Indeed, their “voices” are shaped in part by these broader forces that construct and represent them as being historically “disadvantaged” and socio-economically “underserved.” Further, this study advocates for the diverse voices of tama Samoa, along with
their experiences, stories, hopes, aspirations and dreams to be brought to light and placed alongside the official accounts of Pacific “disadvantage” to enable more balanced critical discourses taking place.

It is hoped that this study will offer further insights into the experiences of tama Samoa in the New Zealand secondary school context, from which valuable knowledge is derived to inform and support schools in improving the New Zealand secondary school experiences of Samoan adolescent boys.
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INTRODUCTION

This thesis presents the experiences of twelve strong, articulate, and thoughtful tama Samoa (Samoan boys) as they talk about secondary school. It looks at how they enact their identities as Samoans, as learners, and as young men who are looking towards their respective futures and it explores the things that matter most to them as they navigate a range of choices and possibilities in their everyday lives. The tama Samoa experiences are supplemented by the stories and narratives of the people who are closest to them, providing insights into what it is like to be a young tama Samoa growing up and going to school in New Zealand in the early twenty-first century.

In this chapter, the thesis study is introduced. I explain how I came to select the topic and the importance of this topic within the New Zealand educational context. An overview of the background for this topic is presented as following: a) the New Zealand education system structure; b) the Pacific population in New Zealand with specific focus on the Samoan population; c) the outcomes for tama Samoa in the New Zealand education system. I then provide a rationale for why I have chosen this topic for study. An outline of the research aims, research
questions, and research context is also provided. In addition to this, I introduce myself as a researcher because if you, the reader, are to understand how this thesis came into being, you need to know something about who I am, what my background is, how I conducted this project, and why I believe that research of this nature is important.

To this end, I discuss my position as a researcher and also, importantly, I link this discussion to my own Samoan heritage using the metaphor of the ‘afa (coconut sennit). The ‘afa metaphor process is visible through each chapter heading. A further discussion of the ‘afa metaphor will be discussed later in this chapter.

The chapter concludes with an outline of the rest of the thesis.

**BACKGROUND**

**Setting the scene**

New Zealand, Aotearoa is situated in the South Pacific. It has a current population of 4,587,510 (New Zealand, 2015). To assist the reader to understand the experiences tama Samoa have in the New Zealand education system, it is important that I discuss the nature of how the New Zealand education system works and how it works.

As identified by the New Zealand Ministry of Education:

> New Zealand’s education system is “world-class, modern and responsive.” It combines proven, traditional principles with innovation, creativity and fresh thinking to produce leaders and citizens equipped for the 21st century. (Ministry of Education, 2015)

Within the New Zealand education system, policy documents identify the ideal pedagogy as being student-centred; the learning and teaching that takes place within a school setting is to support and provide students with the skills to tackle problem solving, process information, and to work alongside others as well as build creative and innovative skills and ideas within their own development (Ministry of Education, 2015).
New Zealand’s education system comprises thirteen levels (Years 1 to 13) of primary and secondary schooling. It is compulsory to attend school for at least twelve years from ages five to sixteen. While it is possible for some students to opt to leave at an earlier age and attend alternative education, others will continue their education to level thirteen. Both single-sex and co-educational schooling is available through state schools (government owned and funded) and private schools, so providing families with some choice about which type of school to attend. As identified by the New Zealand Ministry of Education (2015), 85% of school aged children attend state schools. 11% attend state-integrated schools. A state-integrated school is a former private school which has integrated into the state education system: an example of state-integrated schools are the church schools such as Catholic schools, which continue to have their own special character with funding support from the government (O’Donnell, 2001). A further 4% of students attend boarding schools. In 2014, the New Zealand education system added another type of schooling structure, Charter schools. The purpose for this school structure, according to the Ministry of Education (2015), was to provide a new type of school that integrates business sector and community groups to provide new opportunities for students to achieve educational success.

There are three main sectors in the New Zealand education system: the early childhood education (ECE) sector, the compulsory sector (primary and secondary schools), and the tertiary sector.

The early childhood sector provides education and care for children under the age of five. Although it is not compulsory for parents to put their children in an early childhood centre, most families do take the opportunity to do this.

Table 1 shows the steady rises in early childhood participation between 2000 and 2013.
Under the umbrella of early childhood education, there is a range of options for families to choose from including in-home care, kindergarten, language nests and kohanga reo (Māori language centre).

Although combined into a single sector, primary and secondary schools have two different structures and systems in place. At the primary level children begin Year 1 at the age of five or sometimes six, and continue until they reach Year 8 (at twelve or thirteen years of age). They usually have a single teacher who teaches all subjects each year. Students attend secondary school – which may also be known as high school or college – from Year 9 until Year 13. The secondary school system is organised by timetable around subjects with specialist “subject area” teachers and as students get older guidance is also provided for professional career advice.

The New Zealand education system uses a National Curriculum which applies to all state primary and secondary schools. The curriculum covers Year 1 to Year 13, and identifies eight essential learning areas: English, Science, Mathematics, the Arts, Health and Physical Education, Social Sciences, Languages, and Technology. Schools can personalise or adapt their teaching to suit the learning needs of their students.
Within the secondary level, from Years 11 to 13 the focus is on students achieving the National Certificate of Educational Achievement (NCEA). The NCEA is the official secondary school qualification in New Zealand. NCEA is a recognised qualification throughout New Zealand and internationally. NCEA consists of three levels and students generally complete course modules related to these levels in their last three years of secondary school education (New Zealand Education, 2015). NCEA challenges students of all abilities in all learning areas, and shows credits and grades for separate skills and knowledge. It enables students to gain credits both from traditional school curriculum areas and from alternative programmes. (Ministry of Education, 2015).

Tertiary education is the final of the three education sectors. Education after secondary school is not limited to universities and institutes of technology or polytechnics. There is a wide range of opportunities that include tertiary study, vocational training, apprenticeships, and on-the-job training. While some tertiary programmes are "open entry", to gain entrance to enter into other institutions – for example, the universities – students must have completed certain criteria, such as credits from secondary school subjects like Mathematics and English. In alignment with NCEA, students must also have a number of credits for university entrance.

This brief overview of the New Zealand education system is intended to provide the reader with an understanding of how New Zealand schools operate. The focus now moves to Pacific people and their educational journey within the New Zealand context.

**Pacific people in New Zealand**

There are more than 300,000 people of Pacific heritage living in New Zealand (Tukuitonga, 2013). The Pacific population in New Zealand includes people of Pacific descent who were born in New Zealand as well as people born in the Pacific Islands who migrated to New Zealand. The majority of the New Zealand Pacific population includes people of Samoan, Cook Island Māori, Tongan,
Niuean, Fijian, and Tokelauan ethnicities. Samoa is the largest Pacific ethnicity and Tongan is the fastest growing ethnicity within New Zealand (Anae, 2010, p. 6).

There is also a small but growing number of people from other countries of the Pacific migrating to New Zealand.

The Pacific population in New Zealand grew rapidly during the 1950s through to the 1970s as a result of work related migration. The Pacific population is currently among the fastest growing groups in New Zealand, but most of the recent growth is due to births in New Zealand, rather than due to migration (Tukuitonga, 2013). As identified by Tukuitonga (2013), two thirds of the Pacific population is now born in New Zealand and approximately one quarter of all births in Auckland claims a Pacific heritage. As identified by the Ministry of Pacific peoples, by 2026 it is projected that Pacific people will be 10% of the population compared to 7.4% in 2013. It was also noted by Anae, (2010) that the Pacific was the fourth largest major ethnic grouping in 2013, behind European, Māori, and Asian. In 2013 7.4% of New Zealand’s population identified with one or more Pacific ethnic groups (Statistics New Zealand, 2013). New Zealand’s Pacific population aged 15 to 39 years is expected to reach 12% by 2026 (Anae, 2010).

The rapid growth of the Pacific population in New Zealand over the years has contributed many positive influences to building a multicultural New Zealand (Fresno-Calleja, 2016). However, it is also important to note the many challenges that have been highlighted for Pacific people within the educational setting. Fairbairn-Dunlop and Makisi (2003) point out that the educational achievement of Pacific students in New Zealand is similarly concerning. According to the Fairbairn-Dunlop and Makisi (2003);

Pacific peoples have been migrating to New Zealand for over a hundred years in search of education “for a better life” but this is not happening – Pacific high rates of educational participation are not matched by robust educational outcomes. Significant numbers of Pacific students are leaving secondary school with minimal qualifications and a small number (one in three) gain university entrance standard. This is serious given that
secondary school outcomes widen choices and set the foundation for lifelong learning, employment opportunities, and access to further study (p. 875).


Pasifika people have multiple world views and diverse cultural identities. They are able to operate and negotiate successfully through spiritual, social, political, cultural and economic worlds. Success in education requires harnessing Pasifika diversity within an enabling education system that works for young people, their families and communities. This requires the education system, leadership and curricula to start with the Pasifika learner at the centre, drawing on strong cultures, identities and languages. (p. 5)

As highlighted from the above quotes, it is therefore timely that this thesis is significant in capturing tama Samoa voices, as it contributes to the strong Pacific identity that continues to grow within New Zealand context. There is also an opportunity to focus on a group of young Pacific students, who will be the face of New Zealand’s future. Fairbairn-Dunlop (2013) stated that enhancing Pacific educational experiences and outcomes has urgency not only for the quality of life of Pacific families, but also in terms of New Zealand’s goals of equity and aspirations as a culturally diverse nation. Adding complexity to this task is that the Pacific population is rapidly increasing (7% of New Zealand’s total population and projected to increase to 9% by 2012), youthful (38% under 15 years), and diverse (p. 875).

**Pacific terminology**

Throughout this thesis I use the term “Pacific” to describe aspects of the identities of the tama Samoa in this project. The Ministry of Education (2012, p. 12) has defined the terminology about Pacific peoples as follows:

Pasifika or Pacific (people) are collective terms used throughout this document to refer to people of Melanesian, Micronesian, and Polynesian descent or heritage or ancestry who have migrated to or have been born
in Aotearoa New Zealand. The term Pasifika includes recent migrants or New Zealand-born Pasifika people of single or mixed heritage. While identifying themselves as Pasifika, this group may also identify with their ethnic-specific Pacific homeland. Pasifika people are not homogenous and Pasifika or Pacific does not refer to a single ethnicity, nationality, gender, language, or culture.

Furthermore, Teaiwa and Mallon (2005) note that the term Pacific people is used in New Zealand synonymously with “Pacific Nations people, tangata Pasifika, tagata Pesefika, Pasefika people and Pacific Islanders” (p. 208). In all cases this represents a “lumping together” that obscures diversity. Teaiwa and Mallon also identify a crucial point of difference between the various groups coming from the Pacific Islands to New Zealand originates from the special historical and constitutional relationships that exist between the Pacific countries and New Zealand as current administrative power over Tokelau, and as former colonial administrator for Samoa, Cook Islands and Niue (p. 208).

In New Zealand, the term Pacific is often used as a “one size fits all” label intended to represent all Pacific peoples. It is important to recognise, however, that not only does each Pacific country have its own cultural understandings, its own cultural knowledge and systems of belief, but within each Pacific Nation there is also a diverse mix of cultural practices and understandings (Wendt-Samu, 2006).

**Samoan people in New Zealand**

Like people from other Pacific nations, Samoan people have been migrating to New Zealand since the 1950s (Sauni, 2011), and, also like other Pacific Nations, Samoan people come to New Zealand in search of better opportunities for employment and education. However, as pointed out by Sauni (2011), education for Samoans living in New Zealand has not been easy; there continues to be a struggle to succeed in New Zealand in a competitive, multicultural, and capitalist society.
According to the 2013 New Zealand census, Samoan New Zealanders comprised 144,138 people, or 3.6 percent of people who identified as an ethnic group living in New Zealand (Statistics New Zealand, 2013). It is predicted that by 2020 a possible 25% of the eligible workforce in New Zealand will be made up of Samoan people (Sutton, Arini, & Panara, 2011). It is vital that Samoan people who have established themselves in New Zealand are enabled to achieve and do well in learning environments and within the New Zealand education system.

Like other Pacific cultures, Samoa has its own central elements in the Samoan culture which includes; aiga (family), giving and receiving, tautua (service), fa’aaloalo (respect), and alofa (love). These are some of the crucial values that are highlighted in Samoan social relations, although many Samoan families have adopted both a Samoan way of life with a New Zealand way of life. Young people are still expected to serve and show respect to elders, and can expect to receive love, protection, honour, a name to be proud of, and to be defended by the family when it is needed.

However as identified by Melani Anae (1997), many younger Samoans have difficulty accepting tautua (service) and fa’aaloalo (respect), and the unquestioning obedience required of children. On the other hand, older members appreciate these concepts because they are now receiving tautua and fa’aaloalo from their children and extended family.

In recognising the diversity of peoples, ethnicities, and nations that make up “Pacific”, this thesis acknowledges the importance of identifying the particular Pacific group that is focused on in this research – namely, tama Samoa. The tama Samoa involved with this study are a group of boys that identify themselves in relation to their Samoan ethnicity: the centrality and importance of their Samoan heritage is the common thread that carries across my research conversations with these tama Samoa. Throughout this research, however, their experiences and their voices are seen as uniquely theirs.

The tama Samoa who participated in this research are all New Zealand-born. This was not a decision I made consciously when selecting the tama Samoa for this research and only became evident when tama Samoa gave consent to
participate in the research and their country of birth was noted. In reflecting back to when these initial decisions were made I realise it had not occurred to me that if the tama Samoa had different countries of birth this may have made a difference to the research. There is no doubt now in my mind that the experiences of tama Samoa born in Samoa would have provided another perspective to this research: however, this was not the case and although the twelve tama Samoa are all New Zealand-born, they are also individuals with their own distinct stories and aspirations.

Thus, while there were striking similarities in their experiences of school, each tama Samoa is represented in this research as an individual.

**RATIONALE FOR THE RESEARCH**

Earl (2004) argues that the marginality of minority ethnic groups often coincides with a relatively marginal economic position. He explains that in the past Pacific peoples have generally been employed in unskilled manufacturing and service work. The contraction of the manufacturing sector during the 1980s has been a major factor in contributing to the extremely high unemployment rates for Pacific peoples. After the initial inflow, Pacific migration to New Zealand declined substantially in the mid-1970s. This decrease continued in the following decade due to the economic recession and to changes and restrictions in official immigration policies which, from the late 1980s, began to priorities skilled or more affluent migrants from other countries.

As Anae (2012) highlights Pacific migrants in this period experienced “disproportionate poverty and contesting representations of diasporic Pacific identities and unemployment rates, received substandard education and health care and were exploited by unscrupulous landlords”.

While the New Zealand education system is effective for large numbers of students, some groups are failing. One group that is over-represented in school underachievement statistics is Pacific students (Shortcliff, 2014). Since the late 1990’s, educational research that has included a focus on Pacific learners in the compulsory sector has been dominated by large, comprehensive Ministry of
Education and development projects. Examples of this are the Strengthening Education projects for the areas of Mangere and Otara (SEMO) in Auckland. The SEMO initiative purpose was to use resources and support networks to change the mindset of classroom teachers in low decile schools within the Auckland area. Auckland city is the home to the largest Pacific population in New Zealand. The SEMO intervention team evolved through two phases. In the first, the two communities and the schools were consulted about the causes of low student achievement. This phase resulted in the formulation of a generic project that provided the framework for each school to apply for additional funding to improve its students' literacy levels. In the second, the schools submitted individual project proposals, obtained the funding and implemented their self-identified projects Timperley, & Robinson (2001). The Improving Achievement in Multicultural High Schools (AIMHI) (1996); has continued to be an updated project since it began in the mid-1990s. The AIMHI project involved three individual projects, which focused, in some way, on the teaching/learning processes involving Māori and Pacific lower students in different parts of North Island region in New Zealand. There were also research initiatives such as the Best Evidence Synthesis (BES), just one example of the intensity and scale of research activity funded and driven by the Ministry of Education in New Zealand (2003).

Over the years reports from the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) have made reference to a “long tail” of underachievement by Pacific students as compared with majority culture New Zealanders (OECD, 2001, 2002). The research shows that Pacific students tend to be marginalised in New Zealand classrooms; for example, they have the highest stand-down and suspension rates and are over-represented in low rates of literacy and numeracy regardless of schools’ decile ratings (Alton-Lee, 2003; Bishop, Berryman, Tiakiwai, Richardson, 2003; Hattie, 2003; OECD, 2001; Timperley, 2007). In particular, one group that is consistently identified as educationally underachieving is Pacific boys enrolled in mainstream secondary schools (Harkness, Murray, Parkin, & Dalgety, 2005).

In April 2000 the New Zealand Government focused on a number of initiatives and programmes with the goal of addressing Pacific student needs. It was at this stage the New Zealand Government developed a strategy policy document, the
“Pasifika Education Plan”, for early childhood centres and schools to support the needs of Pacific students in New Zealand (Anae et al., 2001; Hunkin-Tuiletufuga, 2001; Ministry of Education, 2000). The goal of this document was to close the gap between Pacific students and non-Pacific students within 20 years (Ministry of Education, 2002).

One key goal within the current Pasifika Education plan 2013–2017, is for the compulsory schooling sector to establish stronger connections between home and school for Pacific learners. If such connections are to be effectively made, the influence of social and cultural factors on students' learning and achievement needs to be identified and valued within their school environments as well as by classroom teachers (Anae et al., 2001).

Yet what is known about these tama Samoa? What is known about the living, breathing, vibrant tama Samoa who make up the statistics on Pacific educational failure? What is known about the complex, nuanced, and finely calibrated identities that sit beneath the bleak figures and graphs about educational underachievement? (Fergusson, Gorinksi, Wendt-Samu, Mara, 2008; Gorinksi & Fraser, 2006; Hawk & Hill, 1998).

As highlighted by Fergusson, Gorinksi, Wendt-Samu and Mara (2008), Pacific identities are fluid, diverse, and multi-dimensional and include a range of different perspectives relating to social class, ethnicity, culture, and gender. These distinctions, however, are not generally taken into consideration in relation to the statistics on educational “success” and achievement. It is argued in this thesis that the experiences of these students are deeply embedded within wider social, economic, and political trends; indeed their “voices” are shaped in part by these broader forces that construct and represent them as being historically “disadvantaged” and “underserved” socio-economically. Throughout this study, therefore, I argue that the diverse voices of tama Samoa, along with their experiences, stories, hopes, and aspirations.

Boys’ underachievement, as compared to that of girls’, appears to be of national concern (Irwin, 2007). Alton-Lee and Praat (1999), published a report on boys’ achievement that discusses an integration of issues that influence male student
achievement in secondary schools. These issues include boys' participation, engagement. This report identified that boys generally tend to have a wider spread of academic scores than girls. Consequently, boys tend to be over-represented in the lowest achieving group, and this is particularly true for Māori and Pacific male students. The report emphasises that gender differences in achievement patterns had grown over the previous ten years. For example:

Females are more likely than males to gain an NCEA qualification at all levels… and are more likely than males to leave school with University Entrance or higher qualifications and this gender difference has grown.

Males are more likely than females to leave school with little or no formal qualification but this difference has decreased over recent years.

Females are more likely than males to leave school with University Entrance or higher qualifications and this gender difference has grown. Māori and Pasifika males are least likely to leave school with University Entrance or higher qualifications.  

(Alton-Lee & Pratt, 2000, p. 4)

There is also evidence (Harkness et al., 2005) that the achievement of male Pacific students in secondary schools is a matter for concern. As a Samoan researcher and community member, I am particularly concerned about the possible effects of focusing too heavily on the problem of underachievement or failing to recognise the wider social, economic, and political forces that mitigate against educational success for Pacific students. Various academics have noted that constantly identifying ethnic student groups as “failures” contributes to stereotyping, low expectations, and deficit theorising which in turn influences these students’ identities as successful school achievers (Bishop & Glynn, 1999; Shields, Bishop, & Mazawi, 2005). In other words, focusing on the underachievement problem and ignoring the broader social and educational forces that underpin failure at school potentially creates a harmful, destructive, self-fulfilling prophecy, which in turn impacts on students’ self-efficacy or belief that they can succeed in mainstream school settings (Bishop, Berryman, Tiakiwai, & Richards, 2003). There are, of course, Pacific students who do
exceptionally well in New Zealand secondary schools; unfortunately, however, there is a lack of research in this area to inform policy and practice. My research addresses this and I take the opportunity to explore to provide a space for tama Samoa to share their experiences in secondary school and address the importance of tama Samoa voices to future policy, practice and research needs for Pacific students.

Harkess, Murray, Parkin and Dalgety (2005) argue that the benefits of achieving and gaining secondary school qualifications are numerous, including stronger foundations for life-long learning, easier access to tertiary education, and access to a wider range of opportunities in the job market. For that reason, when Pacific boys leave school without the range of choices that educational qualifications can provide them, there are far-reaching effects not only for themselves as individuals but also for their families and their future prospects as members of Samoan communities. Whatever the reason, as highlighted by Coxon, Anae, Mara, Wendt-Samu and Finau (2002) the voices of Pacific males are decidedly “silent” in comparison with those of Pacific females. Both the male voices, and the reasons for their relative silence, are issues for further research, particularly given the data that suggest that Pacific males do not do as well overall in education as Pasifika females.

I began my research with the assumption that many tama Samoa often do not feel a sense of belonging or ease with their schooling environments. This thesis was an opportunity to explore beyond the anecdotal and professional experience of myself and other Pacific educators in New Zealand schools. There is little research in the New Zealand context about whether a sense of belonging at school is a major concern for tama Samoa or whether their experiences of the schooling environment play a part in whether they will be successful at secondary school. I base my hypothesis about the importance of “belonging” on some of the wider literature in the field. For example, Steele (1997) states that developing a strong sense of belonging within academic learning environments is an important aspect of building an identity as a school achiever. This research then, is an opportunity to review tama Samoa experiences and identify the way that their experiences can be more closely aligned with successful educational outcomes. As noted above, there are few studies that provide information about how Pacific
boys experience secondary school. Ferguson, Gorinski, Wendt-Samu, and Mara’s (2008) report confirmed that there is limited research available on Pacific boys in general in New Zealand. In line with this, Jones’ (1991) and Ward’s (1998) work supports the view that research in this area could lead to greater Pacific male students’ educational achievement. These studies point towards the educational disparity in New Zealand schools that exists between boys and girls, mentioned above. This disparity is further magnified when the educational outcomes of European/Palagi boys and Pacific boys are compared. Fairbairn-Dunlop (2010) notes that more Pacific females than Pacific males leave school with some qualifications, and that provides female students with a much wider range of career choices and options. Fairbairn-Dunlop (2010) further comments that:

The realistic issue is that Pacific peoples’ high rates of participation in secondary schooling have not been matched by sound educational outcomes. This is serious, given that secondary school qualifications set the foundation for life-long learning, employment opportunities, access to tertiary education, and social and economic participation. (p. 20)

The views of tama Samoa are rarely sought by New Zealand Ministry officials and researchers and little data exists about how they experience their schooling. For this reason I decided to focus on the tama Samoa voices, as this could provide future key learning for not only teachers, but also teacher educators. To that end, this research is designed around a set of guiding questions and aims as discussed in the following section.

According to Statistics New Zealand (2013), the Pacific student population in New Zealand secondary schools has continued to grow in recent years. Chu, Glasgow, Rimoni, Hodis, and Meyer (2013) note that almost one in five Pacific students will leave school without any qualification; another one in five will leave with NCEA Level 1 only; and around one in five with NCEA Level 2. One in ten will become disengaged from education, employment, or training by the age of seventeen (Ministry of Education, 2013, p. 4). Over the past twenty years, many reports and educational initiatives directed at understanding or reducing educational underachievement for both Māori and Pacific students have come
and gone (see for example, Hawk, Cowley, Hill, & Sutherland, 2002; Hawk & Hill, 1998, 2000). However, while these reports and other related research are certainly worthwhile and have contributed to ways that teachers and school environments can improve the situation for Pacific students in terms of their academic achievements, this thesis aims to contribute towards redressing the lack of student voice through the use of phenomenological methods.

RESEARCH AIM AND QUESTIONS

The aim of this study was to identify tama Samoa perceptions of what factors influence their schooling experiences and the impact this has on their decisions about the future.

The overall research question is: In what ways do tama Samoa experiences within a secondary school context contribute to their identity, sense of belonging, and aspirations for the future?

Sub-questions

1. In what ways are tama Samoa’s identities influenced by their secondary school experiences?

2. What is the nature of the relationship between tama Samoa sense of belonging and their daily experiences within secondary school?

3. What experiences have tama Samoa had during secondary school that have contributed to their aspirations for the future?

Understanding of the tama Samoa experience at secondary school is crucial for the purpose of developing programmes and an environment that will enhance their learning. It is anticipated that these tama Samoa experiences will contribute to knowing how and why tama Samoa and other Pacific students have multiple identities. Furthermore, the study will contribute to the understanding of the importance to tama Samoa of the sense of belonging and how secondary schools can foster this. It is also important to note that the three themes of identity, sense of belonging, and aspirations for the future were pre-set as key areas for this study to focus on.
MY POSITION AS A RESEARCHER

I am a Samoan woman and identify as a Niu Sila Samoan (Tupuola, 2004), a New Zealand Samoan. My interest in completing a PhD was sparked when I was appointed as a lecturer of Social Studies at the Wellington College of Education. I have always had a strong commitment to Pacific Nations education and a passion to find ways of better understanding the reasons for, and ultimately improving, the negative statistics that surround educational outcomes for Pacific students in New Zealand secondary schools.

Discussions about these educational statistics that took place in the media, in schools, and in my place of work became a sensitive issue for me for a number of reasons. Firstly, because I am a Pacific educator and my teaching philosophy is based on working with Pacific young people to build a better tomorrow for them as well as for their families and their communities. Secondly, members of my own family are represented in the education statistics that place Pacific people at the lower tail of the achievement levels (OECD, 2001). Thirdly, the age structure of Pacific groups in New Zealand is very young, particularly for those born in New Zealand (Callister & Didham, 2008). As the Pacific population in New Zealand grows, the educational experiences of young Pacific people’s needs to be better understood.

It was here that I began to reflect on the experiences of Pacific students within the secondary school context, and in particular the experiences of tama Samoa and whether their experiences were acknowledged and understood by school leaders and teachers. It seemed to me that if there was a greater understanding of the world views of tama Samoa, and if their voices were heard more clearly in educational research, perhaps the situation might start to change.

While I wear many hats in my role of being an aunt, a teacher, a friend, and a Samoan researcher, my role within this research is primarily due to the relationship I have with my nephews. The significance of this role is due to how the tama Samoa of my family see me. The relationship as aunt to tama Samoa in my family is based on warmth, affection, informality, and trust. Within this
relationship my tama Samoa are able to confide and share with me in ways that they may not with their parents, or their teachers, or other formal authority figures.

Along with being intrigued by the statistics of where Pacific students are placed in secondary school, I also have a more personal interest in this topic. As an aunty, the stories that my nephews share with me about their learning, about their friends, and about their schools are particularly compelling. They share with me the impact of these influences on their everyday lives as students. My nephews, who are also tama Samoa, have many stories of their secondary school experiences. In some cases their stories are funny, and enjoyable to listen to. However, at other times what they have told me of school has not been enjoyable to listen to, nor funny to laugh at. It is often very uncomfortable to listen to what they tell me; their experiences make me feel terribly sad because few of their experiences at secondary school are positive or affirming of who they are and what they care about. In listening to my nephews over time, I came to realise that there is much that we, as researchers and educators, have yet to learn about the schooling experiences of these young tama Samoa.

In taking an interest in the study of tama Samoa, I am aware that there may be some conflict in requesting the tama Samoa in this research to openly talanoa (converse) with me about the everyday experiences they have in secondary school. Brayboy and Deyhle (2010) argue that qualitative researchers must continually be aware of how those we study view us as well as how we view them.

For the record, then, I want to make clear at the outset that the common bond that I have with the twelve tama Samoa involved with this study is that I am Samoan and I am a New Zealand-born Samoan. I am familiar with, and indeed have had some of the same kinds of, educational experiences that the tama Samoa participants report, especially in relation to learning to operate both in a Samoan world and the more Westernised world of New Zealand society and culture. In the literature on Pacific education, researchers are encouraged to take an interest and be aware of the importance of who their participants are, and of the need to have purposeful research that reflects the group of people they research (Airini, Anae, Mila-Schaaf, Coxon, Mara & Sanga, 2010; Sauni, 2011; Vaioleti, 2006). Tuafuti’s (2011) perspective on indigenous based research notes
the importance of “teu le va” in a Samoan context and highlights the importance of not just including the sacredness and negotiation of identities between researcher and participants – that is, building relationships – but including the concept of encouragement for the researcher to respect his or her participants and therefore to keep their silence (p. 36). Thus, throughout the research process I was always mindful of the dignity of the tama Samoa participants and was careful to take the time needed to build a research relationship with them. This is particularly important as the use of the Samoa fa’afaletui framework as a methodological process requires the research participants (the tama Samoa) to co-construct the way in which the research will turn and, therefore, to give them a degree of control over the research design.

McFall-McCaffery (2010) argue that when conducting Pacific research it is important to consider Pacific knowledge systems and conceptual frameworks. These knowledge systems sit at the heart of the way that Pacific peoples understand the world and represent themselves to others. From the 1980s, Pacific scholars have continued to develop research models that represent the diversity of Pacific indigenous epistemologies, cultural worldviews, and theories of knowledge (Gegeo, 2008). It was important to me to develop and apply a Samoan methodological framework that also aligned with Western methodological paradigms so that the study could speak to both Western and Pacific worldviews and which would ultimately allow me to stand in both worlds.

O LE ‘AFA SAMOA – THE SAMOAN SENNIT

Over time, Samoans have discovered multiple uses for almost every part of the coconut tree. One of the most ingenious uses of one particular type of coconut tree, the Niu’aafa, involves the processing of the coconut husk to produce ‘afa (coconut sennit). The ‘afa is made from the only terrestrial plant fibre resilient to salt water. ‘Afa is a strong and versatile cord that has significant cultural and utilitarian value to Samoa. To understand the importance of the Samoan ‘afa to Samoan life and culture, one must understand the process of making it. An explanation of this process provides a clearer visualisation of why the ‘afa is important to Samoan people, and also – most importantly – how it is significant
to this study. From the beginning, starting with the raw coconut husk, to the end product of twisted fibres and braided cords, it is the process in between that is utilised as the metaphor for this study.

As mentioned above, the ‘afa holds significant cultural value to Samoan people, but it is also highly valued in other Pacific countries where the coconut tree is an important symbol of life and regeneration. Samoans often refer to the coconut tree as “the tree of life” because of its life-giving qualities: for example, it provides a nourishing drink, food, oil, and medicine; it is a fibre fuel and is used for timber, thatching, baskets, mats, brooms, and domestic utensils (Chan & Elevitch, 2006). The corded ‘afa was once widely used in Samoa for clothing and for personal adornments such as wrist and ankle bracelets and necklaces. In addition, it was also once widely used in the construction and decoration of fale (traditional Samoan houses) and meeting places. In this context, because it is the ‘afa that binds the foundation posts together and anchors the fale in the surrounding earth, it becomes a key metaphor relating to the strength of a community that has its deepest roots in the land and the people. In this respect, it is a symbol of unity but it is also a symbol of endurance because the various strands of the ‘afa are plaited and pulled together so that it is strong enough to bind the central poles of the fale Samoa so that the people are sheltered. Thus, this material and its uses in the constructing of the fale Samoa is also used as a guiding metaphor in this research.

The preparation of the Samoan ‘afa is both a delicate and rough process but each stage of the ‘afa process is needed to prepare it for its future purpose. Throughout this thesis each process of preparing the Niu’aafa is also placed as a sub-heading for this thesis. For each process of preparing the Niu to the ‘afa several stages must be completed before the ‘afa is ready for joining strands, I will now explain how each stage links with each of the chapters of my thesis.

Saili le Niu’aafa – (Choosing the right Niu), once the Niu has been picked, one must separate the interfibrous material from the fibre. In Chapter One the topic is introduced – and the significance of why tama Samoa are an important choice of topic are discussed. This is also the process reviewing background information, like the selection of Niu, consideration of background knowledge is needed.
Tatao le Niu’afa i le suasami) – the interfibrous material is soaked in sea water to soften. Samoa people believe the longer the fibre is soaked in sea water the better the strength and lasting qualities of the fibre. In Chapter Two the literature provides further information and so strengthens the knowledge about the key themes of this research, identity, sense of belonging and aspiration.

Sasa le pulu – after being removed from the sea the husk is beaten so that the fibre softens, widens and become strips of fibre. In Chapter Three we begin to prepare the tama Samoa for the data collecting through fa’afaletui (further explanation of fa’afaletui is provided in Chapter Three). The Niu has been stripped and prepared for the next stage.

Matofi le Niu’afa – once the Niu is soften, the fibre is ready for exposure to the sun to dry and be rid of dampness to prepare it for braiding. In Chapter Four, I begin to review data; the stories and perspectives of tama Samoa and their nominated people are prepared for analysis.

Fa’ata’a le Niu’afa – this is the braiding process which involves placing short pieces and long pieces together and rolling them into suitable strands. The discussion chapter, Chapter Five, highlights links and connections within the themes.

Fili le Niu’afa – At this stage of the Niu’afa process, the strands are now ready for plaiting to commence. The purpose of this is to allow the strands to be strong before used to join and be connected. Chapter Six reviews the themes and identifies possible tensions and dilemmas, this is important as the key ideas from the talanoa will allow for pulling together of final thoughts before tama Samoa perceptions are discussed to question ‘where to from here’?

Likewise, in Chapter Seven, the findings of the thesis are considered together to highlight key points, provide new understandings, and to make recommendations about how these understandings may be put to use. Sauni le Niu’afa mo so’oga – is the final stage, the plaited sennit threads are ready for joining. Each plaited sennit, will now be used for a new purpose, it will be used to strengthen buildings, baskets, roofs and much more. The talanoa in Chapter Seven, will have new understandings to provide support in improving the experiences of tama Samoa
during secondary school. Tama Samoa perceptions have developed new thinking.

On reflecting on my PhD journey, I am reminded of my experiences in Samoa of the making of the Samoan ‘afa. As a learner I found the process was challenging. I had not participated in the earlier stages of preparing the coconut husk through the processes of drying and stripping. I had entered into the process at the stage of binding the fibre from husks to make it into an ‘afa Samoa. As a learner I found myself comparing my ‘afa to my uncle’s. While his ‘afa was near to perfection, I noticed that mine had gaps and was a weak piece of rope that was not binding together strongly. I knew from this early attempt of making a ‘afa Samoa that mine was not going to be useful for any of the purposes that the ‘afa Samoa is used for. However, my uncle noticed the weakness in my ‘afa and found a way to pull my strands together to strengthen and bind them with other strands of husk, which at the end of the process made my ‘afa strong enough to be purposeful for use.

In this thesis the process of making the ‘afa process is applied as a metaphor in a non-traditional context and setting. It is used within the context of New Zealand secondary schools, literally transformed into a metaphor with the capacity to absorb the complexity and realities of both the participants and myself as a researcher. My journey as a Samoan researcher equates to the process of making a Samoan ‘afa. My task as researcher is to strengthen the knowledge by pulling the individual experiences and perceptions (strands) of each tama Samoa together. This combination of knowledge will be valuable and useful for weaving new ideas and policies to support tama Samoa in secondary school contexts.

I have chosen to develop metaphorical explanations in this study because, as Sanga (2013, p. 40) explains, “metaphors are cultural constructs”. The reason for integrating metaphor into research, Sanga suggests, is because metaphor can provide another layer of meaning to what is being researched. This notion is also supported by Violeti (2006), who states that the value of metaphor is that it allows for a cultural synthesis of the information, stories, emotions, and theorising which produces relevant knowledge and possibilities for addressing Pacific issues (p. 21). Gibbs (2007) discusses the idea of doing research in alternative ways
and argues that use of metaphors is one way in which research can shed a different light on our subject; we see things in a new light. Gibbs argues that although some researchers would not necessarily be excited about the use of this it may open new visions on teaching and learning. Others explain that, purposely used, metaphor can provide expressive meanings to convey the message; it can also stimulate imagination to create action and change; metaphors can also enhance and inspire creative thinking (Bryant & Zillmann, 1988; Elliot, 1984; Hoffman, 1983; Johansson-Fua, Ruru, Sanga, Walker, & Ralph, 2012).

This research is a narrative, a chapter in my own educational journey, which highlights and explores the experiences of twelve tama Samoa attending secondary schools. The story is co-constructed by myself, the twelve tama Samoa, and the people they nominated to speak for and about them. Throughout the thesis, you, the reader, will note the need to prepare the use of the Samoan ‘afa. As I begin to process my ‘afa, throughout my journey, the weaving of the connecting threads in the tama Samoa’s stories will be brought together in ways that are intended to represent their experiences of identity, belonging, and preparation for the future.

**SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY**

This study set out to investigate the perceptions of tama Samoa experiences in the secondary school context. Studies on tama Samoa in secondary schools had mainly involved them as part of a collective Samoan students group (Goldring, 2006; Lipine, 2010; Silipa, 2004) exploring their experiences in the classroom, or as part of a collective group of Pacific students, and the barriers that prevented them achieving in secondary school (Atkinson, 2013; Siope, 2010). In 2009, there was a population of 73,018 Pacific students in New Zealand secondary schools. In 2014 there was an increase to 75,198 (Scott, 2014) Pacific students enrolled in New Zealand secondary schools. Samoan students make up 47% of the Pacific population in secondary schools. It is therefore imperative that this research be undertaken to better understand the situation for tama Samoa within the secondary school environment. This research was an opportunity to explore the element of schooling experiences of tama Samoa.
Finally, while there have been some positive initiatives regarding Pacific students in some secondary schools, there has been a lack of significant improvement. Therefore taking the direct perspectives from tama Samoa voices could increase the knowledge and awareness about what enhances tama Samoa’s everyday experiences in secondary school to support their learning. It is anticipated that this study will offer further insights into the context of the experiences made by the tama Samoa in a New Zealand secondary school context, and will, therefore, create valued knowledge that can support and inform school management as to the best way forward to guide and support Samoan adolescents in New Zealand secondary schools.

**THESIS OUTLINE**

In this chapter – (Saili se Niu’afa – Choosing the Niu’afa) I have explained how I came to select the topic, and the importance of this topic within the New Zealand educational context. An overview of the background for this topic was presented as following: a) the New Zealand education system structure; b) the Pacific population in New Zealand with specific focus on the Samoan population; c) the outcomes for tama Samoa in the New Zealand education system. I have also provided a rationale for why this topic was chosen. An outline of the research aims, research questions, and research context is also provided. In addition to this, I have introduced myself as a researcher; I have discussed my position as a researcher, and also, importantly, I have linked this discussion to my own Samoan heritage using the metaphor of the ‘afa (coconut sennit) and explained how it will be applied in this thesis.

In Chapter Two – (Tatao le Niu’afa i le suasami – Soak the Niu’afa in sea water to soften), the review of the literature is provided. In particular, ideas relating to identity formation and other related concepts are examined, and studies about the role of sense of belonging in young people’s sense of self and their educational biographies are introduced. Relevant literature on student self-efficacy and how this can support tama Samoa and their preparation for the future is also reviewed.
Chapter Three – (Sasa le Niu’a fa I le pulu – Beating the husk of the Niu’a fa), is divided into two parts. Part one, is a discussion on the methodology and theoretical framework appropriate for this study. I then discuss the interpretive paradigm and how this paradigm was deemed to be the most appropriate for this study. I then discuss my position as a researcher within this study. I also discuss Pacific research frameworks and identify the value of using Pacific research frameworks when working with Pacific participants. Following this I introduce the fa’a faletui framework and justify its use as both a methodology and method for this study. In part two I present the methods selected for this study and identify the selection process for the tama Samoa participants. The procedures for collecting and analysing the data are also described. The ethical and cultural issues related to this study are taken into consideration and discussed. Issues surrounding credibility and validity are also discussed. The chapter concludes with an overview.

Chapter Four – (Matofi le Niu’a fa i le la – Expose the Niu’a fa to the sun) presents the findings and is organised into in three themes. Theme one presents identity. This is followed by theme two, belonging; and, finally, theme three aspirations for the future. Chapter Four portrays the findings through use of the voices of tama Samoa about their journey through their educational experiences at secondary school.

In Chapter Five – (Fa’ata’a le Niu’a fa – Braiding the Niu’a fa), I discuss the findings through the process of fa’a faletui, and identify the key ideas that have been highlighted in the findings. Chapter Five is divided into three parts corresponding to the three themes presented in Chapter Four: identify formation, sense of belonging, and aspirations for the future.

In Chapter Six – (Fili le Niu’a fa – Plaiting the Niu’a fa), I provide a review of the research questions and align them with the key findings. It will also provide an analysis of tensions and dilemmas that I have identified though the findings chapter.
The final chapter – (Sooga le Niu’afo – joining the strands of the Niu’afo), Chapter Seven, is an opportunity for the researcher to reflect on the overall aim of this thesis. Chapter Seven reflects on the use of the ‘afa Samoa in terms of how tama Samoa experiences in secondary school have prepared them for the next stage of experiences. It also presents a series of recommendations based on the findings. These recommendations are geared towards supporting tama Samoa in secondary schools, as well as Pacific students more generally. The chapter will also include further research suggestions that could be further developed. I conclude this chapter with my final words.

SUMMARY

In this chapter, the background and rationale of this study has been presented. It is argued that providing an opportunity to explore tama Samoa experiences in secondary school has the potential to enhance the learning experiences of Samoan youth. It is hoped that documenting their experiences may have an influence on improving the way that secondary schools support tama Samoa as well as other groups, such as Pacific students and male students, within the secondary school system.

The term tama Samoa refers to Samoan boys who self-identify with the Samoan ethnicity through ancestry or heritage. The Samoan student population is steadily increasing in the secondary school sector and has, been chosen for this research for two reasons: first, their Samoan ethnicity represents the largest Pacific group in New Zealand, and second, because the researcher is also of Samoan heritage. Given the continued outcomes, it is important that the needs of this group of students are addressed and that this be done more robustly than has been the case in the past. This study was influenced by the premise that understanding and exploring the experiences of tama Samoa may enhance their learning experiences.
CHAPTER TWO:  
LITERATURE REVIEW: IDENTITY, BELONGING,  
AND SELF-EFFICACY  

*Tatao le Niu'a fa i le suasami*  
*(Soak the Niu’a fa in sea water)*

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this chapter is to examine the literature that contributes to an understanding of the social and cultural experiences of tama Samoa in New Zealand secondary schools. In this chapter, three related areas of inquiry are explored. First, the concept of identity and identity formation is discussed. Reflecting the complexity of this topic, identity is discussed from a number of angles: identity formation in adolescence, cultural identity, Pacific perspectives on identity formation, social identity, and gender identity. Second, concepts of belonging are examined. Within the secondary school context young people manage their identities in different ways often depending on the degree of belonging or alienation they experience as learners and as students. This aspect of adolescents’ lives closely informs my analysis of the data and is introduced here as a key concept. Third, ideas relating to student-efficacy are evaluated in the context of students’ experiences of secondary school.

IDENTITY: A “SLIPPERY” CONCEPT

In order to understand identity formation, it is worth considering how identity has been defined over time. That said, identity is a complex concept, and it is one that is woven through many aspects and stages of a person’s life experiences (Peterson, 1989; Phinney, 1990). Abdelal, Herrera, Johnston and McDermott (2006) note that the literature has considerably expanded since the 1950s when one of the key identity formation theorists, Erik Erikson, began his work in the field of psychology. However, despite this, Abdelal et al. (2006, p. 685) contend that identity continues to be a concept that is “elusive, slippery and amorphous”.  
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This “slipperiness” has also been commented on by Fearon (1999), who compiled fifteen explanations of identity drawn from various disciplinary perspectives. These explanations range from portraying identity as “people’s concepts of who they are, of what sort of people they are, and how they relate to others” (Hogg & Abrams, 1988, p. 2) to framing it as “the ways in which individuals and collectivities are distinguished in their social relations with other individuals and collectivities”. Fearon (1999) concludes his analysis with the comment:

The range, complexity, and differences among these various formulations are remarkable. In part, the differences reflect the multiple lineages that “identity” has within the academy. Different research traditions – influenced variously by symbolic interactionism, role theory, Eriksonian psychology, social identity theory, and postmodernism, to name a few. (pp. 5–6)

At its most basic level identity formation refers to a sense of self and the ideas that people have about who they are and how other people view them. Para (2008) suggests that adolescence is a critical point where individuals explore who they are, what they personally value and believe in, as well as the directions they will follow in life (see also Bosma & Kunnen, 2001). In the following sections, I discuss elements of identity formation and explain how I have used the literature to frame an understanding of this slippery concept in this thesis.

IDENTITY FORMATION

In this literature review I am particularly concerned with key writings about identity formation that focus specifically on adolescence. For the purposes of this study I am interested in the way that cultural identity influences young people’s experiences and engagement with school. For this reason, I introduce literature that extends beyond explanations about the ways that individuals carve out unique personal identities and focus more closely on the formation of social identities that are based on membership of various groups, such as family, ethnic communities, and work (Harris, Blue, & Griffith, 1995).
Research on identity formation has revealed a clear link between family practices and identity development (Taylor & Oskay, 1995). Most contemporary theorists contend that human identities are not fixed but rather that they are multi-faceted and change significantly over time (see for example, Babad, Birnbaum & Benne, 1983; Harris, et al., 1995; Peterson, 1989; Willmott, 1989). In the early years of life, identity is shaped through a child’s interactions with key people, such as parents, family, and peers (Peterson, 1989). These interactions are, in turn heavily influenced by the kinds of ethnic, social class, and environmental contexts in which children grow up (Harris et al., 1995; Willmott, 1989). In this thesis, I focus much of my attention on the contexts that surround tama Samoa and explore how these contexts influence their experiences of the world around them.

**Identity formation in adolescence**

One of the most influential identity formation theorists was the developmental psychologist, Erik Erikson. Born in an era when one’s parentage was considered an important aspect of who one is, Erikson never knew his biological father. Born out of wedlock and feeling different from his peers, Erikson’s life’s work centred on seeking an understanding of how human beings develop a sense of selfhood within the social and cultural milieu of their families and communities. Erikson viewed identity as an integral part of the “architecture” of the self (Friedman, 2000) and believed that one’s identity encompasses a sense of one’s uniqueness, a sense of wholeness or harmony with oneself and a sense that one’s ideas and values are significant to others. Identity develops throughout life as the individual interacts with the social environment that surrounds him or her (Erickson, 1970). Erickson held a strong conviction that a secure identity is reflected in a sense of personal well-being. He argues that, “it’s most obvious attributes are a feeling of being at home in one’s body, a sense of “knowing where one is going” and an inner assuredness of anticipation recognition from those who count” (Erickson, 1968, p. 165).

Throughout the 1950s and with his own personal history as a motivation for his work in psychology, Erikson evolved a theory about developmental stages in the human life cycle. He was also the first to argue that identity formation is the major task of adolescence (Para, 2008, p. 97). According to Erikson (1959), identity
formation, while beginning in childhood, gains prominence during adolescence. Faced with physical growth, sexual maturation, and impending career choices, adolescents must accomplish the task of integrating their prior experiences and characteristics into a stable identity. Erikson coined the phrase “identity crisis” to describe the temporary instability and confusion adolescents experience as they struggle with alternatives and choices. Alongside establishing new theoretical understandings of identity, Erikson developed a range of related psychological terms such as self-concept, self-efficacy, and self-esteem. These psychological terms have been highly influential in discussions about the ways in which individual human beings formulate a sense of self (Erikson, 1959; 1963; 1968; Marcia, 1993).

Self-concept relates to the idea of what one makes of the expectations, descriptions that one holds about one’s self (Hattie, 1992). Combs (1962) argues that self-concept is “in essence what an individual believes he/she is” (p. 62). Bandura (1977) suggests that self-efficacy is based on the influence of choices people make and the courses of action they pursue. Self-esteem is used to describe a person’s overall sense of self-worth or personal value. Self-esteem can involve a variety of beliefs about the self, such as the appraisal of one’s own appearance, beliefs, emotions, and behaviours. Erikson develops each one of psychological terms in his theories based on his psychosocial stage theory. These ideas have informed the development of my research questions.

One of the significant elements of Erikson’s (1968) psychosocial stage theory is the development of ego identity. Ego identity is the conscious sense of self developed through social interactions. According to Erikson, ego identity is constantly changing due to new experiences and information adolescences acquire in their daily interactions with others. As adolescents face each new stage of development, they face a new challenge that can help further develop or hinder the development of identity. The use of the ego identity development for tama Samoa reflects the constant changes that they go through due to the experiences and influences that each one gains from their everyday interactions with others.
Erikson’s (1968) ideas have drawn some criticism over the years. For example, that his idea of identity formation suggests that people complete the process of psychological development at a much earlier age, (Marcia, 1980; Waterman, 1985). Other critics of Erikson’s (1968) theory provide evidence suggesting a lack of discrete stages of personality development (McCrae & Costa, 1997). Theorists such as Marcia (1980) have critically analysed Erickson’s (1968) ideas and suggested some common criticisms of Erikson’s theory are that it does not say much about the underlying causes of each development crisis. Marcia continues to suggest that it also tends to be somewhat vague about the experiences and events that mark the difference between success and failure at each stage. Also, the theory lacks any objective way to determine if a person has “passed” or “failed” a particular stage of development. However, to gain an understanding of Western philosophy it is important that Erickson’s work is discussed and how this may or may not align with understanding identity formation from a Pacific perspective.

Many Western theorists such as Erikson (1970) have highlighted the different components that influence identity formation; however, as identified by Ann-Marie Tupuola’s (1993) critique of Erikson’s work, these ideas of how individuals develop a sense of self may not necessary be congruent with Pacific perspectives about the development and influences of a Pacific adolescent.

In many Western nations and cultures, human development has, until recently, been represented as a coherent, linear, and more or less uniform pathway that leads individuals out of childhood and into adulthood. Adolescence was viewed as a transitional stage of development occurring prior to adulthood and heralding a period of social, intellectual, and emotional change. Weber (1998) argues that as youth develop, they create increasingly sophisticated understandings of the world around them and this prefaces the construction of adult identity and a sense of selfhood that draws on a variety of sources, including social beliefs about ethnicity, race, gender, and social class.

Fine (2004) suggests that adolescents shape and reconstruct their personal and public identities through interactions in multiple social and cultural environments, including institutions, family, and peer groups. Lerner (2002) views the
adolescent as a dynamic entity; the centre of a network of influences involving himself or herself, arguing that “developmental focuses on the interaction between the growing, that is, the continuously changing individual, and the ecological context within which that person lives” (Lerner, 2002, p. 339). Lerner’s work recognises the changing, developing inner self of an adolescence in the context of a life span. This point of view suggests that to understand adolescents, one must consider the multiple influences which weigh on their choices and experiences and I have taken this perspective on board in this study.

During adolescence, young people not only undergo physical changes, but, as Spano (2004) argues, they also experience cognitive, social/emotional, and interpersonal changes. In addition, outside factors such as families, peers, and community, culture, religion, and world events including media start to become more important. Fine (2004) suggests that adolescents shape and reconstruct their personal and public identities through a range of interactions that take place in many social and cultural environments, including institutions such as school, family, and peer groups.

Several key factors contributed to the idea of identity being a slippery concept. Questions are asked about what identity means? How does identity relate to adolescent development? Within this study tama Samoa explore their own identity formations and discuss through talanoa the influential contributions of mates, peers, teachers, and family. Erikson’s (1968) ego theory explains the development of adolescents is influenced through the everyday changes that surround them. In this study, tama Samoa explore their experiences through interaction with people as well as the environment.

Cultural identity

Similar to identity, cultural identity is also defined differently by different theorists. Brownlee, Boulton-Lewis, and Berthelsen (2008) argue that culture is passed on from one generation to the next through teachings and observation, through a process of interaction and socialising with others within the family or cultural group. Others believe culture is a system of beliefs and values within a society. For example, Shah (2003) suggests that culture includes shared features which
encapsulate people together in a community. One of the simplest explanations of cultural identity is that it gives people a sense of belonging, a shared sense of companionship that involves a level of agreement about core beliefs, interests, values, and basic principles of living. In this respect, cultural identity allows people to identify with others who fundamentally have the same traditions and basic belief systems.

Hall (1990) claims that a person’s cultural identity is the foundation or groundwork on which every other aspect of their being is built. It is the cornerstone of what makes them who they are. Embracing one’s culture often means practicing a specific religion or wearing a certain type or style of clothing. Such practices create an outward, visible means of identifying a person as part of a particular culture or nationality.

Hall (1990) summarises notions of identity and culture as:

> instead of thinking of identity as an already accomplished fact, which the new cultural practices then represent, we should think, instead, of identity as a 'production', which is never complete, always in process, and always constituted within, not outside, representation. (p. 222)

Like Brownlee et al. (2008) and Shah’s (2003) definitions of cultural identity, Hall (1990) provides two definitions of cultural identity: one, involving shared understandings of culture, a sort of collective “one true self, hiding inside the many other, more superficial or artificially imposed selves”, which people with a shared history and ancestry hold in common; two, recognising that, as well as the many points of similarity, there are also critical points of deep and significant difference which constitute “what we really are”; or rather since history has intervened what we have become” (p. 223).

One part of this study, provides the tama Samoa with an opportunity to talanoa about their Samoan heritage and their perceptions of what it means to be a Samoan and to provide examples of what they do that represents their Samoan heritage, their shared understanding of the Samoan culture, and how they interpret being Samoan according to their own experiences and understandings.
In line with Hall, Clark (2008) discusses cultural identity as being characterised by a number of factors such as race, ethnicity, gender, and class. Clark argues that:

in one way the analysis of cultural identity brings quite a dark cloud over the question of identity in general. This is because it obviously focuses on difference and the negative connotations that stem from these perceptions… Defining your own self by another often leads to a strong sense of who we are not, or more likely who we don’t want to be. (p. 527)

Clark (2008), therefore, provides another angle to the understanding of cultural identity – the negative connotation that the identity principle of individual cultures is in fact established through the principle of otherness. As with any sort of individuality, cultural identity is a meeting point of several cross-cultural implications. Cultural identity, then, is of complex character, open to making its own changes in order to preserve its being in a new context of interests.

Phinney (1989) has developed a multi-dimensional model that focuses on the identity issues of ethnic minority young people, particularly in Australia and the United States of America. Phinney’s (1989) central argument is that there is a time in young people’s lives where they try to understand their own abilities in cognition to contemplate ethnic identity through one’s social life. She also identifies the need for minority groups to consider identity issues in the light of racism and a dominant culture that may not reflect the values of their own homes. Much has been written about cultural identity and for some people an understanding of cultural identity revolves around the concept of ethnicity. However, a cultural identity can encapsulate more than ethnicity (see, for example Clark, 2008; Hall, 1990; and, Phinney, 1998). It is not simply a matter of shared artistic culture, highbrow or low, but of shared language, customs, habits, values, and practices, and of shared identifiers, icons, and symbols. These things are not necessarily superior to those of other cultures, or even unique; the point is that they are shared within the group and thought to be distinctive.
Reviewing the literature on cultural identity, then, it appears that each individual makes decisions about who they identify with and connect to, including who they don’t want to be. In respect of this I continue to investigate Pacific perspectives on identity formation as this provides a cultural perspective through a Pacific lens.

**Pacific perspectives on identity formation**

There continues to be a growing literature on the ideas of identify formation through Pacific lenses. Pacific researchers, whose works have provided insights to the personal, social, and political issues that surround identity, provide valuable discussions in the identity forum.

Mila-Schaaf (2010) questions Pacific identities in terms of their relationship with important “others” around them. In a New Zealand context, this has not only meant the relationship Pacific youth hold with their cultural upbringing but also their mainstream Westernized upbringing. Mila-Schaaf’s participants’ narratives show that, for the second generation, acceptance within Pacific social spaces is not always easy to gain. They might identify as Pasifika, but to be identified back was never a given. Mila concludes:

> The second-gen identity narratives of relational space with first generation or island-born Pasifika peoples shows how these dynamics were patterned by power relations, hierarchies, politics of inclusion and exclusion. These spaces privileged Pasifika forms of capital which often disadvantaged young NZ-born Pasifika peoples. Language, age, cultural knowledge, gender, genealogy, family, service, these were all forms of capital in Pasifika social spaces. Participants had some of these forms of capital, in varying volume and degrees. Speaking your own Pasifika language was an influential form of cultural capital in Pasifika social spaces. It was associated with Pasifika identities. The second generation without the ability to speak their own Pasifika languages in some situations struggled for recognition, identification and inclusion. (p. 42)

As highlighted by Mila-Schaaf (2010), the challenges for second generation Pacific youth are quite severe in deciding how to go about strengthening their self-identity as Pacific individuals. What seems to be clear in Mila’s particular
study is the question of how to go about maintaining Pacific cultural values and the passing of these traditional cultural values to second and third and future Pacific generations in order to maintain Pacific identity. Here lies the opportunity to explore the ideas discussed by Mila-Schaaf and the use of tama Samoa and their stories of building identity within the secondary school setting on what the tama Samoa perceive to be influences and experiences that support and develop their identity as tama Samoa.

According to Anae, secured identities can be reached by Pacific youth going through a pathway, or as Anae suggests, a series of rites of passage. These rituals give the Pacific individual to be challenged through the right to be a New Zealander or be challenged to have the right to be “a Samoan” (Anae 1997, p. 128). Anae suggests that once a Pacific individual is successful in negotiating his or her identity, this will eventually lead to a secured identity; that for young Samoan individuals to go through this process they must thoroughly understand and be involved with Samoan customs and culture.

Anae’s research (1998, 2001) into the identity journey of New Zealand-born Samoans highlights a series of stages that the New Zealand-born Samoans experienced. She suggests that many may experience a period of “Identity Confusion” followed by a “Time Out” period where individuals act out their confusion, explore other lifestyles, leave their church, and in some cases adopt a more general Pacific identity. Anae (1998) also speaks of a “Secured Identity” which is marked by a persistent Samoan self-concept where one finds resolution between internal and external conflicts in what it means personally to be a New Zealand-born Samoan.

Tiatia (1998) examines the tensions in the relationship between Pacific youth and “the church”, and uses the voices of youthful participants themselves to describe these tensions. Tiatia’s “Caught between two cultures” explores the dilemma of being Pacific people in a European society which does not understand their cultural uniqueness, and of being “the silenced Western educated voice”, ignored within Pacific cultures due to being regarded as a threat to cultural traditions.
A further researcher in this area is Anne Marie Tupuola who conducted an analysis of cultural identity and its relationship to school performance (Tupuola, 1993). Tupuola’s background is in human development, adolescent development, adolescent psychology, youth studies, and youth cultures. Her research interests include adolescent ethnic, personal, and sexual identity formation processes across diverse cultures as well as in designing indigenous, cross-cultural and trans-national participatory qualitative research methods for hard to reach youth populations. In subsequent works Tupuola (2000) has examined the issues related to what can be argued to be a more specific aspect of identity development; the development of sexuality for young Samoan women. Although each one of these Pacific academics provides some examination of identity formation, their approaches for this examination vary.

Tupuola (1998) points out that using theoretical development stages such as Maslow’s (1954) “self-actualising person” can be problematic for the reason that “the notion of a personal identity is a social-cultural construct, not a development” (p. 150). She makes an argument for “the notion of identity achievement being limited and somewhat unrealistic because it makes the assumption that this stage, as defined by Western theorists, is attainable universally” (Tupuola, 1998, p. 58). Tupuola explicitly questions the idea of an “achieved identity” born of response to crisis. In her article “Pasifika Edgewalkers: complicating the achieved identity status in youth research” (2004) Tupuola explicitly questions the idea of an “achieved identity” born of response to crisis.

Building on her doctoral research, Tupuola’s interest in diasporic and transnational youth identity privileged a model of continued negotiations, as opposed to Anae’s quest for an “arrival” in the identity journey via the practice of fa’aSamoan (Samoa way). What this meant was instead of identities having to resolve the disconnect between two disparate cultures, which leads to feelings of entrapment and hopelessness, identities were instead conceived as skirting the borders of both worlds. This idea, described as “edgewalking”, privileges the idea of shifting and active negotiation between the borders of the world’s Pacific young people are connected with; a conceptualisation that hooks into wider global discussions of postmodern and “borderland” identities (see, for example Hall, 1991). Tupuola, also noted that the importance of providing adolescents with a
sense of space to develop their own sense of identity within various environments was needed; this idea can be beneficial for tama Samoa as their identity formation may differ depending on the situation and environment. This also includes their cultural identity and social identity.

Increasingly used as a health model for Pacific people, Pulotu-Endemann’s (2001) Fonofale model is represented metaphorically as a fale (traditional Samoan house). The structures that comprise the fale represent different factors that are important for the overall health of a Pacific individual. The foundation represents family, the foundation for all Pacific cultures. The roof represents beliefs and cultural values considered to be the shelter for life. Four posts between the foundation and roof represent the spiritual, physical, mental, and other aspects of life that form the connections between family and culture. Surrounding the fale is a cocoon that represents the environment, time, and context, all of which can have direct or indirect influence on an individual (Pulotu-Endemann, Cowley, & Stanely-Findley 1995).

Anae (1998), Tiatia (1998), and Tupuola (1993) and, more recently, Mila-Schaff (2010) each identify crucial elements important in the identity formation of Pacific youth including tama Samoa. What is clear from the studies of Anae, Tiatia, Tupuola, and Mila-Schaff is that to provide a clear description of identify formation for Pacific adolescents – including tama Samoa – a Pacific lens and theoretical framework must be considered, as Westernised ways of theorising may not be sufficient.

Pulotu-Endemann’s Fonofale model provides an example of what needs to be considered when trying to understand Pacific adolescents. The use of Pacific metaphor to explain or describe identity formation from a Pacific perspective highlights the Pacific element within research on Pacific people.

**Social identity**

Social identity is a person’s sense of who they are based on their group membership. Phinney (1993) states that the development of all youth is influenced by their identification with social groups. For adolescents, the choices involving group identities are constrained by the norms and values of a particular
group; certain behaviour and interactions seen by adolescents by their peers and social groups reflect on their individual development.

Tajfel (1974) developed the original social identity theory. As explained by Tajfel, social identity can be understood as a person having not one “personal self”, but rather several selves that correspond to widening circles of group membership. Different social contexts may trigger an individual to think, feel, and act on the basis of his personal, family, or national level of self. Tajfel and Turner (1979) propose that the groups (for example, social class, family, football team etc.) which people belong to are an important source of pride and self-esteem. Groups give us a sense of social identity, a sense of belonging to the social world. Peer group identity becomes a central factor in the process of development for adolescents. Tajfel and Turner’s later work (1986) continues their discussion of the individual having multiple social identities: it is an individual-based perception of what defines the “us” associated with any internalized group membership. This can be distinguished from the notion of personal identity which refers to self-knowledge that derives from the individual’s unique attributes. Although Tajfel (1974) developed the social identity theory through different approaches of scientific origins, the one that resonates well with this research is the idea that social identity theory connects to “a critique of social comparison research, arguing that in intergroup contexts, people make comparisons that maximise differences between selves as in (in-group) and other as in (out-group)” (Tajfel, 1974, p. 68). According to DuBois, Burk-Braxton, Swenson, Tevedale, and Hardesty (2002), it is often during this time of development for adolescents that social relationships form as a result of favourable adjustments. As noted by Hogg (2006), social identity theory addresses phenomena such as “prejudice, discrimination, ethnocentrism, stereotyping, intergroup conflict, conformity, normative behaviour, leadership and much more” (p. 111).

Theorists also highlight how peer identity groups have played an important role in the need for young individuals to belong, have companionship, identity, and comfort. According to Hartnett (2007), peers possibly play an increasingly critical role in forming identity as family dynamics change, society changes, and young peoples’ futures seem more unpredictable than ever. Harris’ (1996) asserts that peers have more influence on each other than their parents do in shaping values.
Gender identity

As indicated previously, recent years there has been comprehensive reporting of local and international concern about the performance of boys in education. Theories of masculinity have become extended as educators and social scientists have sought to explain the over-representation of boys in negative social and health outcomes, and theorise the links between these and some forms of masculinity (Alton-Lee & Pratt, 2000). However, it has also been identified that there is a significant gap in the research in terms of reports that specifically focus on issues for Pacific males – the boys and young men in our schools (Fergusson, et al., 2008).

Various meanings associated with the term gender can provide a link between the types of male identities that may or may not exist in schools. According to Alton-Lee and Pratt (2000), gender is not a neutral concept and the definitions of gender imply a set of assumptions or theories of what it means to be masculine and feminine. Alton-Lee and Pratt (2000) contend that gender is:

more than biological differences between men and women. It includes the way those differences, whether real or perceived, have been valued, used and relied upon to classify women and men, and to assign roles and expectations to them. (Ministry of Women’s Affairs, 1996)

Alton-Lee and Pratt’s (2000) definition acknowledges that, while there are obviously biological differences between males and females, gender and social processes also influence ways of being masculine and feminine. These influences provide meanings and understandings that individuals subscribe to as being male or female. According to Alton-Lee and Pratt, gender identity is defined as a personal conception of oneself as male or female (or less commonly, both or neither). This concept, gender identity, is intimately related to the concept of gender role, which Alton-Lee and Pratt define as the outward manifestations of personality that reflect the gender identity. Furthermore, the authors Alton-Lee and Pratt claim that gender identity, in nearly all instances, is self-identified, as a result of a combination of inherent and extrinsic or environmental factors. On the
other hand, however, gender role is manifested within society by observable factors such as behaviour and appearance.

James (2007) claims that the gender role is “male” only if the individual demonstrates typically male characteristics in behaviour, dress, and/or mannerisms. Thus, gender role is often an outward expression of gender identity, but not necessarily so. Furthermore, James claims that in most individuals, gender identity and gender role are congruous. Assessing the acquisition of this congruity, or recognising incongruity (resulting in gender-variant behaviour), is important in the developing child.

The gendered construction of the social world has historically been so culturally pervasive, even within different forms, that work, leisure, language, knowledge and representation in our societies have been deeply gendered. Even colours and shapes carry gendered associations. For each of us, irrespective of our ethnicity, social class, work, geographic location, disabilities, and sexuality, our gender is an essential part of our identity within the cultural practices that frame our everyday lives (Alton-Lee & Pratt, 2000).

Our gender deeply influences the ways we experience, negotiate, and participate in social life. For students and teachers in our society, negotiating gender identity and the gendered influences on educational practices is a task that inescapably shapes the constraints upon and possibilities within our lives.

It is important also to note that cultural differences abound in the expression of one’s gender role, and, in certain societies, such nuances in accepted gender norms can also play some part in the definition of gender identity. According to James (2007), in order to understand gender identity development and related issues, definitions must be emphasised for clarity. Gender identity is often discussed merely in terms of dysfunction, and the diagnosis of gender identity disorder is a known phenomenon in both children and adults.

Alton-Lee and Pratt (2000) and James (2007), suggest that specific factors such as stereotyping, peer pressure, and social expectations associated with gender could have an intense influence on boys’ learning in a coeducational environment. Irwin (2009) identifies a number of factors that contribute to boys’
underachievement in schools. Irwin’s (2007), PhD thesis “Hear our boys’ voices: what hinders and enhances their academic success” focused on identifying how too many young males do not reach their full potential or achieve academic success. His interest includes ways in exploring why and how we can engage boys and adolescent males in education. Among these is the notion of “masculine bravado and a boys’ code that places restrictions on how boys express themselves and behave” (p. 30).

Irwin summarises boys’ codes as:

never cry, never show emotion, don’t show weakness, don’t care, don’t do anything girly or nerdy, be tough, respect power and strength, it’s cool to be a fool, talk as little as possible, Stand on your own two feet, have good mates that will stand by you and enjoy sports. (Irwin, 2009, p. 33)

**Pacific Boys in Education**

Within the secondary school context young people manage their identities in different ways often depending on the degree of belonging or alienation they experience as learners and as students.

Ferguson, Gorinski, Wendt-Samu, and Mara, (2008) note that there is limited research available on Pacific boys in general, and Jones’ (1991) and Tupuola’s (1998) work supports the view that research in this area could lead to Pacific male students’ greater educational achievement. The data from Ferguson et al.’s work points towards a disparity currently existing between boys and girls and this is magnified again when Pakeha and Pacific boys are compared.

Ferguson et al. (2008), cautioned that it is important that future research does not generalise female perspectives on issues for Pacific learners across to male learners.

The New Zealand Ministry of Education (2015a) data showed that, in terms of achievement, ethnicity differences are more marked than gender differences. For example, of the students who failed to achieve a qualification at school, Māori males formed the highest percentage, followed by Māori females, Pacific males,
and then Pacific females through to Asian females who had the lowest percentage of non-qualification.

Lashlie's (2005) work on how boys think, interact, and identification of what are some of the crucial elements to their success in life, applies to all male students. The role of the teacher in education is also important. Carpenter (2001), for example, notes the power of the teacher and their integral role in delivering curriculum. Evans (2011) points out that teachers who understand the significance of this role and can provide pedagogical practices that reflect the cultural diversity of their students are more likely to succeed in raising student's achievement.

McMillan's (2012) study provides an example of the importance of the nature of the relationships between Pacific boys and teachers within a secondary school, such as suggested by Carpenter (2001). McMillan (2012) explored the effectiveness of interventions aimed at improving the engagement and achievement of the boys at the school where he was teaching. This particular intervention identified the need for the teachers as facilitators to commit to handing over ownership of the learning to students. Both of the facilitator respondents spoke of the bond that had developed within the group as a consequence of this sharing of roles (p. 105). According to McMillan the programme, which improved the engagement of Māori and Pacific boys, was one of constant evolution, incorporating activities and values that embrace the cultures of the participants. He explains that the results are evidence of a genuine attempt to engage the boys; to identify the students as located within their culture, and then to develop skills which have relevance in a real world situation.

McMillan's research contributes to the debate around the engagement of Māori and Pacific boys in schools in New Zealand. He also acknowledges the need for more research to be carried out to improve the life chances of boys, arguing that educators and schools have to play their part in shaping a society that gives equal opportunities and expectations to all regardless of background, gender, and ethnicity (p. 116).
In the next section of this literature review, I review the concept of sense of belonging, and how this is interpreted within a secondary context and amongst students within a secondary school setting.

**Sense of Belonging**

As the literature shows, the idea that people desire social bonds and connections with others has a long history in psychological research. This desire has been referred to as the need for affection between people (Murray, 1938), the need for positive regard from others (Rogers, 1951), the need for belongingness (Baumeister & Leary, 1995; Goodenow, 1993a; Maslow, 1954), the need for affiliation motivation (McClelland, 1987), and the need for relatedness (Deci & Ryan, 1991; Ryan, 1993; Vallerand, 1997). The need for social bonds and connections has also been defined in a number of ways. For example, Deci and Ryan (1991) suggest that the need for relatedness “encompasses a person's striving to relate to and care for others, to feel that those others are relating authentically to one’s self, and to feel a satisfying and coherent involvement with the social world more generally” (p. 243). Vallerand (1997, p. 300) suggests that the need for relatedness “involves feeling connected (or feeling that one belongs in a social milieu)”.

Goodenow (1993b), proposes that a sense of belonging at school reflects “the extent to which students feel personally accepted, respected, included, and supported by others in the school social environment” (p. 80). Baumeister and Leary (1995) suggest that the need to belong is characterised by a need for regular contact and the perception that the interpersonal relationship has stability, affective concern, and is ongoing. In their seminal article on the importance of the sense of belonging to wellbeing, Baumeister and Leary (1995) propose the “belongingness hypothesis”, suggesting that “human beings have a pervasive drive to form and maintain at least a minimum quantity of lasting, positive, and significant interpersonal relationships” (p. 497).

According to Maslow (1954), failure to have belongingness needs met may lead to feelings of social isolation, alienation, and loneliness. Thus, a sense of belonging can be seen as a precursor to social connectedness. In their detailed
analysis of the relevant research, Baumeister and Leary (1995) argue that the need for belongingness is more than the need for social contact. It is the need for positive and pleasant social contacts within the context of desired relationships with people other than strangers. That is, the need for belongingness is satisfied by an interpersonal bond marked by “stability, affective concern, and continuation into the foreseeable future” (p. 500). According to Baumeister and Leary, there is an important connection of interactions with other people that is essential for satisfying the need to belong. As their need for belonging has been met, and is no longer such a significant drive, individuals do not express or display the need for belonging as strongly as those for whom this need has not been met. Importantly, however, individuals differ in the strength of their need to belong. As Kelly (2001) points out, people with a lower need to belong may be satisfied by few contacts, while others with a greater need to belong may need many such contacts. Kelly suggests that it is the lack of satisfaction with personal relationships relative to their need to belong that puts the individual at risk of loneliness. Maslow (1968) indicates that beneath most emotional breakdowns lies a need for belongingness, and being loved and respected.

**Sense of belonging amongst students**

Proper, adequate, and timely satisfaction of the need for belongingness leads to physical, emotional, behavioural, and mental well-being (Maslow, 1968).

Reviewing the literature of defining “belonging”, it is clear that the concept of feeling or sense of belonging within a school context has been an ongoing topic for academic discussion (Goodenow, 1993b; Osterman, 2000).

Good and Weinstein (1986), state that in the early 1980s research on education focused on the academic aspects of schooling with an emphasis on intra-individual processes regarding learning and teaching, at the expense of the social context where these processes took place. Only recently have researchers begun incorporating the social aspects of schools into their research when studying the effects of schooling on various psychological and behavioural outcomes (Osterman, 2000). In this growing literature students’ sense of belonging emerges as a frequently researched construct (Deci & Ryan 1991; Goodenow,
Sense of belonging at school – also referred to as school attachment, sense of relatedness, sense of school community, or school membership – is defined as an individual's being part of a social group in the school that s/he values and feeling accepted and valued by the members of that group (Goodenow, 1992). Research has confirmed a positive association between students' attitudes and affect towards their schools and various academic outcomes, and academic self-efficacy in all levels of schooling, ranging from primary school to secondary years (Osterman, 2000, Pajares & Urdan, 2006).

Goodenow (1993b) describes the sense of belonging in educational environments as:

Students’ sense of being accepted, valued, included, and encouraged by others (teacher and peers) in the academic classroom setting and of feeling oneself to be an important part of the life and activity of the class. More than simple perceived liking or warmth, it also involves support and respect for personal autonomy and for the student as an individual. (p. 25)

Many educational researchers agree that the need for belonging is one of the most important needs of all students to function well in all types of learning environments (Connell & Wellborn, 1991; Deci & Ryan, 1991; Finn, 1989; Osterman, 2000). The feeling of belonging may have a direct and powerful influence on students' motivation (Goodenow, 1993b). For example, perceived support and the sense of belonging are expected to increase students' belief in their success and accordingly to increase their academic motivation. Making an argument based on an American system, Goodenow (1993b) states that one of the reasons that there is a poor fit between the opportunities provided by middle school environments and the developmental needs of adolescents is that middle school environments do not respond adequately to students' need for belonging and support, which leads to a decrease in student academic motivation. Although the American middle school level ranges from the ages of eleven to fifteen, there are similar arguments that could align with the New Zealand context.
Further to this, Goodenow (1992) suggests that belonging and support may be especially important for academic motivation, engagement, and performance of adolescents coming from ethnic minorities and economically less advantaged families. In a review, Becker and Luthar (2002) support Goodenow’s assertion, arguing that one of the key factors that affects economically disadvantaged minority students’ academic motivation and classroom engagement in middle schools is the lack of a sense of belonging in the classroom or in the school.

In fact, many studies show reveal that students who experience a sense of belonging in educational environments are more motivated, more engaged in school and classroom activities, and more dedicated to school (Osterman, 2000). Moreover, much contemporary research suggests that students who feel that they belong in learning environments report higher enjoyment, enthusiasm, happiness, interest, and more confidence in engaging in learning activities, whereas those who feel isolated report greater anxiety, boredom, frustration, and sadness during the academic engagement that directly affects academic performance (Furrer & Skinner, 2003). Satisfying the need for a sense of belonging in educational environments takes on a greater importance during early adolescence. Students within that developmental period begin to look towards peers and adults outside their family for guidance (Roeser, Eccles, & Sameroff, 1998) and their “sense of personal ‘place’ is still largely adaptable and liable to influence in both positive and negative directions” (Goodenow, 1993b, p. 81). If the need for belongingness is not adequately satisfied in educational environments, students will look for other ways and people to get that satisfaction. For example, a link has been found between a lack of sense of belonging and delinquency (Baumeister & Leary, 1995).

Furthermore, a sense of belonging decreases the experience of stress and school-related anxiety as well as the experience of self-consciousness, especially in early adolescent years (Boekaerts, 1993; Goodenow, 1993b; Roeser, Midgley, & Urdan, 1996).

According to Goodenow (1992), increased self-consciousness in adolescence may negatively affect students’ classroom engagement due to a heightened feeling of public exposure, which stimulates the experience of negative emotions,
such as embarrassment and shame. On the other hand, a sense of belonging in the learning environment may balance students’ increased sense of public exposure (Goodenow, 1993a). Additionally, research supports that sense of belonging mediates the relationship between contextual variables of the learning environment (for example, teacher-student relationships and classroom goal structures) and self-efficacy beliefs of adolescents (Roeser, Eccles, & Sameroff, 1996; Roeser, et al., 1998). Studies also report positive associations between adolescents’ feelings of belonging and academic achievement, academic help-seeking behaviour, and avoidance of self-handicapping behaviours (Dorman & Ferguson, 2004; Newman, 2003).

The sense of classroom belonging leads to the formation of sense of school community, which increases students’ positive behavioural, psychological, and social outcomes such as achievement motivation, self-esteem, self-efficacy, academic, and social intrinsic motivation and competence and decreases negative outcomes such as delinquency and drug use (Battistich, Solomon, Watson, & Schaps, 1997). Osterman (2000) argues that satisfaction of the need for belonging in educational environments is closely associated with students’ academic engagement and involvement in school and classroom activities, academic and social behaviours, motives and attitudes, expectancies, values and goals, emotional functioning, and the development of fundamental psychological processes (for example, intrinsic motivation, self-regulation, internalisation, and autonomy), and psychological outcomes like self-concept, self-esteem, and self-efficacy.

Finn (1989) suggests that perceived feelings of belonging may decrease at-risk students’ alienation from school and their decision to drop out of high school. The participation-identification paradigm, explained by Finn, emphasises that the lack of sense of belonging leads to adolescents’ physical withdrawal from school-based activities and results in academic failure, which provokes non-identification with the school (emotional withdrawal) and alienation.

In several related studies, Goodenow (1993b) examined the association between adolescents’ sense of belonging and their expectancies, values, motivation, effort, and achievement. In the first study, involving the development of The
Psychological Sense of School Membership (PSSM) Scale, Goodenow investigated the relationship between a sense of school membership, expectancy of success, and value. The findings for this study in America revealed that the sense of school membership is significantly associated with expectancies for school success and educational value but not statistically significantly related to academic effort or behaviour. Goodenow suggests that motivation might be mediating the relationship between the sense of school membership and academic effort and achievement. Goodenow goes on to suggest that classroom belonging and support emerge as the most powerful and significant predictor of adolescents’ educational values and expectations of success. Although this study focuses on a large number of students in America, the argument by Goodenow can also apply to tama Samoa in the New Zealand context, the aspect of motivation plays a role in how tama Samoa also relate and build their sense of belonging within the secondary schools they attend. According to Goodenow, the most powerful single factor associated with students’ effort and achievement is students’ perceptions of teachers in terms of teacher interest, support, and respect for students.

Roeser et al.’s (1996) study on the relationship between the contextual factors of school environment and students’ motivational, emotional, and academic outcomes had two hundred and ninety-six eighth-grade students participating. Students’ responses to self-report questionnaires revealed that students’ perceived sense of school belonging was one of the most powerful predictors of their perceived academic self-efficacy. The sense of school belonging showed a small but significant positive relationship to the academic outcomes. Students who reported a high sense of belonging in the school environment reported less self-consciousness (e.g., nervousness and embarrassment) in their task-related engagements in the class and school than those who reported a lower sense of belonging to the school. The feeling of school belonging was also significantly associated with positive school affect (e.g., good mood and happiness).

**Student belonging and student persistence**

Being able to establish a sense of belonging within an academic environment has a powerful effect on students’ emotional, motivational, and level of engagement.
The concept of belonging is often used interchangeably with social integration. However, Hurtado and Carter (1997) argue for sense of belonging as a measure empirically distinct from integration. Sense of belonging is a psychological factor focusing on students’ subjective feelings of connectedness or cohesion to the institution. In a longitudinal study, Hurtado and Carter explored a set of factors associated with sense of belonging, concluding that these were essential contributors to student persistence to feel a sense of belonging while at school. By including a separate measure of sense of belonging, researchers are able to examine both the participation in particular activities and what that participation means to the student. Following this, it can be argued that sense of belonging taps into feelings or perceptions of association or group membership (Maestas, Vaquera, & Munoz Zehr, 2007).

A sense of belonging within a school environment is about having a connectedness, relatedness, and identification within a school. The literature indicates that when a student feels a personal connection to a school and perceives that their contribution is valued, this plays a significant part in developing a sense of belonging within the school environment. However, although identity formation and belonging are widely recognised as key to student motivation, there is a significant gap in the research literature; that is, there is none that investigates tama Samoa and their experiences and perceptions of belonging in New Zealand mainstream secondary schools. This study begins to address that gap.

**STUDENT SELF-EFFICACY**

Self-efficacy is a person’s judgment about being able to perform a particular activity. It is a student’s “I can”, or “I cannot” belief. Unlike self-esteem, which reflects how students feel about their worth or value, self-efficacy reflects how confident students are about performing specific tasks. High self-efficacy in one area may not coincide with high self-efficacy in another. Self-efficacy is specific to the task being attempted. However, having high self-efficacy does not necessarily mean that students believe they will be successful. While self-efficacy
indicates how strongly students believe they have the skills to do well, they may believe other factors will keep them from succeeding (Zimmerman, 2000).

A growing body of research reveals that there is a positive, significant relationship between students' self-efficacy beliefs and positive experiences within the school setting. Zimmerman (2000) notes the emergence of self-efficacy as a highly effective predictor of students’ motivation and learning. As a performance-based measure of perceived capability, self-efficacy differs conceptually and psychometrically from related motivational constructs, such as outcome expectations, self-concept, or locus of control.

Bandura (1986) defined self-efficacy as:

> People’s judgments of their capabilities to organize and execute courses of action required to attain designated types of performances. It is concerned not with the skills one has but with judgments of what one can do with whatever skills one possesses. (p. 391)

Zimmerman (2000) stated by the time students are in college or university their self-efficacy beliefs are more strongly related to their achievement than any measure of their ability. If we wish to develop high educational achievement among students, it is essential that we begin building stronger self-efficacy as early as possible (Zimmerman, 2000).

Bonne’s (2012) thesis on students’ perceptions of self-efficacy within a New Zealand context states that self-efficacy judgments relate to a person’s perceptions of what they can do – their task-specific capabilities – rather than a person’s overall affective evaluation of their self-worth and the degree to which their behaviour matches their personal standards, otherwise known as self-esteem.

Schunk and Pajares (2006) note that, in 1986, when Bandura put forth a social cognitive theory of human functioning, he painted a portrait of human behaviour and motivation in which individuals' self-beliefs are critical elements. Continuing their argument, Schunk and Pajares state that of all the beliefs that people hold about themselves and that affect their day-today functioning, and standing at the
core of social cognitive theory, are self-efficacy beliefs, which can be defined as the judgments that individuals hold about their capabilities to learn or to perform courses of action at designated levels. Furthermore Schunk and Pajares claim that, in essence, self-efficacy beliefs are the self-perceptions that individuals hold about their capabilities.

According to Bandura’s (1977) social cognitive theory, self-efficacy beliefs provide the foundation for human motivation, well-being, and personal accomplishment. Unless people believe that their actions can produce the outcomes they desire, they have little incentive to act or to persevere in the face of difficulties. Bandura goes on to suggest that these self-perceptions connect every aspect of people's lives – whether they think productively, or optimistically; how well they motivate themselves and persevere in the face of adversities.

Schunk and Pajares (2006) state that self-efficacy is a critical determinant of the self-regulatory practices in which individuals engage as they go about the important task of self-correcting their actions and cognitions. Self-efficacy beliefs should not be confused with outcome expectations, which are people's judgments of the consequences that their behaviour will produce. Furthermore Schunk and Pajares also state that, typically, self-efficacy beliefs help foster the outcome one expects. Confident individuals anticipate successful outcomes. Students confident in their social skills anticipate successful social encounters. Furthermore, those confident in their academic skills expect high marks on exams and expect the quality of their work to reap academic benefits. The opposite is true of those who lack confidence. People who doubt their social skills often envision rejection or ridicule even before they establish social contact. Students who lack confidence in their academic skills envision a low grade even before they begin an exam or enrol in a course. The expected results of these imagined performances will be differently envisioned: social success or greater career options for the former, social isolation or curtailed academic possibilities for the latter.
Self-efficacy in academic motivation

Self-efficacy beliefs are also influenced by the verbal messages and social persuasions individuals receive from others, whether these are intentional or accidental (Bandura, 1997). These messages can help one to exert the extra effort and persistence required to succeed, resulting in the continued development of skills and of personal efficacy, or they can be powerfully disheartening. Persuaders play an important part in the development of an individual's self-efficacy beliefs.

Bandura (1997) found evidence that students with self-efficacy participate more readily, work harder, persist longer, and have fewer adverse emotional reactions when they encounter difficulties than do those who doubt their capabilities. It was also noted by Bandura that student’s beliefs about their efficacy to manage academic task demands can also influence them emotionally by decreasing their stress, anxiety, and depression.

Zimmerman, Bandura and Martinez-Pons (1992) argue that self-efficacy provides students with a sense of agency to motivate their learning through use of such regulatory processes as goal setting, self-monitoring, self-evaluation, and strategy use.

Schunk and Pajares (2006) also agree with the advantages of self-efficacy and make the point that self-efficacy beliefs also influence an individual's thought patterns and emotional reactions. High self-efficacy helps create feelings of serenity when approaching difficult tasks and activities.

Zimmerman (2000) claims that students’ self-perceptions of efficacy are distinctive from related motivational constructs because of their specificity and close correspondence to performance tasks (p. 89).

In reviewing the notions of self-efficacy, then, I sensed that it provides many advantages to developing young people to succeed at school and, in particular, at secondary school.
SUMMARY

This chapter has explored the literature related to a number of interconnecting threads. Firstly, the literature indicates that it is during the developmental stages of adolescence that young people begin to establish distinct cultural and social identities. Some theorists such as Erikson (1970) have highlighted the different components that influence identity formation. However, as argued by Tupuola’s (2004) critique of Erikson’s work, from a Pacific perspective these Western ideas of how humans develop a sense of self are not necessarily congruent with the factors that impact on the development and influences of a Pacific adolescent.

The literature also indicates that when a student feels a personal connection to a school and perceives that their contribution is valued, this plays a significant part in developing a sense of belonging within the school environment. However, although identity formation and belonging are widely recognised as key to student motivation, there is a significant gap in the research literature; that is, there is none that investigates tama Samoa and their experiences and perceptions of belonging in New Zealand mainstream secondary schools.

According to the literature, self-belief and self-regulation are key to young peoples’ successful secondary school experiences, as well as enabling them to prepare for the next journey once secondary school is complete. However, I also found that within the literature base on self-efficacy, there is limited investigation of the influences of cultural differences and mismatches in general and, more specifically, of the significant contributing factors for Pacific students’ development of self-efficacy within secondary school. Clearly, given the situation outlined in the section “Pacific boys in education”, this is an area that requires investigation.

The next chapter, presents the theoretical paradigms used in this thesis along with a description of methods used. It will also provide a description of analysis used to interpretive the data.
INTRODUCTION

The aim of this study was to identify tama Samoa perceptions of what factors influence their schooling experiences and the impact this has on their decisions. It was anticipated that an analysis of the experiences and perceptions shared by the tama Samoa would reveal ways in which they develop and perform their identities, within secondary school. The study also provides an opportunity to reveal what contributes to their sense of belonging at school, and how these experiences at secondary school influence their aspirations for their future beyond secondary school.

The overarching research question was: In what ways do tama Samoa experiences within a secondary school context contribute to their identity, sense of belonging, and aspirations for the future?

The three sub-questions were:

1. In what ways are tama Samoa identities influenced by their secondary school experiences?

2. What is the nature of the relationship between tama Samoa sense of belonging and their daily experiences within secondary school?

3. What experiences have tama Samoa had during secondary school that have contributed to their aspirations for the future?

This chapter is divided into two parts. Part one is a discussion of the theoretical framework and methodology selected for this study. However, before I discuss this, I take the opportunity to discuss the purpose of theory in an educational
setting. I then discuss the interpretive paradigm and how this paradigm was deemed to be the most appropriate for this study. I then discuss my position as a researcher within this study. I also discuss Pacific research frameworks and the value of using Pacific research frameworks when working with Pacific participants. Following this I introduce the fa’afaletui framework and justify its use as both a methodology and method for this study.

In part two, I present the methods selected for this study and identify the process used for selecting the tama Samoa participants. The procedures for collecting and analysing the data are also described. The ethical and cultural issues related to this study are taken into consideration and discussed. Issues surrounding credibility and validity are also discussed. The chapter concludes with an overview.

PART ONE: The Role of Theory in Educational Research

The application of theory to educational research is of great importance and serves many functions. Its purpose and features are variable and can be complex; however, it has a key role to play in educational settings.

Suppes (1974) provides a clear argument about why theory is important and relevant in educational research. In Suppes’ (1974) article, “The place of theory in Educational Research”, he identifies five key arguments to validate and to justify the need for theory within educational research. The first relates to the idea of building analogies and making universal generalisations. Kettle (2011) elaborates on Suppes’ idea by stating how this key idea of building analogies and making universal generalisations has a similar function to the way theoretical advancement underpins the natural science. This is the classical and standard notion of theory. Kettle continues to state that this argument “serves as a reservoir to make predictions on the basis of analogue situations” (p. 5).

The second of Suppes’ arguments is the recognition of experience: this places theory as relevant because it can change our perceptions about what is important and what is not. Suppes’ third key argument about the role of theory in educational research is that theory nurtures our ability to recognise complexity. Kettle (2011) elaborates on Suppes’ third argument, by stating that in matters of
investigation what appears to be simple on the surface actually turns out to be complex on a deeper level. The fourth key argument is the transformation of a situation. The further argument here is the idea that inquiry or problem solving as a theoretical device can allow for theory to become a potential tool for problem solving by the way theory offers a continually developing perspective on life.

Suppes’ final key argument to highlight the importance of theory in educational research is that theory serves as a tool to protect against “triviality empiricism”. To avoid the triviality of empiricism is to suggest that theory can be a vehicle of acknowledging the facts and anecdotes being protected and the use of theory can place the data collected to future use. As summed up by Kettle (2011), if the data collected has no theoretical framework it leads nowhere.

Each one of Suppes’ (1974) five key arguments is relevant in supporting my own study, particularly in terms of protecting the “facts and anecdotes”; that is, the experiences and perceptions of the tama Samoa in this study. This is because the facts and anecdotes contain the lived experiences of tama Samoa which deserve to be theoretically unpacked and thus preserved through theorisation.

The idea of theory within research complements Kuhn’s (1962) notion of paradigmatic thinking. For Kuhn, a paradigm represents the way that the world is seen through people’s perceptions, understandings, and interpretations. Associated with this is the notion of paradigmatic shifts. The paradigm is, therefore, a way to model possible patterns and relationships which Barker (1992, p. 32) suggests “establishes or defines boundaries”. Thus, paradigms and conceptual frameworks display certain similar dimensional characteristics and roles in doctoral research.

According to Kuhn (1962), paradigms are normative; they determine what the researcher views as important and not important, reasonable and unreasonable, legitimate and illegitimate, possible and impossible, and what to attend to and what to ignore. Paradigms prove to be constitutive of all normal scientific activity, including underlying assumptions made, problem definition, areas of investigation, questions posed and, particularly, data interpretation, conclusions drawn, and policy recommendations made at the end of the research process.
(Kuhn, 1962). Thus all theories as well as the methods generated by them are, ultimately, paradigm based.

Overall Kuhn’s idea of paradigm suggests that a paradigm is the set of guiding principles and ontological assumptions functioning within a research study. According to Kuhn’s notion, a paradigm shift explains changes in how “something” is perceived and influenced. Further to this, Covey (1989) observed that, “whether they are transitory or developmental paradigm shifts move us away from one way of seeing the world to another” (p. 30). The discussion around the idea of paradigm shifts is important for the following reason: in the past, social activity was conceived as science and therefore science rules were applied to research. This involved proof and prediction. The paradigmatic shift was the move to a position where understanding replaces proof, and appropriate future action based on understanding replaces prediction. In this paradigmatic environment the words of tama Samoa are the data which inform the understanding. However, for a researcher to develop this understanding s/he must first acknowledge that all social life is interpreted; hence the following discussion of the interpretive paradigm and its purpose and suitability for this particular research.

**Phenomenology**

In order to understand the experiences and perceptions of the tama Samoa, a qualitative approach was essential. Qualitative researchers focus on the natural world, and assume that an understanding of human experience can be gained by exploring the contexts in which individuals interact. Recording complex and contextualised social interactions helps the researcher to approach an understanding of the meanings that the participants attribute to these interactions (Marshall & Rossman, 2006; Richards, 2005). Researchers use interpretative skills to understand the data, and results emerge through an iterative and reflective process (Rossman & Rallis, 2010). “Evidence” and “proof” are generated through this process of exploring and clarifying the meaning of the shared experiences and contributions of participants.
Specifically, a phenomenological approach was adopted in this study. Phenomenology involves the researcher relating to the experiences which the participants describe and then analysing and interpreting what has been said (Smith, Larkin, & Flowers, 2009; Smith & Osborn, 2004). As stated by Thomas (2010), literally, phenomenology is the study of “phenomena”: appearances of things, or things as they appear in our experience, or the ways we experience things, thus the meanings things have in our experience. It is the study of structures of consciousness as experienced from the first-person point of view.

In its most basic form, phenomenology attempts to create conditions for the objective study of topics usually regarded as subjective: consciousness and the content of conscious experiences such as judgments, perceptions and emotions. Creswell (1998) contends that a phenomenological study describes the meaning of the lived experiences for several individuals about a concept or the phenomenon (p. 51).

This study employed the qualitative techniques of focus group and talanoa through semi-structured interviews in order to gain insight into the meanings behind the tama Samoa experiences. My role as researcher is to move beyond the description of the actual experiences such as the anecdotes and facts. Essentially, this is where I attempt to understand how the tama Samoa make sense of the world. The process of accessing their stories requires a careful approach so that I am able to gain insight into a world where tama Samoa may not necessarily express what they are really thinking (Smith & Osborn, 2004), or may not be consciously aware of the thought processes which underlie their experiences (Giorgi & Giorgi, 2004). It is also my role to search initially for significant statements and meanings given by the tama Samoa that relate to the key themes of this study: identity; sense of belonging; and future direction (Johnson & Christensen, 2004).

Although the data deals with the subjective world of thoughts and feelings, Giorgi and Giorgi (2004) argue that it requires an objective and rational method for collating, organising, and analysing the findings. However, to do this, we must avoid or remove our own assumptions and beliefs in order to break down our observations of the participants until we arrive at the very essence of what the participants are thinking (Heap & Roth, 1973; Sadala & Adorno, 2002). This
concept of obtaining rational findings based on the subjective world of individuals has come under much discussion in the world of research and philosophy.

Finlay (2005) has developed a research practice called “reflexive embodied empathy” which she believes takes the principle of empathy to a heightened level so that it closely knits the thoughts of the participant with that of the investigator. She describes a three-layered approach which the researcher can use, alternating between the different layers in a fluid and subtle manner. On one level, one should put aside personal views and assumptions about the world in order to empathise with and learn the world view of the participant. At another level, one makes an imaginative transposition, temporarily taking on the other’s emotions and feelings, to try and relive those same experiences as if they were your own. By reporting back these perceptions of what the tama Samoa may be thinking and feeling, using the fa’afaletui process it is possible to clarify to a degree if these perceptions are aligned with what is shared by tama Samoa. Finally, the third layer suggests such a thorough immersion in the data that, for a brief period, it is not possible to separate the thoughts of “I”, the investigator, from those of the “other”, the one being investigated.

Finlay (2005) credits the third layer of her approach to the philosopher, Merleau Ponty, who believed that it is through our body that we experience the world; and as we use our bodily faculties to make sense of something else or someone else (e.g., touch someone’s arm), we are also subject to the same process from someone else. This insight is important to this particular research, because as a Samoan woman researcher working alongside tama Samoa, there will be moments of commonality.

In summary, data gathering for this study was undertaken from a phenomenological perspective. The aim was to uncover the thoughts, both conscious and unconscious, of participants, and to produce rich and insightful data.
Interpretive Research

The philosophical base of interpretive research is in both hermeneutics and phenomenology (Boland, 1985). The interpretive paradigm is based on the understanding that knowledge does not exist as a set of universal laws, but is created as a construct whereby people derive meaning from the world around them. As described by Price (1992), the process involves “elucidating meaning by constructing new understandings from existing meanings” (p. 66). According to Hyndman (2007), the methods used for interpretive research are “qualitative” because, rather than seeking to measure experiences (as in “quantitative” approaches), they seek to explain them. The interpretive paradigm supports the belief that reality is constructed by subjective perceptions and predictions cannot be made. Principally, interpretative phenomenologists believe it is impossible to rid the mind of preconceptions and to approach something in a completely blank or neutral way. They believe instead that we use our own experiences to interpret those of others.

As stated by Klein and Myers (1999), the underpinning philosophy for interpretive research is that knowledge is gained, or at least filtered, through social constructions such as language, consciousness, and shared meanings. In addition to the emphasis on the socially constructed nature of reality, interpretive research acknowledges the intimate relationship between the researcher and what is being explored, and the situational constraints shaping this process. In terms of methodology, interpretive research does not predefine dependent or independent variables, does not set out to test hypotheses, but aims to produce an understanding of the social context of the phenomenon being investigated and the process whereby the phenomenon influences and is influenced by the social context (Walsham, 2006).

Keeping the above definition of interpretive research in mind, I decided to make it my philosophy that, when accessing knowledge, the people who would work with me would be the source of the knowledge, and it would be for only a slight moment that I would be stepping into the world of tama Samoa who had offered to take part in this research. I was interested in the social construction of meaning, the understanding that participants were studied as active agents. At this point of
the research the tama Samoa and their anecdotes would be protected through the theorisation of the research. As an interpretive researcher I was aware that my task was to attempt to interpret and understand the tama Samoa’s reasons for social actions, the way they construct their lives and attach meanings through theorisation which, according to Guba and Lincoln (1994), is sometimes known as phenomenology.

As identified by Lincoln and Descombe (2005) the entire field of the interpretive paradigm is itself still emerging and being defined. Interpretive research methods are likely to be criticized by those of a positivist persuasion because they uphold variations of a relativistic ontology of multiple, individually constructed but socially and culturally constrained realities. Pragmatic and moral concerns are important considerations when evaluating interpretive research. Fostering a dialogue between researchers and respondents is critical. It is through this dialectical process that a more informed and sophisticated understanding of the social world can be created. Such understanding is the aim of interpretive research.

The interpretive paradigm permitted me to assume that tama Samoa would make their decisions and act in accordance with their subjective understandings of the situations in which they found themselves. I was particularly interested in the notion that tama Samoa understood their experiences through the meanings found in their everyday lives through the relationships they had built. This was an opportunity to look through the eyes of tama Samoa. It was through an interpretive approach that I was able to build rich local understandings of the life-world experiences the tama Samoa had within.

However, it is important to consider some of the critical views of the interpretive paradigm. By doing so, I am able to reflect and argue that research paradigms developments are ongoing and that there are moments when research topics and research paradigms do not necessarily match. Considering these Bernstein (1974) suggests that subjective reports from participants may be incomplete and misleading. What is overlooked about such negotiated meanings, observes Bernstein, is that the very process by which one interprets and defines a situation is itself a product of the circumstances in which one is placed. One important
factor in such circumstances that must be considered is the power of others to impose their own definitions of situations upon participants.

Interpretive research methods are also likely to be criticised because they uphold variations of a relativistic ontology of multiple, individually constructed but socially and culturally constrained realities. This may be so in past research, however the value of an interpretive paradigm within this particular study will be carefully monitored by myself as researcher but also through the use of the fa’aafaletui framework when collecting the data from tama Samoa, the importance of their voices will be carefully analysed with tama Samoa.

Pragmatic and moral concerns are important considerations when evaluating interpretive research. Fostering a dialogue between researchers and respondents is critical as this is a way of being consistent with acknowledging the tama Samoa and their voices throughout this research. It is through this dialectical process that a more informed and sophisticated understanding of the social world can be created and through the variation and individualism becomes valuable because the key goal for this study was to provide a space to voice the experiences of tama Samoa and how secondary schools cater and support tama Samoa in building their identities, provide a sense of belonging and guide them to future aspirations.

**Position as Researcher**

Phenomenology, when viewed from a hermeneutic perspective, accepts that researchers bring personal bias into their work. It acknowledges that researcher and participant come together to produce data which has evolved from a collaborative process of constructing meaning. Researchers need to be aware of their own role in the data-making process; they need to engage in reflexivity where they consider any prejudices and beliefs which might colour their findings (Johnson & Christensen, 2004). As Richards (2005, p. 42) puts it, “You yourself are part of what you are studying” and as the research journey unfolds, it is not only an understanding of the participants which evolves but a process of self-understanding too (Findlay, 2005).
My position as the researcher within this study is that I hold the view that there exist multiple realities socially constructed by people; that is, I have an interpretive, phenomenological orientation. Consequently, I acknowledge that these constructs impact on people’s lives and their interactions with others (Lodico, Spaulding, & Voegtle, 2006; Patton, 2002). My viewpoint has been influenced by both past and current life experiences: for example, the experiences of sharing stories with my nephews and, interpreting my nephews’ experiences of secondary school. I was able to use their stories to contribute to identifying how these experiences related or did not relate to tama Samoa identity formation, sense of belonging, and future aspirations. My own upbringing was moulded through my aiga (family). This does not just include my mother, father, sister, and brother; it also includes my extended family – my aunts, uncles, and first cousins. The foundation of my aiga was influenced through Christian values reinforced by attending the Congregational Church of Samoa (Petone) since birth and as a family which now includes a nephew and two nieces, who continue to attend as serving members. These two major influences within my life, family and church, capture the importance of having trusted relationships with people, which now includes the tama Samoa from this study. As a researcher my position was of someone attempting to co-create and share knowledge. The knowledge generated by this study – knowledge about how better to support and to provide tama Samoa with a more positive space and place within the secondary school context – belongs to the tama Samoa and to their secondary schools.

Acknowledging the role that your own values play in all stages of the research process is of great importance if results are to be credible. Heron (1996) argues that our values are the guiding reason for all human action. Interpretive research is based on interpretations in a particular moment. That is, they are located in a particular context or situation and time. They are open to re-interpretation and negotiation through conversation. By assuming a reality that cannot be separate from our knowledge of it (no separation of subject and object), the interpretive paradigm expects that the researcher’s values are inherent in all phases of the research process. Truth is negotiated through dialogue. Findings or knowledge claims are created as an investigation proceeds. That is, findings emerge through
dialogue in which conflicting interpretations are negotiated among members of a community.

The significance of my gender as a Samoan woman doing research on tama Samoa must also be noted. There are two areas for discussion in this section: a) my gender as a Samoan woman, and b) my culturally informed role within this research.

Firstly, as a Samoan woman the research topic was initiated by the talanoa I had with my nephews; therefore my role as their aunt allowed for them to share and talk with me about their secondary school experiences. The relationship formed with my own nephews is culturally framed and this was also the manner that I approached the tama Samoa within this study. By removing the idea of just being a researcher the relationship between myself and the tama Samoa was built on trust through understanding the va (space) and relationship between myself and the tama Samoa of this study. The distinctive role that I played within this research was an important aspect of building trust between myself and the tama Samoa.

Meeting the tama Samoa for the first time, I was aware that their initial thoughts or perspective of me are of an older woman (my gender). The gender relations in the fa’aSamoa are determined by familial roles, it is not a male or female binary; rather, the roles of being a family member such as daughter, sister, mother or aunt have tremendous significance which are arguably distinctively different than that of Western familial relations. My age was also important, being an older sister, or being the sister of a parent and being sufficiently older to garner respect and trust.

In terms of my culturally informed role, there is mana, a culturally ordained authority, in being a sister of a person’s parent. There is a degree of informality in the relationship between a Samoan aunt and her nephews and nieces which it is sometimes not possible to have with one’s parents within Samoan culture. In this relationship between an aunt and her nephews or nieces warmth, affection, informality and trust ensue, within which young people confide and share in ways they may not do with their parents, teachers, or other formal authority figures.
This exploration of who I am as a researcher is an asset in this particular qualitative study. For this particular study, my role as a past classroom practitioner and the experience of working within a secondary school environment contributed to the opportunity to capture the voices of Pacific young men and, in particular, tama Samoa.

For the purpose of this study I uphold certain values that pertain to my own upbringing: these values include compassion, endurance, forgiveness, friendship, honesty, hope, humility, justice, respect, service, thankfulness, and wisdom. Many of these values are common to Pacific peoples – “respect, reciprocity, communalism, collective responsibility, gerontocracy, humility, love, service, and spirituality” (Anae, Coxon, Mara, Wendt-Samu, & Finau, 2001, p. 14). During the process of collecting the data all these values were at work to develop and maintain a relationship of trust and importance as the study unfolded.

Each of these values also relate and align to the use of the fa’afaletui framework. Most importantly, the research was carried out with the students making the study a collective responsibility. The value of respect was demonstrated by me pronouncing the tama Samoa names correctly, and by listening to their experiences without interruption so giving tama Samoa the time to share their stories. Furthermore, as a researcher, paying attention to the atmosphere of the space where the talanoa took place and ensuring that the sharing included fun and laughter reflected the values of friendship and spirituality.

**Pacific Research Paradigms**

For the purpose of this research, I took the opportunity to explore, expand, acknowledge and to celebrate the growing of Pacific research paradigms.

It has been argued that traditionally there has been a lack of cultural appropriateness and sensitivity towards Pacific people in relation to applying research methodologies (see for example Smith, 1999). Tamasese, Peteru and Waldergrave (1997) identify the value of reflecting the needs of participants’ knowledge base:
Constructs of method should emerge from and faithfully reflect the intrinsic source of its participants’ needs and knowledge bases. The call for legislative and social relief reflects a community which recognises that it is in crisis. It also raises serious questions for the research community regarding their ability to address their own roles and appropriate process of research within communities in crisis. (p. 301)

As indicated by the authors, the ongoing issue is that a lack of understanding when doing research within communities in crisis – in this case within communities of Pacific people – risks resulting in miscommunication and the misinterpretation of data collected.

Linda Smith (1999) supports communities using their own values and makes the following comment, “Indigenous methodologies tend to approach cultural protocols, values and behaviours as an integral part of methodology. They are ‘factors’ to be built in to research explicitly, to be thought about reflexively, to be declared openly as part of the research design, to be discussed as part of the final results of a study and to be disseminated back to the people in culturally appropriate ways and in a language that can be understood” (p. 15). Smith continues to state that “research is implicated in the production of theories which have de-humanised Māori and other indigenous peoples and in practices which have continued to privilege Western ways of knowing while denying the validity for Māori of Māori knowledge, language and culture” (p. 17). Smith’s reference to “other indigenous peoples” may be applied to diasporic groups such as Samoans in Aotearoa, and even more specifically, to the group that is the focus of this study - tama Samoa in New Zealand secondary schools. As pointed out by Gegeo (2008), Pacific scholars have developed number of appropriate modes to represent the diversity within Pacific indigenous epistemologies, the Pacific cultural world view, and theory of knowledge from a Pacific perspective.

Pacific research broad paradigms embrace the ideas of Pacific research frameworks. As indicated by Anae, Coxon, Mara, Wendt-Samu, and Finau (2001), interest in researching Pacific contexts using Pacific methodologies has grown. The authors explain that the primary role of using a Pacific research framework is to develop a unique Pacific world view that is underpinned by Pacific
values, belief systems, and ways of structuring knowledge. Identifying the value of Pacific ways of doing things provides empowerment for both the researched and researcher (Anae et al., 2001). Further to this the authors suggest that “if research is to make meaningful contributions to Pacific societies, then its primary purpose is to reclaim Pacific knowledge and values for Pacific peoples” (p. 8). The value of reclaiming Pacific knowledge goes back to the idea of Pacific research by Pacific people for Pacific. This continues to be a strength in building research capacity for Pacific people/

Ta’isi (2009), too, emphasises the importance of blending philosophies and methodologies in policy settings and research. Ta’isi suggests that Pacific people should draw on the strengths, understandings, and meanings of their worlds and have their own role models leading the research. According to Ta’isi, if this approach is adopted, Pacific peoples will offer rich new paradigms, greater diversity and colour in practice, and the warm connections of humanity with land, sea, and spirituality (p. 91).

The following explanation by Crocombe, Slatter, and TupouNiua (1975) captures the value of the “Pacific way” of doing research:

- talking things over rather than taking rigid stands, being prepared to negotiate being flexible, adaption and compromise, oratory and verbal negotiation, the value of sharing, universal notions of generosity with time, labours and property, Pacific perceptions of time, leisure, dress, food and dancing and the inseparable dynamics of church, and indigenization of Christianity. (p. 14)

This particular description that Crocombe et al. (1975), suggests to better understand Pacific people and Pacific research was identified four decades ago in the 1970s. It acknowledges the importance of identifying appropriate ways for researching Pacific people in a manner that was acceptable to them and the way Pacific people share their knowledge based understandings. The features included in Crocombe’s et al. (1975) description contribute to a better understanding of Pacific people and Pacific research. Conducting my research within Pacific research frameworks provides me with an opportunity to determine
the purpose and goals (specifically targeting education) for my own communities, based on the visions of my Pacific people, their families, and their children.

However, over time there has been an increase in Pacific researchers identifying the need for Pacific researchers to create their own pedagogy and symbolic orders: examples include Anae et al. (2001), Manu’atu (2000), Nabobo-Baba (2004), Taufe’ulungaki (2003), and Vaioleti (2003).

It is important to acknowledge the Pacific research methodologies that some Pacific researchers have used in generating data and knowledge. Tamasese, Peteru, Waldergrave, and Bush (2005) developed the fa’afaletui framework from Samoa. As identified by Tamasese (2008), fa’afaletui is the critical process of tui (weaving) together all the different levels of knowledge frames from within the houses of collective representation, in order that the Samoan world view is substantially enhanced and added to (pp. 22–23). Fa’afaletui is described in more detail in the following section.

Thaman’s (1997) model of Kakala as a metaphor for research is based on the process of making a garland of flowers in Tonga. The process involves three important steps: toli, the gathering of flowers; tui, the making of the garlands; and, finally, luva, or the process of giving away or presenting the kakala. Thaman proposes that the three key processes involved in the making of kakala – toil, tui, and luva – are similar to the processes in the conduct of a research process. As explained by Kalavite (2010), who applied the Kakala metaphor to her own research, Thaman’s metaphor of kakala symbolically refers to the researcher selecting and gathering the relevant information needed for the research topic (toli); creating the new knowledge from the collected data (tui); and disseminating the knowledge (luva).

Another example of Pacific frameworks that has become increasingly popular within Pacific research is the model of talanoa. As identified by Otsuka (2005), and Vaioleti (2006), talanoa is widely promoted by Pacific academics and researchers in the New Zealand education sector. In his doctoral thesis, Manueli (2012) explains how talanoa is a culturally appropriate qualitative research method for research involving Pacific people (p. 101). In research contexts,
talanoa can enable the researcher and participants to connect at a deeper level which facilitates the co-construction of authentic, rich, and inter-related knowledge. (Manueli, 2012, p. 100)

The increase of valid theoretical frameworks for Pacific research based on Pacific values is most appropriate for Pacific peoples. The worthiness of using Pacific research frameworks for Pacific people and Pacific education is in the contribution to the body of Pacific knowledge (Kupa, 2009; Nabobo-Baba, 2006). Otunuku (2011) highlights the relevance of Pacific research frameworks with the observation that Pacific academics’ scholarly writings on educational issues aim to deconstruct and reclaim Pacific indigenous education. He claims that Pacific academics are proposing a policy and methodology underpinned by the cultural systems of indigenous peoples (p. 43).

However, as discussed by Tupuola (1993), any researcher who does research with Pacific people needs to have a developing understanding of Pacific knowledge and an awareness of Pacific cultures. Tupuola emphasises that knowing and understanding Pacific culture is one thing, but doing something about it is another (p. 54). Sauni (2011) supports this notion and suggests that for Pasifika research appropriate knowledge and willingness to understand cultural values is necessary in order to create cultural knowledge and social construction of cultural identity. Sauni continues by saying that it is the intent and responsibility of Pacific researchers to continue to address cultural issues and to add to collective wisdom.

The use of the Ethnic Inter-Face Model attributed to Wendt-Samu (2006), is proffered as an effective way to guide the researcher through the process (Airini et al., 2010; Anae, 2010; Coxon et al., 2002). This model encourages the researcher to be aware of the cultural make-up of the participants and note how this affects their interaction with the institution in which the study is contextualised.

As stated by Anae (2010), with this increasing pool of researchers able and motivated to undertake quality research on improving Pacific people’s outcomes it is critical that good practice that has enhanced Pacific education research and
policies linkages is identified and acted upon. Anae also emphasises that it is essential that Pacific education research methodologies are explored and that ideas for and about Pacific education research methodologies are shared amongst those who are interested in doing research with Pacific people and or are interested in Pacific research locally, nationally, and globally (p. 1). This is important because more and more interested researchers are studying Pacific people and having an understanding of the Pacific way of informing one’s research is not only beneficial for researcher but also the Pacific groups the research is based on.

For this research, then, I was aware, that when working alongside Pacific communities it was important that I undertook the study having identified and become mindful of key values from my own Samoan culture – in particular the values of fa’aaloalo (respect), alofa (love), and tautua (service). As argued by Sauni (2011), conceptualising the underpinning principles of Samoan culture creates a unique platform for honest, genuine dialogue between researcher and participants, despite differences based on gender, institutional status, and cultural status (p. 58).

**Fa’afaletui Framework**

In this study the use of the fa’afaletui framework is considered both a methodology and a method for collecting data. According to Tamasese et al. (2005), the purpose of developing the fa’afaletui research methodology was to provide a rigorous research method that would be “relevant and acceptable in a Samoan cultural context”. The fa’afaletui methodology “avoided the danger of Western interpretation and meaning construction and enabled an authentic Samoan-based approach” through an exploration of the experiences of Samoan people and “the meanings they construct around critical mental health issues and definitions” (p. 301).

Fa’afaletui is claimed to be a technique or process well suited to conduct Samoa research (Tamasese, Peteru, Waldergrave, & Bush, 2005). Tamasese et al. (2005) claim that the fa’afaletui framework facilitates the gathering and validation of important knowledge within the Samoan culture. Originally developed to
enhance mental health service provision in emigrant Samoan communities in New Zealand, fa’afaletui is considered sensitive and responsive to Samoan cultural norms in that context, and to provide a sound basis for research into health needs and the development of health services consistent with Samoan lifeways (Koloto & Sharma, 2005; Tamasese, 2008; Tamasese, Peteru, Waldegrave, & Bush, 2005).

To convey an understanding of the term fa’afaletui, I define the word as used in this study. Tuafuti (2011) defines the term from a linguistic perspective. Fa’a is the causative prefix used with a large number of bases and serving many separate functions, which cause someone or something to have or to do something. Fale means house. The word tui in this concept means to “thread through”. Tuafuti’s definition interlinks well with the literal translation of fa’afaletui as identified by Goldring (2006) in her Master’s thesis: capacity building and knowledge sharing between people in communities of practice such as house building. To ensure successful outcomes, cross-cultural projects should be undertaken by way of concepts indigenous to the culture in question. Fa’afaletui is a research framework that enables the collection, sharing, and validation of all the different levels of knowledge within the Samoan community, and the weaving of these knowledges into consensus about a given problem that reflects the Samoan worldview and is acceptable to those concerned (Tamasese, 2008).

As described by Cowley (2013), as a research tool, “fa’afaletui has often been linked metaphorically to a story which some Samoans tell about the respective views of the fisherman, the tree climber, and the man at the top of the hill” (p.83). Cowley continues to describe each of the perspectives saying; “each perspective provides an important decision from which to view the fish (data); however, to encapsulate the data (fish) in its environment, another view, that of the tree climber, is necessary; and to get the complete picture, one may have to climb even further (to the top of the hill)” (p. 83).

Tupuola (1993) argues that for too long non-Western researchers and peoples have had to adopt and adapt to foreign concepts, structures, and research frameworks. She claims the time had come for the Western world of academia to change their way of thinking and provide opportunities for Samoan and other
Pacific researchers and research approaches and methods. The fa’aфаletui framework underpins an inductive methodology that serves to develop a model of understanding from data in a logical style.

In this particular study fa’aфаletui is used both as a verb and as a noun. As a verb it refers to the methodology for collecting the data; in this case, the sharing of lived experiences and perceptions by the tama Samoa, the perceptions of the nominated persons, and the contributions from the literature. Fa’aфаletui aims at building close relationships between researcher and participants through collaboration. In this study the building of positive relationships with tama Samoa was achieved through an informal gathering in the beginning to get to meet the tama Samoa with food and drink to allow for this relationship to form. As a noun fa’aфаletui refers to the results of actual sharing; that is, what emerged from the various stages of analysis of the data. Fa’aфаletui helped me to weave together the collective knowledge and perspectives of the tama Samoa and to reach to a consensus about tama Samoa and their understandings of school life experiences. For all these reasons the fa’aфаletui framework was deemed culturally and methodologically appropriate to capture the voices of tama Samoa.

PART TWO: Methods

School selection and participant recruitment

When identifying secondary schools from which to select tama Samoa for this study, I decided that I would focus on secondary schools that were situated in the Wellington area, in particular within the Hutt Valley district. This was for two reasons: (i) I am from the Hutt Valley district and was already familiar with the area and surrounding secondary schools, and (ii) I was a part time student, and working full time. These commitments of a full time job while also studying, made the decision to stay local easier due to convenience. The starting point for contact was via initial telephone conversations with school principals followed by an email confirmation of the discussion regarding interest in allowing me to enter their school as a researcher. The schools were chosen because they were culturally diverse. This was important to me as a school’s culture and its environment has a major impact on the students. Eight secondary schools were contacted.
However, only three were interested in continuing with face to face meetings. This had some implications for the study, particularly in terms of the number of participants as explained below.

Three secondary schools took an interest. School One is a co-educational, decile eight state school of 1600 students for Years 9 to 13. It has a 7% Pacific ethnic composition. School Two is a decile five state integrated Boys Catholic school, of 501 students catering from Year 7 to 13. It has a 27% Pacific ethnic composition. School Three is a co-educational, decile seven state school of 1105 students for Years 9 to 13. It has a 6% Pacific ethnic composition.

Reviewing the latest Education Review Office (ERO) reports for each of the schools, a common thread across all schools was that each school highlighted the significance of its Pacific students being at the lower end of NCEA results across the levels (ERO 2010, 2011, 2012). One school ERO report did identify specific programmes that the school was offering to cater for the needs of Pacific students. However, it did not identify the outcomes of such programmes. While ERO reports do not specifically focus on tama Samoa, the reports did provide an overall sense of each school’s position in terms of their Pacific students.

Once meeting dates were confirmed with each of the secondary schools, an initial talanoa (conversation) meeting was held with the principal from each of the three schools. These meetings allowed me to discuss my research topic of interest, and to provide a timeframe of study. The principals were given an opportunity to ask questions regarding my research interest. One of the three secondary school principals was hesitant about allowing me to conduct research in her school, and asked the question “What will our school get out it”? Reflecting back now on this I realise that the answer I gave at the time persuaded her to let me in her school. My answer to this question was “You will get an overview on tama Samoa perceptions about how they feel about secondary school. I will also return to your school to provide an overview of this study”. This particular principal agreed that this would be of value to their school and allowed me to include the school in my project.
On receiving a positive response from all three principals, a letter was written to each of them outlining the research and seeking written permission to conduct the research in the school (Appendix 1).

Only Year 12 and Year 13 tama Samoa students were considered for this study. The reason for this decision were these students have been at secondary school longest and therefore have more experiences to reflect on. It was expected that these past experiences could give more insight to the research questions provided. At this point of the initial school selection process, principals were asked to nominate Year 12 and Year 13 tama Samoa who they considered would be appropriate for research study.

To guide school principals in selecting tama Samoa I developed the following criteria – tama Samoa must:

1. be Year 12 and Year 13 at their secondary school
2. be of Samoan descent
3. have achieved endorsed NCEA level One with Merit or Excellence in Year 11 and be taking level Two or Three credits in Year 12 or Year 13
4. be interested in participating in the research.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School</th>
<th>Original number of students identified by each school</th>
<th>Students suited for the research</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>School A</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School B</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School C</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As noted by Table 2, the original students identified by school principals differs from overall interested students. School A had two students who were not selected because (i) one was not of Samoan ethnicity – the school had the wrong ethnic identification for this student, and (ii) the second student was leaving the school within the next few weeks. School B, also had two that did not continue with the study: (i) one student was not interested in taking part, and (ii) one student was preparing to leave secondary school and apply for a full time job at the time.

The selection criteria for the participants were important to me for two reasons: one, this study was my contribution back to the Samoa community and I wanted to provide insights into the experiences of tama Samoa from a strengths based perspective. Secondly, it was an opportunity to further understand the needs of tama Samoa, to represent their voices and who they were within the secondary school context. As identified by Hamilton (2006), the need for one to listen to student voice is one of the significant enabling factors for the building of caring, empowering relationships within a learning community.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tama Samoa</th>
<th>Full Samoan</th>
<th>Half Samoan/Half…</th>
<th>Blended ethnicities Half Samoan/Part…/Part…</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tataio</td>
<td>🌟</td>
<td>🌟Tongan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mataio</td>
<td>🌟</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ioane</td>
<td>🌟</td>
<td>🌟Cook Island</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toma</td>
<td>🌟</td>
<td></td>
<td>🌟Fiji/Māori</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filipo</td>
<td>🌟</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iese</td>
<td>🌟</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iakopo</td>
<td>🌟</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ioane</td>
<td>🌟</td>
<td></td>
<td>🌟German/Tongan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patolomaio</td>
<td>🌟</td>
<td>🌟Palagi (European)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timoteo</td>
<td>🌟</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aneterea</td>
<td>🌟</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iuta</td>
<td>🌟</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3, displays the ethnic composition of the participants. It also shows that some tama Samoa had a mix of ethnicities which had the potential to influence their identity formations.

In each of the three secondary schools, I arranged a time, through the senior deans, to meet with the tama Samoa. Each school principal had now signed to agree to the research project, and requested that I then worked with senior deans to continue the research process within each school. The initial meet and greet with the tama Samoa in each school was held in their lunch hour. In aligning this research with the fa'aafetui framework the culturally appropriate way of building a relationship is acknowledging the participants and appreciating who they are through informal talanoa over drink and food. This is the beginning of talanoa as identified by Vaioleti (2006): the talanoa will only occur once the tama Samoa feel the time is right and the context appropriate. It is also during this time of building the relationship that the talanoa will establish the expectations that I, as the researcher, and the tama Samoa have of each other, promoting mutual accountability and trustworthiness. In each informal talanoa, tama Samoa were asked to introduce themselves as a way of building a relationship with them. Tama Samoa were given the opportunity to question and think about participation, as well given information to read and sign (Appendix 2).

INTRODUCING THE TAMA SAMOA

Due to the number of tama Samoa being twelve, for the research each was given the name of one of the twelve disciples from the bible; however, two of the disciples have the same name and therefore I decided to change one of names to Iese to limit any confusion for the readers. Below I present each of the twelve tama Samoa brief self-introduction. These introductions were held at our informal lunch gatherings held at each school:

My name is Toma. I play rugby league for Randwick. I enjoy attending this school. I have 2 younger brothers and one sister.

My name is Ioane. I like to hang out with everyone. I have had a lot of cousins come through this school and I enjoy coming to school to learn.
Well my name is Tataio, both my older brothers attended this school and my second oldest brother was deputy head boy here in his year. I enjoy PE, Maths, and English.

My name is Timoteo. I was born in Auckland but I was raised here in Wellington.

I am Iese. I am 17, my Mum and her siblings moved to New Zealand when she was about five years old.

Well, I am Patolomaio. I am also 17, and I'm a half caste.

Well, my name is lakopo.

Well, my name is Iuta. I have an older brother in the army, and I live with my parents.

Well, my name is Mataio, my parents are full Samoan.

Well, my name is Filipo. My Dad performs in a band. Thank you.

Well my name is Simona-Peteru. I was born in Lower Hutt and my parents were both born in Samoa

**Nominated participants**

Within a research context there are a number of terms used for the process of selecting other participants to be involved in a particular study: chain referral, snowball sampling, friendship pyramiding, or targeted nominations (Magnusson, & Marecek, 2015). As noted by Magnusson and Marecek (2015), the idea of targeted nominations works well if you are able to find other participants who fit the particular set of characteristics required for the study. In this study, the twelve tama Samoa were each asked to identify one other person that I could meet to have a one on one semi-structured talanoa session. Of course, this was only a request and the tama Samoa were free to decline the suggestion of nominating anyone; however, all twelve participants did take the opportunity to nominate one other participant who was invited to take part in the study. These nominated participants were selected by the tama Samoa as people who knew them well.
and were therefore able to provide further observations and perceptions about factors that contributed to tama Samoa experiences at school. This opportunity allowed for triangulation – the tama Samoa and nominated persons share different perspectives on tama Samoa as individuals, so the tama Samoa perceptions of themselves could be compared with their nominated person’s perceptions. Using two different groups of people for the study provides data sets that complement one another. Thus the data from both sources provide a richer detail of tama Samoa and their everyday secondary school experiences.

The individual talanoa sessions with nominated participants were done at a time and place convenient to them. Each nominated person agreed to meet with me for the purpose of this research, and was also provided with research details to read and sign as agreement to be involved in this research study. Table 4 shows the relationship of each tama Samoa to their nominated person. The table shows nominated persons to be a mix of teachers, peers/friends, and family members.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tama Samoa</th>
<th>Nominated Person (1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tataio</td>
<td>Girlfriend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mataio</td>
<td>Teacher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ioane</td>
<td>Teacher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toma</td>
<td>Friend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filipo</td>
<td>Aunty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simona-Peteru</td>
<td>Mum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iakopo</td>
<td>Brother</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iese</td>
<td>Mum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patolomaio</td>
<td>Girlfriend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timoteo</td>
<td>Sister</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aneterea</td>
<td>Brother</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iuta</td>
<td>Friend</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Data Gathering

Data for this research was gathered by focus group talanoa and semi-structured one on one talanoa. Both types of data gathering have valuable use in collecting the data. The focus group talanoa was a way to “get to know” the tama Samoa while having other tama Samoa amongst them. The semi-structured talanoa was the one on one talanoa that allowed for me to ask personal detailed questions about their experiences at school.

Focus group

There were two major benefits to using focus group talanoa as a source of data collection: firstly, a more relaxed and natural discussion can take place than might be found in a one to one interview; and secondly, individuals often find it easier to voice their opinion when they have been listening to others (Marshall & Rossman, 2011). In order to establish familiarity with the background of the tama Samoa, the tama Samoa were invited to an informal lunch where I got to meet and greet with them at their schools. The purpose of this was to build the relationship so that tama Samoa felt safe to talanoa openly about their perceptions and experiences of secondary school. It was important to allow enough free flow of talanoa since this could lead to more insightful, critical discussion (Vaioleti, 2006).

Furthermore, the talanoa needed to nurture relationships, allowing time for individuals to feel comfortable and know that their opinion was valued. From a talanoa perspective, it was helpful to nurture collaborative discussion, allowing participants to share their experiences and knowledge, as this was an important ingredient in achieving cross-cultural research (Otsuma, 2005).

Focus groups were used when talanoa sessions began with the tama Samoa. Denscombe (2003) identifies distinctive and vital points about focus groups as follows:

The sessions usually revolve around a prompt, a trigger, some stimulus introduced by the moderator in order to ‘focus’ the discussion;
There is less emphasis on the need for the moderator to adopt a neutral role in the proceedings than is normally the case with other interview techniques.

They place particular value on the interaction within the group as a means for eliciting information, rather than just collecting each individual’s points of view – there is a special value on the collective view, rather than the aggregate view. (p. 169)

An advantage of using focus group talanoa is that this provides the opportunity to explore and discuss topics in a non-threatening way. Conversely, the disadvantage of using focus group interviews, as identified by Descombe (2003), is that it may be difficult to record the discussion that takes place, as participants may interrupt each other and talk simultaneously.

**Semi-structured one on one talanoa**

Kvale (1996) states that the qualitative research interview is a construction site for knowledge. In this research a semi-structured interview process was used with both tama Samoa and nominated people. The use of semi-structured interviews offers sufficient flexibility to approach different respondents differently while still covering the same areas of data collection. (Noor, 2008)

Semi-structured interview technique is used to collect qualitative data by setting up a situation (the interview) that allows a respondent the time and scope to talk about their opinions on a particular subject.

The focus of the interview is decided by the researcher and there may be areas the researcher is interested in exploring. As identified earlier, the key themes of this research – identity, sense of belonging and aspirations for the future – were already established, and questions were already set to navigate through each of the themes. In determining the questions for the study, an opportunity to pilot the list of questions with my own nephews allowed for talanoa on how the questions would be suitable or not suitable to use in this study. Once this process was completed further discussion with supervisors identified the final questions for the study. However, during the focus group talanoa and semi-structured talanoa
with the tama Samoa some questions were refined before interviews with the next round of tama Samoa.

I had already established relationships with tama Samoa during focus group talanoa. However, in semi-structured interviews it was also important to make sure there was good rapport with the tama Samoa and myself and, therefore, the interview was like a conversation embroidered around the themes.

As identified by Mason (2004), the defining characteristic of semi-structured interviews is that they have a flexible and fluid structure. The structure of a semi-structured interview is usually organised around an interview guide (see Appendix 3). This contains topics, themes, or areas to be covered during the course of the interview, rather than a sequenced script of standardised questions. The aim is usually to ensure flexibility in how and in what sequence questions are asked, and in whether and how particular areas might be followed up and developed with different interviewees.

Recording data

In order to secure an accurate account of the conversations and to avoid losing data, it was important for me to take notes as well as record the talanoa sessions using a dictaphone. Although the dictaphone did not allow for non-verbal cues, the use of this tool provided me with extra support in making sure that what was being said by tama Samoa was secured through recording. The non-verbal cues were observed by me as I sat with tama Samoa during focus group talanoa and semi-structured talanoa and written as anecdotal notes. During talanoa focus group sessions each individual used a code to identify himself when speaking. There was careful planning of the questions which were undertaken to ensure adequate coverage of the topic.

Talanoa

The research method for data gathering in this research was talanoa through semi-structured interviews and focus group. Vaioleti (2006) describes the concept of talanoa as a conversation, a talk, an exchange of ideas or thinking, whether formal or informal.
Using talanoa for engaging with tama Samoa built confidence amongst the group particularly using the focus group talanoa to build the relationship. The talanoa process is a good example of both a method and a methodology which uses formal or informal discussion in Pacific research. The Talanoa process is a data-gathering interviewing method which can be used in one-on-one interviews or focus group discussions, and is also a useful method/methodology to use across disciplines.

Prescott (2008) describes talanoa as the preferred means of communication for Pacific research because it captures the traditions and protocols of the fa'afaletui framework. Manueli (2012) describes talanoa as an opportunity to enable the researcher and participants to connect at a deeper level which facilitates the co-construction of authentic, rich contextual and inter-related knowledge (p. 100). As identified by Vaioleti (2006), talanoa fits well with phenomenological research, and because Talanoa is “flexible, it provides opportunities to probe, challenge, clarify and re-align” (p. 25).

**Triangulation and Validation**

The use of the fa'afaletui process of continued revision of talanoa – returning it to tama Samoa to check once transcribing was completed – ensured triangulation of the data. The importance of triangulation is that it can enhance the validity of data. As stated by Descombe (2003), there is an analogy which is often used in this respect. Triangulation involves locating an honest position by referring to two or more other co-ordinates. Using this analogy, researchers like me seeking key findings can use different methods of data collection to provide clear pathways to a topic. In both the semi-structured talanoa interviews and the focus groups, the face-to-face value was the one way of engaging positively with the tama Samoa and selected friends, teachers and family members.
Table 5: Overview of focus group and semi-structured interviews.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School</th>
<th>Focus Group</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Semi-Structured Interviews</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>NP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>School One</td>
<td>4 Tama Samoa</td>
<td>Lunchtime 50 min</td>
<td>Simona-Peteru Timoteo Anetere Iuta</td>
<td>50min, 40min, 55min, 40min</td>
<td>1hr, 50min, 45min, 50min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School Two</td>
<td>6 Tama Samoa</td>
<td>Lunchtime 50 min</td>
<td>Tataio Mataio Ioane Toma Filipo Iakopo</td>
<td>1hr, 50min, 45min, 55min, 40min, 1hr</td>
<td>45min, 50min, 1hr, 35min, 35min, 1hr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School Three</td>
<td>2 Tama Samoa</td>
<td>Study Period 40 min</td>
<td>Iese Patolomaio</td>
<td>1hr, 50min</td>
<td>1 hr, 45min</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Analysis of Data

Qualitative research can rapidly generate huge amounts of data. As noted by Cohen, Manion, and Morrison (2007) there is no one single or correct way to analyse qualitative data; it is very reliant on interpretation. As with all qualitative data, phenomenological data analysis involves such processes as coding, categorising, and making sense of the essential meanings of the phenomenon. Throughout the data analysis phase of the research I was working with rich descriptive data to identify common sub-themes that arose from the key research question:

In what ways do tama Samoa experiences within a secondary school context contribute to their identity, sense of belonging, and aspirations for the future?

However, it is important to note that the particular questions asked of tama Samoa were centred on the three themes of identity, belonging, and the future. This stage of analysis basically involved total immersion in the data for as long as it was needed in order to ensure a thorough description of the phenomenon.

As pointed out by Kleiman (2004), the structure of phenomena is the major finding of any descriptive phenomenological inquiry. This structure is based upon the essential meanings that are present in the descriptions of the participants and is
determined both by analysis and also by the researchers (intuitive) insights. When analysing the data provided by the tama Samoa during both focus and semi-structured talanoa sessions I followed the method of analysis as described by Kleiman (2004, p. 9), reading the interview transcript in its entirety in order to get a global sense of the whole.

This process of transcribing each recording from focus group and semi-structured talanoa provided me with a sense of the tama Samoa and their overall idea of what their experiences were during secondary school.

Reading the interview transcript a second time – this time more slowly – in order to divide the data into meaningful sections or units.

Through following this process, explained in Chapter Four, each of the main themes was unpacked with its own sub-themes; for example, the Identity theme generate three sub-themes: personal identity, cultural identity, and group identity.

Integrating the sections that you have identified as having a similar focus or content and making sense of them.

At this stage of analysing the data, I began using a mind map of what connections were being made through each sub-theme and tried to identify the relationships between each of the themes.

Subject your integrated meaningful sections/units to a process that is known as free imaginative variation.

During this stage of the analysis, I went through each of the sub-themes from the main themes to identify and highlight any particular variations from tama Samoa experiences that were more essential to this study. This process was quite challenging as a researcher because I wanted to include everything shared by tama Samoa so that their experiences and voices were been included in all parts of this study.

Elaborate on your findings – this includes descriptions of the essential meanings that were discovered through the process of variation.
Once I was clear in my mind about the themes, sub-themes, and the contributions each of these themes brought to the study, I was now ready to make further connections through the use of literature and theoretical ideas discussed in Chapter Two, to support each of the sub-themes.

Revisit the raw data descriptions again in order to justify your interpretations of both the essential meanings and the general structure. You really do have to prove that you can substantiate the accuracy of all your findings by reference to the raw data.

This process of analysis was ongoing – revisiting the raw data for emerging themes that may have been missed. Creswell (2013) suggests that transcripts should be read several times in order to provide the researcher with general overview of the data.

Once you have completed the analysis of your data, you follow this with a critical analysis of your work within your research study.

This point of the analysis required a review of the data. It was also an opportunity to look at the raw data again and to confirm that the descriptions that I had highlighted throughout this analysis process were relevant to the study and overall aim of the study.

**Ethical Considerations**

Throughout this research, every precaution was taken to make sure ethical and cultural issues were considered throughout. It was important that the participants, tama Samoa of Years 12 and 13, understood the process of how the research would proceed and for me, as the researcher, to be completely honest about what their role as participants involved. Ethical considerations are paramount when conducting research of and with young people, and management of these considerations can be very influential on the research that is ultimately completed by young people. Throughout the study, the wellbeing of the participants was a top priority. Ethical issues were carefully considered at the early stages of the study and this consideration was deemed as an on-going process. The ethical issues included gaining informed consent from all participants; ensuring
participants’ privacy, confidentiality, and anonymity; and protection of participants from any form of harm (physical, emotional, or other). This was done by spending time with tama Samoa to build the relationship of trust, to provide an atmosphere where tama Samoa felt they could be open about sharing their experiences and perceptions about secondary school. The opportunity to have food and drink at every focus talanoa and semi-structured talanoa, provided the relaxing setting for both tama Samoa and myself. The building of relationships, and providing of food and drink were all part of the cultural considerations as identified earlier. During this time, to ensure that participants made informed choices, sufficient time was devoted to clarifying the research process with them and complementing this with printed materials.

Tama Samoa’s anonymity was high on the list of priorities, therefore, as explained above, tama Samoa were given the names of the twelve disciples from the Bible as pseudonyms. Giving tama Samoa pseudonyms will provide them with privacy and keep their identities confidential, as there is little contact made with the data by persons besides myself.

Human ethics approval was granted by the Victoria University of Wellington’s Faculty of Education Human Ethics Committee on January 2011 (TKM2010/121: RM 18204) (Appendix 4). In accordance with the Victoria University of Wellington Human Ethics guidelines, to ensure privacy, confidentiality, and anonymity, data gathered for the study was accessed only by the researcher and two supervisors. All written materials were kept in a locked file and accessed only by the researcher. All electronic information was password protected and accessed only by the researcher.
SUMMARY

This chapter has been presented in two parts. Part one describes the research methodology and theoretical framework. It also discusses my position as a researcher, and provides an overview of Pacific research paradigms. In part two, I discuss the method used for participant selection and the data gathering processes. In part two I explain the process of analysing the data collected and present the ethical considerations and limitations to this study.

This research explores the experiences that influenced tama Samoa during secondary school. The study is, therefore, informed by the interpretive paradigm which supports multiple realities that are socially constructed by people. The next chapter of this thesis discusses the findings that derived from the focus group talanoa and semi-structured individual talanoa.
CHAPTER FOUR: FINDINGS

Matofī le Niu’afa i le La

(Exposure the Niu’afa to the Sun)

INTRODUCTION

To understand who tama Samoa are as individuals, it is necessary to acknowledge that first and foremost these tama Samoa know that they are of Samoan heritage; thus, they identify with an ethnic group. Tama Samoa also have a sense of the multiple identities which they have developed over their time at secondary school; they have a sense of belonging-ness both within and outside the secondary school environment. In the talanoa with the twelve tama Samoa, it also became clear that they do look forward to what the future holds for them.

As identified in the previous chapter the use of the Fa’afaletui framework, gives a multilayered approach to data interpretation using a range of lenses and perspectives. In conducting this research, the combination of Western and Samoan frameworks was appropriate given the stories that would be provided by the tama Samoa.

The tama Samoa brought insightful information about what contributes to their experiences at school. They shared their perceptions and, in most parts of the talanoa, I was able to capture clearly the perceptions tama Samoa had of where they had been and what they hoped to become.

However, there were also complexities in the experiences they shared. Their stories have ambiguous, unspoken messages that are not clearly visible at this point; this is discussed further in Chapter Five where some reasoning behind these messages is developed. Because some of the elements of their stories are visible and easily noticed and other elements are less visible, as I decoded and tried to provide an interpretation of their stories I found experiencing of trying to capture every element of the tama Samoa and their experiences challenging.
Drawing from the talanoa discussions, Chapter Four illustrates the themes that have been generated by the tama Samoa responses. In order to support the themes, excerpts from the focus group talanoa and from the one-on-one talanoa transcripts are imparted throughout this chapter.

In presenting verbatims from talanoa sessions, the following coding system is used: the contribution of specific tama Samoa is represented by (tama Samoa pseudonym: F), for example, (Ioane: F); in semi-structured interviews contributions are presented as (tama Samoa pseudonym: SS); and (tama Samoa pseudonym: NP) represents the contribution of specific nominated persons. This coding system is used to keep with the ethical consideration of keeping participants’ names confidential.

Each theme has been “unpacked” into sub-themes, and the sub-themes into categories, to provide more insights into the tama Samoa and their stories. It is important to note that quotes from both tama Samoa (primary participants) and from the nominated people (secondary participants) selected by the tama Samoa are provided to illustrate the three themes. The use of quotes from nominated people provides another perspective to the quotes provided by tama Samoa, particularly when these do not necessary align with what has been said by tama Samoa.

The use of the Samoan cultural framework, fa’afaletui, required three different views of the data (Tamasese et al., 1997). Here I drew on the adjectival description of close, closer, closest to the data as explained by Cowley (2013) who applied fa’afaletui n her research:

if we can imagine a fisherman in his canoe and the data as the fish (the concept of perceptions becomes more cultural as we triangulate the data and confirm or refute findings. This was especially applicable to the themes which emerged from the data where the constant reviewing of the data, the literature and opinions of cultural advisors were considered.

(p.101)
In my own research, the data was analysed according to the themes (close); each theme was then “unpacked” into sub-themes (closer), and the sub-themes into categories (closest), to provide more insights into the tama Samoa and their stories. It is important to note that quotes from both tama Samoa (primary participants) and from the nominated people (secondary participants) selected by the tama Samoa are provided to illustrate the three themes. The use of quotes from nominated people provides another perspective to those provided by tama Samoa, particularly when these do not necessary align with what has been said by tama Samoa.

THEME 1: IDENTITY

In psychology and sociology, identity is regarded as a person's interpretation and expression of their and others' individuality or group affiliations (Erickson, 1968; Tajfel, 1981). As identified by Walker (2005), at some point, throughout their adolescence, young people will start to examine their own values, ethics, spirituality, racial and ethnic identity, sexuality, and gender. This supports Gullotta, Adams and Markstrom’s (1999) earlier suggestion that adolescents’ exploring the different aspects of their identity is part of a very normal desire to understand who they are and where they fit in the world.

As identified by Erikson (1968), as adolescents explore their identity, they learn what makes them unique but this also happens at a time in their lives when they are very keen to “belong”, to be part of different groups, to have many friends and to be connected with other people. However, for Pacific adolescents as noted by Tupuola (2004) youth in New Zealand commonly perceives ‘New Zealand-born’ as a contradictory and ambiguous group with multiple, social cultural, political commitments. Tupuola continues her discussion on the idea that in some studies by Pacific writers on Pacific youth is that this group also imply that they are struggling to forge an identity as ‘they are at home neither in their parents’ world nor in their country of birth (p. 91).

The data from this study shows that during their time at secondary school tama Samoa ask questions about their own identities as well as exploring the multiple identities they have constructed over time. In this research tama Samoa shared
their experiences of exploring their identity formation and spoke about their individualism, being Samoan, and the complexity of the multiple identities they grapple with both within and outside the school environment.

Through the use of fa’afaletui it is underpinned by values of respect and honouring the tama Samoa, ensuring that each of the tama Samoa were well represented in this research. Fa’afaletui paid serious attention to their cultural perspectives. The study found tama Samoa to be exploring three different elements of their identity formation: personal identity in terms of their perceptions they have of themselves as students and as a tama, as well as the perceptions they believe others have of them; cultural identity, exploring their Samoa-ness; and, finally, group identity, identifying the influence of peers, as well as their role as a peer amongst friends and within school responsibilities.

**Personal identity**

Chapter Three introduces the tama Samoa with their own words to describe themselves in our initial talanoa. During this initial talanoa time, I as the researcher, was aware that I had two contradicting ideas floating in my mind. First, that I was a stranger meeting a group of tama Samoa for the first time; wondering how the tama Samoa would react to my presence in the group. Second, I wondered how confident the tama Samoa would be in their talanoa with me as a Samoan, as a woman, and as a researcher. It was therefore important as a researcher to build a relationship between myself and the tama Samoa, and to make sure that I was able to create a safe environment so that they could feel relaxed and that they could talanoa openly within this study. Later, as I analysed the data, I realised that the richness and depth of the data that was generated from the talanoa indicates that this relationship building was, indeed, successful. During the talanoa sessions the tama Samoa spoke about the perceptions they have about their own personal identity in two ways: i) as students – in terms of how they perform at school and as the key to a better future for their families; and ii) how they believe others perceive them.
**Tama Samoa perceptions of themselves as students**

This section presents a number of perceptions which tama Samoa have of themselves as students and as tama; how they perceive themselves amongst their peers, within their families, and within the school environment.

Steinberg and Morris (2001) note that the way adolescents look at situations, places, and things reflects the way they view the world and influences the conclusions and decisions they make.

These perceptions are presented in their own words, sometimes supplemented and reinforced by quotes from their nominated persons:

For me growing up … it’s just my natural nature… I always like to be competitive. Not verbally but …in everything I did, my actions. So everything I do I try to be…well, not say the best, but I try and excel at everything I do and that’s kind of …how I was brought up because my real dad he was kind of hard on me about education and stuff and always pushed me to get the highest mark. (Timoteo: SS)

I like to crack jokes. I am one of those funny guys, I pretty much just like to laugh heaps and because most of the boys are funny I just laugh along too. (Ioane: SS)

I have always been a good student, but I also enjoy my friends. I may not be doing my best at school so I would consider myself a steady achiever at school. I am not a lazy student but I don’t want to be a top student because my friends will give me grief about it. (Patolomaio: SS)

All the boys here have potential, but I reckon I have better use of my time. I think my friends look up to me when we have study periods, cos I can study for hours when I have to. (Tataio: SS)

Although tama Samoa were responding to questions about their perceptions of themselves, the above quotes show that they consider the influence of their friends – and in Timoteo’s case, his father – also has an important impact on their everyday experiences of identifying who they are as tama Samoa at school.
Other tama Samoa identified themselves as the key to a better future for their families and, therefore, that they need to do their best at school so that they can have a better future:

I need to do well at school because it is a good foundation for your future. (Ioane: F)

My parents tell me to work hard so I can get a good job. My older brother is at Massey University, but I am going straight into the work force so I can look after my Mum and Dad. (Mataio: SS)

I want to motivate myself at school because it just means that I’m living up to my family’s name. I am an independent worker it’s easier for me to, but I have been told I’m a good supporter by my mates and some teachers. (Toma: SS)

I want to have a better future, better life you know. I want to have the best life I can have. I see my parents and my grandparents struggling and I go over to Samoa and I want to be able to give back to the community, have enough money to give back. (Patolomaio: SS)

I just want to give back like to my family and to show them how thankful I am of my parents bringing me up and teaching the basics. That’s why I want to do well and give back. (Timoteo: F)

My family came from the Islands and, trying to find a job, it’s like it would be hard for them now. To have kids, they want their kids to do better and that’s what makes you determined to do something better. (Mataio: F)

Among the responses above, about family expectations, Mataio, Timoteo, and Patolomaio’s comments show a strong sense of giving back to their families. Within a Samoa context, the term “tautua” (service) is identified here, the notion of serving your family. Timoteo also mentions the nurturing support he has received from family, and how this has driven his sense of wanting a better education.
However, when nominated persons were given the opportunity to share their ideas about the tama Samoa feeling it was important to give back to family, one said:

I am really concerned with the burden that’s put on kids when they’re told that they’re Samoan and that their parents came here to give them a good education and that they’ve sacrificed their lives and that really troubles me and I often say to kids “you know, that’s not your burden. You do not have to accept that at all”. (Ioane: NP)

The contributions illustrate the value of using NP’s in this research because it provides the diversity such as the tension or conflicts of influences on tama Samoa perceptions about themselves and from other people in their lives.

While tama Samoa had each been given the opportunity to nominate any person and Ioane had selected his nominated person because of the positive relationship they had, Ioane’s nominated person was a teacher whose only experience with Samoa families is through the school context. Furthermore, this nominated person is not of Samoan heritage and the comments suggest that they do not clearly understand the concept of “tautua” (service), and what this means for tama Samoa and their Samoan families. This is explored further in the discussion chapter.

Filipo’s nominated person (a relative) provided a different perspective than Ioane’s NP, explaining how she saw Filipo’s role in terms of tautua in the extended family:

We have always had great expectations of Filipo; he is one of the nephews that you can rely on to make good choices. Filipo has a lot of cousins his age in our family, but he is one I can always rely on to help me out with my own kids. It never seems to bother him when I ask him and he always shows alofa (love) for his Samoan culture. (Filipo: NP)

However, Ioane’s comment, below, shows that he knows that doing his best at school can contribute to finding a good job to support his parents; he describes this as being a motivation tool to get him through secondary school. Like Ioane,
other tama Samoa, did not describe doing well at school for the sake of supporting family in terms of being a burden, but the complete opposite:

If I do my best at school and behave at school you can qualify for a good job because your parents struggle and stuff. It’s kind of like a self-motivation, to get further in life and help them as you grow up. (Ioane: SS)

In terms of Steinberg and Morris’s (2001) observation – that the way adolescents look at situations, places, and things reflects the way they view the world and influences the conclusions and decisions they make – tama Samoa highlighted that the perceptions they had of themselves as students are closely related to how they interact and are influenced by friends, peers, family, and the school environment. This perspective was identified by the fa’aafetui process of reading through the transcripts closely, then more closely, and then even more closely Cowley (2013).

**Tama Samoa perceptions of how others perceive them**

The perceptions tama Samoa articulated about what others thought of them provides some insight into how tama Samoa perceive themselves amongst others. As identified by Holley and Dobson (2008), students’ perceptions of the school environment and people have an impact on their academic attitudes and behaviours.

In reviewing the talanoa I also looked for whether nominated persons’ perceptions had similarities and differences with the tama Samoa perceptions of themselves.

I don’t know why, but my family say I am probably a chatterbox at school, because of how I am at home, but really I am like shy as, I don’t know why. (Aneterea: SS)

Aneterea and I were sort of like bought up together, and we always have each other’s back. Even though he has seven brothers he always has my back. Always clowning around and he talks a lot, like a lot. (Ioane: SS)

I like to crack jokes and be funny and stuff and to have a good laugh, but at school, teachers always ask me if I am ok because I am so quiet and
focused. I think the teachers think I am disciplined and all that. (Simona Peteru: SS)

Although Simona-Peteru, above, describes himself in terms of surface features such as being a joker and being funny, his nominated person describes him on a deeper level:

He’s got really good relationship with the teachers but I know that the teachers know that they like Simona-Peteru, but depending on the subject, if it’s too hard then Simona-Peteru sort of like avoids the teachers, but the teachers know that he’s good and they like him. He’s very well-liked by his friends. He’s like a mentor and a role model. He’s very popular. (Simona-Peteru: NP)

Some of the tama Samoa spoke casually about their perceptions of others and their thoughts about them as individuals. However, from their responses to probing questions about these perceptions, it seems that tama Samoa do take into consideration the perceptions of others about themselves:

My mates push me, you always want to do your best because you don’t want your peers to think you’re the dumb one out of your group. (Mataio: F)

Interestingly enough, Mataio’s nominated person provided a very different perception of Mataio:

I’ve taught two [of Mataio’s] older brothers and they have both been bright so I wonder if it’s partly my expectation. But Mataio I would have to say is the naughtiest of his brothers. I have to put a lot more time into keeping him in line you know because he can be very lazy doing his school work. (Mataio: NP)

At a first reading, this particular talanoa with Mataio’s nominated person suggests that although Mataio had nominated someone he had a positive and strong relationship with, the nominated person’s perspective about Mataio and his character within school may not have been as positive. However, when considered with Mataio’s comment, above, about feeling the “push” from his
mates, it may be concluded that his nominated person “keeping him in line” was, in fact, appreciated by Mataio as a positive strategy and therefore he regarded this as a positive aspect of his relationship with his nominated person. As elsewhere, this potential contradiction shows the value of including nominated persons in this study in order to unpack the complexity of tama Samoa experiences and to provide examples of how their perceptions of themselves and of their relationships may differ from those of “mainstream” students.

Other tama Samoa revealed that they feel pressure from others’ perceptions of them:

I think – actually, I know – my parents and teachers think I have potential and think I should be up there with the top students, and I feel a bit of pressure because I know I am not doing as good, but I know they have labelled me as a top student. (Simona-Peteru: F)

I have always believed in having a good education, because this is the key to a better future, and I am not shy to let my son know this. Maybe I do put pressure on Simona-Peteru to do well at school, but if I don’t who will? (Simona-Peteru: NP)

Simona-Peteru’s perception is that others perceive him as a successful or “top” student in secondary school and he acknowledges that he feels some pressure because of these expectations. Simona-Peteru’s NP’s statement appears to confirm Simona-Peteru’s perception that there is pressure for him to do well at school.

Similar perceptions were shared by Timoteo with his selection in a specialty class

You’re thinking oh I’m the only Islander there. I’ve got to like get it, because you know the Asians and Indians they’re always smart and stuff, pressure like just to keep up with them and perform at their level, but they look at and you feel like they are thinking “should you really be here”? (Timoteo: F)

In this section, tama Samoa have highlighted their perceptions of how others perceive them. In some examples, tama Samoa are confused about how and why
people act and think the way they do about them. It was also highlighted that some tama Samoa believe that people they are in contact with have high expectations from them. It was also important to note that, some nominated persons, had different perceptions of individual tama Samoa, and this did not necessarily align with why tama Samoa nominated particular persons. It is therefore important to note that there are a mixture of perceptions that tama Samoa have of what others think of them.

**CULTURAL IDENTITY – EXPLORING MY SAMOA-NESS**

The key findings related to cultural identity are divided into three areas: i). Defining my Samoa-ness ii). Characteristics of being Samoan; and iii). Being Samoan amongst others. The elements of this section of identity capture how the tama Samoa identify culturally, and how this experience of identifying as Samoan plays out within the secondary school context.

**Defining my Samoa-ness**

The talanoa began with the tama Samoa acknowledging their ethnicity. Interestingly to me as a Samoan, only one of the twelve tama Samoa knew of their parents’ village affiliations in Samoa:

> My parents are from Samoa. My Mum is from the village of Samusu and my Dad is from the village of Satitoa. (Simona-Peteru: SS)

Although only one tama Samoa was familiar with the village affiliations their parents had in Samoa, all of them were aware of the connection their parents had to Samoa, with seven of them having been to Samoa in the past for various reasons, such as family holidays, fa’alavelave (unexpected family events), or family reunions.

Because all the primary participants of this study are of Samoan ethnicity, it was obviously relevant and appropriate to ask them if being identified as Samoan was important to them, and what being Samoan meant for them. It was important to ask the tama Samoa these questions to grasp an understanding of what it means for an adolescent secondary school student to be labelled as a Samoan. Their
responses show that the tama Samoa have a strong sense of being Samoan and identify the central role of culture, family and religion in this. It was therefore important to begin my talanoa with the question – *What does it mean to be Samoan?*

I think it’s important to know your culture, if you don’t you’re not going to know who you are. (Ioane: F)

Being Samoan is about knowing your background and your genealogy. (Simona-Peteru: F)

Being Samoan to me means, knowing God, connecting with your family is a big one, just saying it and acknowledging you’re Samoan is important too, I guess. (Simona-Peteru: F)

It means being able to be proud, it means to be able to connect with your elders and it means knowing something different from just being a New Zealander. (Iakopo: SS)

Aneterea’s NP a Samoan family provided an additional perspective, commenting that they were never pressured to show they were Samoan when they were out and about:

Everything about our family was based on our fa’aSamoa and there was never any pressure from our parents to show or demonstrate to others we were Samoa because we just knew who we were and I think Anetere’a just went with it just like I did. (Anetere’a: NP)

There were many aspects tama Samoa recognised as being unique to their Samoan identity such as knowing their genealogy, having strong family connections, and acknowledging their heritage and connection to elders as indicated in the responses, below:

Being Samoan – it’s knowing the culture, the traditions like the matai system (chiefly system of Samoa). Also having specific ways of tattoo, the stories and how they are passed down and that’s how you find out about the families and your genealogy. (Simona-Peteru: F)
Being Samoan is a positive thing, because I think Samoans are more accepting of things and it’s cool how you can speak Samoan to others. To me being Samoan is having pride and knowing where you come from. (Mataio: F)

I am a proud Samoan because it’s just the way we present ourselves and the way we treat ourselves, it’s a lot different from the way Palagi (European) treat each other. (Simona-Peteru: F)

I reckon being Samoan is like, you know, just being as one as a whole, like, you know, culture wise and that you just come together like brothers and sisters, like, you know it’s like Samoans, like, they’re like a whole family, not like an individual. (Timoteo: F)

Timote’s NP provided a further perspective of Timoteo’s exploration of his Samoaness:

I don’t think Timoteo is really bothered about being Samoan or bothered about showing it off. I mean he speaks Samoan at home like we all do, but I have never known him to show off for being Samoan. (Timoteo’s: NP)

These comments, then, indicate the tama Samoa’s pride in their cultural identity, their Samoa-ness, and the importance they attach to their Samoan culture. Each one of the tama Samoa commented on being proud that they were of Samoan heritage and that this is something they regard as being theirs to “own”. Some of the nominated persons added their perspectives, with one saying it was more to do with how they perceive the tama Samoa as a Samoan by the way they act around other people. Another NP stated that it was not necessary for tama Samoa to “show off” about being Samoan.

This section also shows that, to some extent, the tama Samoa define their Samoa-ness in terms of how they see other ethnicities and cultures around them.
Characteristics of being Samoan

When tama Samoa were asked about what makes a person Samoan, the talanoa centred on the characteristics that tama Samoa believed to be unique to Samoa as well as influences that connect them to the Samoan culture. During the focus group talanoa process tama Samoa were asked to list these characteristics and then they shared their ideas with each other as they were recorded. The following is the list of characteristics that tama Samoa identified:

- Siva Samoa (Samoan dance)
- Tatau/Malu (Men’s and Women’s tattoos)
- Oral language
- Kirikiti (Cricket)
- Lotu (Prayer Meeting)
- Aganu’u (Samoan traditions)
- Umu (Earth oven)
- Gagana (Language)
- Meai (Food)
- Fa’aSamoa (Samoan way of living)
- Tautua (Service)
- Fa’aaloalo (Respect)
- Pese (Song)
- Va (Relationships between siblings, between parents, between elders)

The characteristics listed above were representative of the everyday experiences most tama Samoa had. The tama Samoa shared learning about the uniqueness of the Samoa culture through family ways of living and their affiliation with a Samoan church. These characteristics were also described by the tama Samoa as being what makes them Samoan.
Some of the tama Samoa had strong affiliations with a Samoan church, although some of them were members of different churches such as Catholic, Methodist, Assembly of God, and Congregational Christian Church of Samoa. Some of them shared how the church helped with their understanding of Samoan culture. For example:

For me, most of where I learnt about being Samoan is in the church with the others I grew up with, most of it was language through singing and reading the bible in Samoan, as well as the lotu tamaiti (Children’s White Sunday). (Tataio: F)

However, being identified as Samoan does not always reflect their daily practices as an individual. Iese explained that his experience of being Samoan was only reflected in his home when he had Samoan family visit:

We don’t really practice any Samoa customs any more at home. We speak the language sometimes, but it’s only when older family members come and visit. (Iese: F)

Iese’s statement was supported by comments made by his NP:

In our family, we always try to remind our kids that they are first and foremost Samoans and that everything they do represents their Samoan culture, but I have to be honest and say the kids speak more English than Samoan at home. (Iese’s: NP)

Interestingly, both Iese and his NP have similar ideas about how both define Iese’s perspective of Samoan characteristics; especially the use of the Samoan language around the home as noted by Iese’s NP they acknowledge the importance of being Samoan,

Patolomaio explained that living as a half caste with a Samoan father and Palagi (English) mother meant they did not really grow up with many Samoan customs:

Although, I can say I am very proud to have Samoan heritage, being a half caste, it was not something we would practice at home. We don’t speak the language, and we don’t go to church. Only now and then my
Dad would bring home some taro (similar to potato) to cook, but I don’t really enjoy eating taro. (Patolomaio: SS)

However, Patolomaio did talk about the stories his father shared about his upbringing in the Samoan village, and mentioned that this made him feel strongly connected to his Samoan heritage.

The tama Samoa expressed their sense of cultural identity within the various ways they experienced being a Samoan. For some of them the church played an important role of contributing to their Samoan heritage, others identified that although Samoan culture was not practiced in the home, this did not reflect negatively on their sense of pride being a tama Samoa.

**Being Samoan amongst others at school**

The tama Samoa identified the different characteristics of what it means to be Samoan, and shared what it means for them to be a confident Samoan amongst other people, and how they believe their Samoa-ness is perceived by others:

> When you come to school you are accepted by the other Samoans… and it’s cool because you can speak Samoan to each other.

> Teachers also worry about our education so they set up meetings for Samoan and other Pacific Island parents. (Mataio: SS)

> A lot of my mates just joke around with me being Samoan because there are not many Samoans at my school. (Patolomaio: SS) However, although Patolomaio talked about how it was sometimes funny that his mates mocked his Samoa-ness, he also questioned whether it was really important to identify himself as Samoan:

> Māori have more chances of getting special admission to tertiary institutions. I don’t think that is fair, because I think if the Samoan culture or the Māori culture people work as hard as some of the other people and get in with merits not culture that is how it should be, just be accepted based on their results. Would it make a difference if I went around saying, “but I am Samoan”? (Patolomaio: SS)
Furthermore, in trying to establish what being a tama Samoa was “like” at secondary school and how they thought the school identified with their Samoanness, Ioane said:

Our school and most teachers don’t really value us as Samoans, but because there are a lot of us here. It is the students that valued our culture including the Samoan teachers, but no one else really (Toma: SS).

Both Ioane and Patolomaio, identify tensions in their experiences of being Samoan amongst others. These comments indicate the tama Samoa feel tension between their pride in identifying as Samoan, and caution about how others (friends and teachers) may perceive this.

In reviewing the experiences shared the tama Samoa, it is clear that not all tama Samoa have a similar way of thinking about what it means to be Samoan. In most cases, each tama Samoa has his own unique story of being Samoan and this has a strong connection to family and the influence of family has on individual tama Samoa.

Through the talanoa with tama Samoa, it was noted that their everyday perceptions of people around them about themselves as students had a part to play on how tama Samoa thought about school and acted in school. This aligns with Holley and Dobson (2008) notion that the idea that school environments and people within the school setting have an impact on student attitudes and behaviour while attending secondary school. This became clearer, as tama Samoa explored their cultural identity within the secondary school setting, and how the influences and perceptions of others affected their attitudes about their cultural identities.
GROUP IDENTITY

In this section of the identity theme, tama Samoa explore their experience of how they adapt in different situations.

When discussing whether or not they adapted their attitudes and behaviours around others or according to different situations, all twelve tama Samoa acknowledged that they felt it was necessary to adapt their identity when surrounded by different people and places.

Tama Samoa described this – how they need to act and behave when in the classroom and how they interact outside the classroom amongst peers and buddies – in terms of using different faces or switching mind frames in different contexts.

There are three categories in this sub-theme: i) Tama Samoa – the adaptive individual; ii) Tama Samoa – adapting roles and responsibilities; and iii) Tama Samoa – Strategising.

Tama Samoa – the adaptive individual

In this section tama Samoa talk about the experiences of adapting who they are as individuals in order to “fit” the context they are in at the time:

I think I am usually myself in different classes, but it all depends on the boys I am with. If it’s all white boys, like in biology, I keep to myself and try and focus really hard. (Ioane: SS)

When asked why this was, Ioane responded:

I don’t have many friends in biology, so I am not as relaxed around the white boys as I would be if I had my boys in there. (Ioane: SS)

Mataio made similar comment about why he would change face at school; however, his response was more targeted to who the teacher would be in the class:
It depends on which class I have, I would adapt my ways [so] the teacher will be more accepting of me. (Mataio: SS)

When asked how he would describe himself, Mataio commented:

I am enthusiastic, run around, love my rugby, always joking around, and laughing with my mates. (Mataio: SS)

Referring back to this comment made by Mataio, through the process of fa’aafaletui of weaving and refining perceptions, Mataio reviewed this response with a comment:

If I went into class being enthusiastic and being a joker, they (teachers) wouldn’t treat me the same, or they would not be too impressed. (Mataio: SS)

These responses show that how tama Samoa chose to present themselves in class depended, in some cases, on who was in the class, both teachers and students. However, it was also noted that tama Samoa responded differently depending on which subject they were sitting in during class time. The quotes provided show in more detail why it is that their attitudes differ depending on the subject being taught, who was in the class, and their ability to adapt.

I am truly myself in PE, because it is practical and we can clown around – not all the time, but most times – plus most of my mates are this class. I find it quite lucky how we can switch, like we can be like serious in serious classes and be ourselves in other classes. (Tataio: SS)

When I asked Tataio why he found it “lucky” that he could switch, his response was:

because it shows how we Samoans can be flexible and how we can walk in both worlds, being Samoan. (Tataio: SS)

Further to this, some tama Samoa explained why they felt they needed to adapt their identities or their attitudes from home to school:
When I leave home I know I come into school with a different mind frame. At home I am annoying and I like to bug my brothers and sister big time, but then I come to school and I am, like, different – not hard out different but I know I am different. (Aneterea: SS)

Aneterea mentioned:

Actually once I get to know new people, I started being myself so it’s probably more of a confidence thing. (Aneterea: SS)

Timoteo talked about adapting his identities and provided his understanding of why he switches mind frames when at school:

I think as you get older you start to understand, like, the reasons and why you come to school…once you become Year 13 it’s over, like you have to step out…you have to start preparing yourself, yeah, and I think when we’re at home we’re, like, more ourselves but then we come to school we are more controlled…you have to be more controlled, you have to learn to be more self-controlled. (Timoteo: SS)

Similar ideas were identified by Iakopo; he too discussed how he would have to use different identities as a way of coping with studies at school:

Only in my early years I would be a different person in class, as I was still getting used to the environment. In the last few years I was able to act the same in class as I would in the playground even though I was around different people. I knew my place and figured out my place in the school and learnt how to cope with the many classes we had. (Iakopo: SS)

Iakopo’s use of the term “cope” indicates that, like other tama Samoa, he understood that he had to find the tools or the skills within himself to support himself while at school. It was therefore noted that tama Samoa, were able to apply themselves in different situations, and be flexible in the various situations tama Samoa were in.
Tama Samoa – adapting roles and responsibilities

During the talanoa with tama Samoa they were asked to talanoa about their perceptions of the roles that they had while in the school environment, and the responsibilities that came with these roles. Eight of the twelve tama Samoa revealed that they were in roles that required them to be a leader; some had been asked and some had volunteered to be in these leadership positions, as shown in Table 6 below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Responsibility</th>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Asked</th>
<th>Volunteered</th>
<th>No. of TS in the role</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First XV</td>
<td>Captain</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐ ☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poly Club</td>
<td>Leader</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snr Cricket</td>
<td>Captain</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐ ☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School Production</td>
<td>Lead Part</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbershop</td>
<td></td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chess Club</td>
<td>Captain</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School captain</td>
<td>Deputy Head boy</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td></td>
<td>☐ ☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sports Captain</td>
<td></td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cultural Captain</td>
<td></td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Board of Trustees</td>
<td>Student rep</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tama Samoa took the opportunity to talanoa about their experiences of participating various groups:

I have always enjoyed my rugby, so when I made it into the first XV, and was made captain, I was like “man this is a dream come true”. It certainly has been a good year. Also being sports captain. I was a little unsure about that one, but being asked was pretty cool. (Patolomaio: SS)

When I asked Patolomaio how he felt about fulfilling both roles and taking on the responsibilities that went with them he responded:
Both of the roles were similar, especially both had to do with sport. Only pressure I felt making sure our first XV did well on the field. Didn’t quite make it this year, but we played really well. (Patolomaio: SS)

Ioane and Toma talked about how having extra responsibilities at school seemed to make teachers respect them more in their classes. Taking part in extracurricular activity was encouraged by teachers, as explained by Toma:

I enjoyed the class a lot and so when the teacher asked me to audition and I got offered the lead role, that was pretty cool. It really took me out of my comfort zone. (Toma: SS)

Nominated persons were asked about their perceptions of the roles that tama Samoa had while in the school environment and the responsibilities that came with these roles. NPs had a different perspective about this. Toma’s NP stated:

Toma is always involved in a lot of groups, I think he likes it and I think he does a good job in the different groups he joins. (Toma: NP)

Ioane’s NP, however, had a different idea about Ioane joining different groups:

I think it is good to see Ioane active and into extra school curricula. He shows good leadership potential, but it is just making sure that he focuses on his school work and the groups are an extra thing that shouldn’t take over. (Ioane: NP)

When it came to roles and responsibilities that required close interaction with school leadership, Tataio and Iakopo highlighted the importance of having these roles to show younger Pacific boys the importance of such roles, and how it would make other young men look up to them:

In our school, the principal invites you to apply for the positions of head pupils. I received the letter to apply, and decided to go for it. It was quite a daunting process, but I was happy to be given the role. Being in this role is not only for me, but for my family and especially the boys here at school. (Iakopo: SS)
It is a role I take very serious. We do not have a large Pacific population here, so when you have a Pacific Islander get into one of these roles, it's huge. (Simona-Peteru: SS)

Tama Samoa identified two particular roles that they felt were not very popular amongst other tama Samoa and Pacific students in general. Ioane and Iese talk about why they volunteered for these particular roles:

I took chess out of interest, and found that I really enjoyed it. I got really good at it that I was chosen to be team captain, but I don't play it anymore. (Ioane: SS)

When I questioned Ioane about his reasons for not playing chess anymore, he responded with:

I think because it is a brain game and none of the boys want to use their brains. (Ioane: F)

Tama Samoa, then, provided a number of different reasons for why they chose or accepted the involvement in extra roles and responsibilities. These reasons included: enjoyment and sense of pride of a role, especially the selection to sports teams such as rugby; and the knowledge that being in a role of responsibility meant being a role model to other Pacific students; and that by being in a role of responsibility, tama Samoa gained respect from teachers and other students.

**TAMA SAMOA – STRATEGISING**

This section presents the strategies that tama Samoa identified that they use in the school environment in order to be noticed by teachers, to be motivated to attend classes, to support friends, and to get through the school year.

When asked about what strategies tama Samoa used to make sure they were understanding what was learnt in class, Toma responded with the following comment about motivation:

I know I am a Samoan and I have been identified as being successful at school. There are some teachers here that remind us that we've got, like,
low grades, and … some boys are like, “oh so what?” But I know if I change the way I think in particular classes this is my motivation to do better and prove them wrong. (Toma: SS)

Toma also mentioned the idea of preparing himself mentally:

I prepare myself like [to be] in the state of mind where I want to learn. You have to prepare yourself mentally so you survive till the end of class. (Toma: SS)

Other tama Samoa reflected back to what it was like being in class with other tama who were not of Samoan heritage:

In the last few years I have watched how the boys act in class, especially the Palagi (European) ones, and they always ask questions and they are never shy about asking others for notes and stuff. Sometimes I think they know it but pretend to act dumb so someone else can do the work for them. Well I am opposite; I try to act smart by asking questions and writing heaps of notes but sometimes I still don’t get it. (Ioane: SS)

It’s the people who I hang out with that help me survive. I’ve got some pretty smart friends and they are pushing me to study. I mean I am not going hang out by myself so I’d rather study with people who know what they are doing and I know they’re doing well in subjects because they get good marks in everything. (Patolomaio: SS)

Patolomaio, then, identifies the need to find people that are already successful in certain subjects at school and uses this as a support mechanism to “survive” subjects and succeed at secondary school. Ioane and Patolomaio were each able to identify a key mechanism, that other tama Samoa also spoke about, to support them as they attend secondary. It is also evident that tama Samoa are aware of and concerned about what other students think of them during class time, and this plays a major part in how they choose to act and respond in class.

Nominated Persons were also asked if they knew of any strategies that their tama Samoa would use to help or support him through his studies. The following
comments indicate that these Nominated Persons had formed clear ideas about strategies used by “their” tama Samoa at school:

Tataio is quite shy and I know he would rather try and work things out by himself if he is stuck especially when it comes to school work…I think most times if he gives it time he usually figures school work problems out. (Tataio: NP)

I have always had Filipo come over to my house ever since he was young to help him with his school work, and I know when he wants to he would ask for help at school, but I don’t think he takes advantage of that help too often – I think sometimes he pretends to show he understands and leaves it at that when he is at school. (Filipo: NP)

What is interesting to identify in the above talanoa with Tataio’s close friend NP and Filipo’s relative NP. Is that the perceptions from the two tama Samoa and nominated person did align with how each of these two tama Samoa coped with study and doing school work. It was also clear that both tama Samoa had ongoing and continued conversations with their nominated persons about their everyday learning and shared the ways each them dealt with everyday school work.

SUMMARY

The identity theme and its three sub-themes personal identity, cultural identity, and group identity, have highlighted key factors that contribute to the identity experiences of tama Samoa during their years at secondary school. These factors have provided a clear sense of how tama Samoa interact and socialise within a secondary school setting, and also highlight how tama Samoa create their networks and supporting mechanisms to succeed at school.

In terms of personal identity, the responses show that tama Samoa are confident in knowing who they are and where their heritages come from. Furthermore, the way they talk about their everyday experiences and how they connect with others indicates they have a sense of pride in sharing themselves with others as proud tama Samoa, accepting their Samoan heritage as a key factor in contributing to their development as young men.
The discussion about group identity highlighted many key factors such as the need to adapt their identities when attending classes in order to survive. Some of the terms provided by the tama Samoa such as ‘cope’, and ‘survive’ are strong words indicating negative and challenging experiences for the tama Samoa.

Tama Samoa also highlighted the need to adapt their identities to carry out their leadership roles and to fulfil the responsibilities that go with these. Tama Samoa note that the positive influences of being a good role model in these leadership positions, but also acknowledge the pressure of performing to complete a task well.

**Sense of Belonging**

In relation to the second theme, their sense of belonging within the school context, tama Samoa were given the opportunity to talanoa about the factors that contribute to this.

The literature suggests that students must have a sense of belonging within the school context, for reasons such being motivated to learn, for a positive experience and to build tight networks with people (Baumester & Leary, 1995; Goodenow 1993b; Osterman, 2000). According to Goodenow (1993b) a crucial element which impacts a student’s decision to engage themselves in school life is their sense of belonging. When a student feels positive about school, and that their contributions are valued, then engagement is more likely to occur. Goodenow’s (1993b) ideas about student feelings towards a school setting support those by Finn (1989), who suggests that it is not only important for students to feel they belonged at school, but also have a connection with others within the school environment. Through the talanoa the tama Samoa identified feelings, bonds, acceptance, and commitment as concepts that intertwine with the notion of belonging.

It is through these concepts that the tama Samoa were able to connect their experiences both positive and negative, and therefore, during the talanoa were able to explore these experiences.
Defining belonging

In this section tama Samoa were invited to share their perceptions of belonging through defining what the term belonging meant to them. This gave them the opportunity to talk about their emotions and how they felt about belonging at secondary school and whether their perceptions of belonging aligned with how they were treated at school. To set the scene, tama Samoa spoke about the term “belonging” within the focus group talanoa and explored the meaning of this in terms of their experiences within secondary school as well as their own perspectives of what the term means.

In preparing tama Samoa to share their perceptions of what belonging meant to them, I provided a prompt through the use of a strategy that I would commonly use to develop students’ critical thinking when I was a classroom teacher. This strategy involved engaging tama Samoa with three of their senses – looking with their eyes, hearing with their ears, and feeling with their hands – so I was able to capture their Samoa understandings. In applying this strategy, I asked the tama Samoa these questions: “What does belonging look like? What does belonging sound like? What does belonging feel like?”

Below, are the responses of all twelve tama Samoa:

    Oh, it's that feeling of like being wanted, happy, and lots of positive words. (Toma: SS)

    Being part of a group, feeling comfortable, and chilling out with your mates. (Patolomaio: SS)

    It’s that feeling of having a bond between you and someone else. Sounds like everyone is having a good time. (Ioane: SS)

    It’s about feeling comfortable and bonding with others, and looks like everyone being relaxed. (Mataio: SS)

    Belonging is about relationships, and being able to talk to anyone. (Simona-Peteru: SS)
Being part of different types of groups, and feeling positive, but also lots of laughter. (Tataio: SS)

Belonging for me would be like where you belong for example belonging for me is here, where I am right now, or when I go to church I feel, I have a sense of belonging…or if I go to a Samoan function, I have a sense of belonging there. It’s that connection you have with a place. (Timoteo: SS)

It’s like being surrounded by, like, people or, like, a place where you feel that you’re, like, welcomed and you feel free to, like, share and express yourself. It’s a place you feel safe. (Aneterea: SS)

It’s a place where you feel you can say anything and do anything. It’s being encouraged and being part of a community. (Iese: SS)

Belonging where you can take a risk; like here at school, I feel I belong and feel I can push myself. (Iakopo: SS)

Belonging is, like, everyone does everything together and everyone knows everyone, and you can laugh a lot. (Iuta: SS)

For me belonging is about feeling comfortable around others and feeling safe being able to be yourself. (Filipo: SS)

The tama Samoa perceptions of what belonging means to them is evident from these responses. Each one of the tama Samoa have emphasised that belonging is associated with many positive terms such as “comfortable”, “encouraged”, “happy”, “bonding”, “safe”, and that it is about having positive relationships.

**Belonging in school**

The idea of feeling safe and secure in an environment is also related to belonging. Therefore, to follow up their definitions of belonging, tama Samoa were asked to reflect on how it is related to in their experiences within secondary school. This was a challenging task for tama Samoa, as it was asking them to talk about their feelings both in terms of belonging in school as well as describing their feelings towards experiences they have had.
When I asked them to identify how they felt about their school and belonging and if their school made them feel they belonged at school, their responses show a mixture of feelings. When asked if they had a sense of belonging to their school the responses were varied.

Table 7, below, summarises and shows at a glance whether tama Samoa felt they were made to feel they belonged in their school communities:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tama Samoa</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tataio</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mataio</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simona-Peteru</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toma</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iuta</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iakopo</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anetereia</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iese</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patolomaio</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timoteo</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filipo</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ioane</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7 shows an almost even split of tama Samoa and their feelings of belonging at their schools. In the next section, tama Samoa reflect on their experiences and although some will have tight connections with friends at school, this did not reflect their sense of belonging at school.

The following talanoa excerpts indicate that some tama Samoa were able to identify in more detail their feelings about their school and their sense of belonging.

Iakopo explained belonging as a feeling which gives him the confidence to take a risk; to push himself further. When I asked Iakopo if he could give me an example of taking a risk within a school context, he shared the following:
I took a risk, when I applied for one of the head positions for our school this year. I didn’t get head boy or deputy head boy, and one of the reasons the principal gave to me was I was a bit quiet. It didn’t quite bother me about not getting the role, but I was a little upset, but all good about it because it was a good mate that did get the role. (Iakopo: SS)

The tama Samoa expressed a range of responses about the sense of belonging and the feelings that are attached to it. Some expressed feelings of connection and belonging:

I kind of feel like I belong here. (Toma: SS)

When I asked Toma if he could elaborate on this comment, Toma continued by saying:

Oh, like in drama. Our class is like family. We do everything together with all the boys in the class too. It’s like some of us will go down to the drama room during break, some of us will just go because others are there… it’s the atmosphere that makes us feel we belong. (Toma: SS)

Toma, then, identified a sense of connection to a particular place within the school environment that he feels he belongs to.

Some tama Samoa were clear that their feeling of belonging at school is because of the people that they interact with each day. Filipo, for example, talked about how it was not the physical school environment that made him feel he belonged, but more the relationship he had with his friends:

Oh I don't reckon the school makes me belong but I reckon the boys make me belong. (Filipo: SS)

Tataio, Iakopo, Iese, and Timoteo, had similar views about friends and teachers when asked if they felt they belonged at their secondary schools:

Teachers and friends…make me feel I belong to this school, and make me feel that this is my school. (Tataio: SS)
Yes. Most people including teachers knew the potential and talents that I had. This made me feel comfortable at school. (Iakopo: SS)

I have made a lot of friends, and really enjoying my time here at school a lot and felt I belonged to this community. Teachers were encouraging and open minded about things you say and are good with supporting me with my life choices on the way out of Secondary School. (Iese: SS)

Like the attitude towards you like when teachers approach you sometimes they will smile and they will talk to you, and have a conversation. Mr Lee he, like, can speak Samoan so like we always have a good conversation with him and he shows us that he is interested and wants to talk about you and how you are doing. (Timoteo: SS)

When nominated persons were asked the question about their perceptions of whether tama Samoa felt a sense of belonging in their school environments, some of the responses were similar answers to those of the tama Samoa. For example:

I think the tama Samoan students feel they belong at this school mainly because of particular teachers like Mr Lee. He does pastoral care for the students but he speaks Samoan, and he’s very friendly towards the Samoan students. (Simon-Peteru: NP)

Mataio’s and Iuta’s nominated persons responded with:

The boys’ feel comfortable here and know the school environment because some of them have had older brothers that have come here so it has been a familiar area for a long time. (Mataio: NP).

He seems to enjoy school, well maybe his mates, but does get himself worked up, when there is a lot of homework and then he cursing the school. (Iuta: NP)

However, as shown on Table 7, some tama Samoa indicated that they felt no sense of belonging; quite the contrary:
I felt I belonged at school when I was in Primary and Intermediate, because we did everything together, but I don’t feel I belong here, I really hate the school area. (Patolomaio: SS)

All Tama Samoa “define” the term belonging as positive emotions and experiences. While tama Samoa expressed a range of feelings about belonging to their schools, these responses are not associated with particular schools. However, it is clearly evident from the responses that positive feelings of belonging are closely related to tama Samoa’s relationships with mates, peers, and teachers both inside and outside the classroom setting. This is explored in more detail in the next section.

**TAMA SAMOA – THE SOCIAL BEING**

This section describes the tama Samoa and their roles as social beings within their school settings. Tama Samoa talanoa about their reasons for participating in a variety of different groups and why they made the choice to take part in these groups (see Table 8).

Through the talanoa process, tama Samoa identified that their role in these various groups is one of the contributing factors to their sense of belonging within their schools. There are three sub-themes to this theme, presented as i) Tama Samoa belonging to groups; ii) Loyalty from a tama Samoa perspective.

**Tama Samoa belonging to groups**

As indicated in the previous section, tama Samoa equate their feelings of belonging within the school strongly with their social relationships. Many of these social contacts are, in turn, associated with their belonging to groups within the school.

When tama Samoa were asked what influenced them to join the groups, their answers indicated that it was due to either individual choice, or to invitation or encouragement by teacher, coach, parents, or peers. As the Table 8 shows, the groups or clubs that tama Samoa were involved in were a mix of sports, drama, religious, culture, and musical groups; subject clubs such Science club; or groups
organised by school management such as a prefect or student leadership group. What is significant is that the tama Samoa acknowledged that alongside their own decisions to join various groups were often influenced by others such friends, teachers, or school management.

In relation to their membership in groups, tama Samoa were asked what it meant for them to belong to a group. The representative responses, below, show that tama Samoa talanoa about the enjoyment of being in particular groups, about the expectations of being part of a group, and about the positive and negative aspects of being in a group:

Several of the tama Samoa emphasised that they belonged to clubs because of their cultural connections:

I joined Poly club, because it was a place where you could celebrate our identities as Pacific Islanders. You can’t be in Poly club until you’re in Year 11 in our school, so it’s something I know a lot of boys look forward to when they get older, I know I did. (Tataio: SS)

I enjoy performing, so most of the groups I am involved in are performing groups – I am in the Poly club, Drama club, and Pasifika Beats. For me it is about expressing my culture, but I also feel I can be myself in these clubs. (Ioane: SS).

I joined Poly club because it’s a cultural group and it had a lot to do with my Samoan culture. (Iese: SS)

Toma mentioned that his motivation for joining the Poly club in his senior year was so that he could be more familiar with his culture:

Oh, because like I wanted to get into my culture more. (Toma: SS)

Aneterea explained that the Polynesian group in his school was the one place that all Polynesian students could get together; a place Pacific students could all connect and see each other. This was of particular importance because in his particular school there were very few Pacific students:
When you go to Poly group, it’s the only place full of Islanders and if you’re with all the Islanders you’re pumped and ready. We talk in, like, our own language. (Anetere: SS)

Patolomaio talked about the advantage of belonging to a group and how he believed that belonging to a group, particularly in sports teams, steered you in the right direction for being well placed to be in that sports team for the next year:

Yeah, once you’re in you are in, but you still have to trial up to next year. If you mix with the same people that have the same interests as you, like rugby, you just continue on, and coaches know you and your skills. (Patolomaio: SS)

Ioane provide a quite different explanation for why he joined the first fifteen, acknowledging simply that it was:

Because I am a really good rugby player. (Ioane: SS)

Across all five secondary schools, the tama Samoa had commonalities in the groups that they were involved in.

Table 8 displays the number of Tama Samoa involved in each of the different groups or clubs they had identified they belong to:

Table 8: Tama Samoa group/clubs involvement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rugby</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poly Club</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gateway</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outreach</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drama Club</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prayer Group</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prefects</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freedom Group</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Touch Rugby</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choir</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A cappella</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cricket</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samoa Club</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pasifika Beats</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The groups were arranged in popularity of how many of tama Samoa were involved in each group which they had highlighted. It is also important to note each tama Samoa was asked which groups they were involved in – this provided the prompt for tama Samoa to discuss why they joined particular groups.

While many of these clubs were popular with the tama Samoa, there were also some groups or clubs that were identified by tama Samoa that involved single individuals from the participant group. These included the chess club, debating club and the Japanese club. These tama Samoa explain why they joined these clubs:

I have been in the chess club for the last three years. It was something I learnt how to play in primary school and I was pretty good. You get to play Palagi/European and Chinese kids. (Ioane: SS)

I was always a talker and not afraid to speak my mind. It was my Mum that encouraged me to join the debating team. Didn’t think much about it, but I enjoyed it, stayed in the team for two years straight. (Iese: SS)

I was taking Japanese as my option class since I started secondary school, and because we had a trip to Japan when I was in Year 11, we had to also join Japanese class to help with our oral language. (Iakopo: SS)

It can be seen from their responses that Iese and Iakopo were influenced and encouraged by others to join the debating and Japanese clubs respectively.

On the other hand, although Ioane attended a school with a large population of Pacific students, he was the only tama Samoa or tama Pacific that had joined the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rugby (Band)</th>
<th>11</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Orchestra</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japanese Club</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debating Club</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chess Club</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
chess club during his time. During his talanoa about the chess club, Ioane noted that he was never teased about joining the chess club by his friends, and stated that there were other tama Samoa that knew how to play chess. Ioane did not return to chess club in Year 11, due to chess club being held in the lunch hour.

Tama Samoa, then, provided a mixture of reasons for belonging to various groups or clubs. These included that it was sport or activity they had always been interested in or that their friends were part of. It was also noted in their talanoa, that participating in a group or club provided a sense of belonging: feeling that they belonged to particular groups or clubs gave them a sense of pride, a sense of responsibility to do well, and a sense of enjoyment.

**Loyalty from a tama Samoa perspective**

Tama Samoa identified the need to be part of the special school character within the school setting. For some tama Samoa, the notion of brotherhood has an immense influence on how they feel about the school environment. Below, tama Samoa share their perspectives on what it means to have loyalty to the school – including adults and student body – and also what it means to have loyalty to their friends at school.

For many of the tama Samoa, their sense of loyalty to their schools was evident in their expressions of pride about their schools:

> Oh I feel good about my school. Just like a feeling of knowing that I can I say I went to XXX and that. Being at this school makes me very proud. (Filipo: SS)

> I am very proud to be a XXX student, because there’s like heaps of boys like Pacific Islanders. Everyone’s got the same sort of views at school like the same experiences as well. The brothers have the same kind of background that I’m kind of used to. Oh, the same routine and stuff and everyone’s got a strong bond here. It’s good that the teachers here treat everyone equally. (Ioane: SS)

> I have had two older brothers attend this school, and I have a younger one here with me now. My friends at school will be my friends forever.
The school does a lot to encourage students to support each other from seniors to juniors. (Iakopo: SS)

I am very proud of my school, and I always try to show that by being respectful to teachers and other adults. (Toma: SS)

Some Tama Samoa acknowledge their loyalty to the school has been influenced by their experiences with their teachers:

Simona-Peteru also identified being proud because of teacher support, but also from being identified by school management as being a good role model. Teachers, help me feel I can do it here at this school, and this makes me feel proud, but also because the principal is always approaching me about the good things I am doing, and what a good role model I am. (Simona-Peteru: SS)

However, there was a mixture of perspectives in terms of having pride in their schools and the loyalties that align with it. Not all tama Samoa had the same experiences or felt the same pride about their school:

There is nothing about XX College I am proud of. In your senior years it is pretty much a burden – that's what I think. I haven’t done so well in NCEA, but I will definitely put my foot down and try harder. It is boring, not particularly interesting. All they do is focus on assessment. They need to involve a curriculum that gets the mind off assessment. At the end of High School we become like robots. It's all hard work. I still want to enjoy school but there is no opportunity, so it makes me dislike it. I don’t have any loyalties here, not for the school, that’s for sure. (Iuta: SS)

However, when the talanoa focused on the loyalty tama Samoa towards their peers and friends, all twelve were strongly positive about the importance of this for each of them while at school. The tama Samoa indicated that there is a certain type of loyalty connected with being part of the friends they make at secondary school. Filipo, for example, expresses this as:

Like if everyone’s like brothers with each other, like, no one fights and no one hates but respect for each other. (Filipo: SS)
This idea of brotherhood is more evident in some schools than it is in others: it is particularly more evident in single sex boys’ school. This aligns with the findings of Brutsaert & Bracke (1994) who, when looking at boys attending a Catholic single sex school, found that the boys indicated significantly higher self-esteem than boys in Catholic coeducational elementary schools. They suggested that one possible reason for this finding could be the impactful presence of male faculty in single sex schools. In the single sex school in this study of tama Samoa, the notion of brotherhood for tama Samoa emerged as a key aspect to secondary school life. The importance of being around friends, and being part of the “brotherhood”, was one of the fundamental reasons identified for being at school:

I just like to come to school to see the boys sometimes...Oh, I would say this school is like made up of a lot of Samoans. It’s just like a big brotherly environment. Brotherhood is very strong in our school. Your brothers make you feel most comfortable, and you can be just yourself. (Toma: SS)

The boys give me a lot of encouragement and influence me heaps. We have much respect for each other, and the boys are like my competition to keep me going. It’s rich here...the brotherhood. (Tataio: SS)

One of the positive things about this school for me, is the brotherhood. It’s strong and it goes with you even when you finish school. My older brother who left three years ago, still connects strongly to his friends from here. (Mataio: SS)

For tama Samoa in this school the sense of belonging to a brotherhood, and the loyalty contained within their friendships have strong influences on their everyday experiences at school. The strong relationship bonds make these tama Samoa feel connected and loyal to both friends and school.

Furthermore for the tama Samoa in this single sex boys’ school, the importance of brotherhood works alongside a feeling of belonging in the school environment. In this school the tama Samoa identified the importance of brotherhood, and were able to identify the code of responsibility that went with being part of the brotherhood.
Tama Samoa in other secondary schools indicated that a sense of brotherhood was not particularly evident within their school. Timoteo’s comment, for example, indicates that, although there is loyalty and close relationships with other students in co-educational schools, there is not the same sense of brotherhood as at a boys only school:

When I moved to this school, there was a different feel. I had come from an all-boys school and now I was in a school with both sexes. It was here that I started to hang out with people I knew like my cousins and other Pacific students. (Timoteo: SS)

**SUMMARY**

Tama Samoas’ sense of loyalty is developed strongly through their relationships with others. As evident in the comments by tama Samoa, for most of them pride in their school was experienced if they were noticed by other people such as peers, friends, and adults within the school setting. From this pride in their school was generated a sense of loyalty to their school.

For other tama Samoa, although pride in their school was not an important factor for them, being loyal to their friends was of key importance to their experiences in school.

**VISUALISING FOR THEIR FUTURES**

This section presents the perceptions of tama Samoa about what they expected from their school environments. Tama Samoa were also given the opportunity to reflect on whether these expectations had been met during their time at secondary school. The talanoa was about Tama Samoas’ aspirations for the future, and their plans for once they finish secondary school.

Nichols and Berliner (2007) claim that students who believe in themselves and are competent become more willing to take risks. Tama Samoa were asked if they felt that the opportunities in terms of support, academic and skills development, and self-esteem that they had been given at secondary school had prepared them for the future. Throughout the talanoa sessions the tama Samoa
spoke about what they perceived school would be like and the expectations they had of how school should support them. They also made connections between what they expected from their secondary school and how this would help them once they completed secondary school.

Thus, there are four sub-themes to this main theme: i) the expectations tama Samoa have of their school; ii) Tama Samoa perceptions of the purpose of academic learning; iii) Tama Samoa and their aspirations for their future when they finish secondary school; and, iv) the final section of this theme, tama Samoa – Perceptions on ways secondary school could do better for tama Pacific.

**Tama Samoa expectations of their secondary schools**

Weiner (2005) stated that expectations are linked to students’ own beliefs about schooling. Weiner further claims that classic theories of motivation posit that people engage in tasks that provide some expectations of success. This section presents the tama Samoa’ responses to questions about the expectations they had of their schools, and whether their expectations were met:

School has a very important part that helps with your future. I expected school to make new friends and now, I have the brothers. I also expected school to help me learn so I can job or maybe get me into Open Polytech in Petone or University – I am still working on that one. (Tataio: F)

I expected school to give me a good foundation for my future. (Mataio: SS)

My parents need the support and that’s why I come to school – so I can get better educated and find a good job. That’s the important thing. (Filipo: SS)

Basically, I expected school to help me and my future, so that I am ready for anything when I get out of here. (Toma: SS)

You go to school because you have to. But then as you get older and you know more things, I go to school because I expect them to help me get
skills to find a job and that makes you more determined to study and more determined for teachers to help you too. (Timoteo: SS)

As these quotes by Tataio, Mataio, Filipo, Toma, and Timoteo highlight, the tama Samoa regard the secondary school environment as a place that was to prepare them for a better future, to enable them to support their families, and to open the way for future educational and employment opportunities.

Iakopo shared his expectations about school:

When I came to school I expected the teachers to be kind. I knew the boys will really look after each other and I wouldn’t see that much bullying. (Iakopo: SS)

When asked if the expectations he had had were met, Iakopo responded:

Nearly all the teachers are kind. The boys have definitely looked out for each other and apart from the teasing and mocking I haven’t seen any bullying during my years here. Everyone knows everyone, and everyone knows what you’re like. (Iakopo: SS)

As evident from his comments, a key aspect of Iakopo’s expectations, and one that was met, was having tama look out for each other. This was also noticed by one of the nominated people who commented on what they saw when walking around the school grounds:

I was walking over to my office. I saw one of the European boys walking over with one of the Samoan boys talking about something and [I was] thinking that’s what’s so great about this school, the natural relationships that everyone gets to have with all these different types of people that we have at our school and they’re easy relationships. (Mataio: NP)

Other tama Samoa based their expectations of their secondary school on the relationships they had with others. Patolomaio’s expectations of his secondary school were not only based on the relationships he had formed over the years, but also on what he had observed about the media attention his secondary school had received:
I expected to meet a lot of people at my secondary school because it has a large student population, but then there was also a lot of publicity about the school being a bully school and having a lot of attention on students dealing drugs there. (Patolomaio: SS)

Patolomaio explained, however, that even though the publicity about past events within his secondary school gave the school a bad name, this did not hinder his expectations about what he would get out of his secondary school. He followed this by discussing the positive things he has gained from attending his secondary school:

I expected that I would make some good mates at school. There is quite a few of us that have come through since primary, but as the years have gone on, our group of mates has just got bigger and bigger. (Patolomaio: SS)

Iuta, shared that his expectations about secondary school were based on what it would be like with the teachers including the principal:

[The] teachers would be cool and the principal would be accessible – is that the right word? (Iuta: SS)

I noted that when probed about this comment about his expectation, Iuta paused and took some time to reflect on his comment, and then continued saying:

When I was in my second year at this school, I was thinking about who would be the people that will make this work for me, as in help me get through school, and it was teachers and the principal that came to my mind. (Iuta: SS)

It can be seen from these comments made by Patolomaio and Iuta, then that these two tama Samoa had expectations for certain people within the school environment whom they could rely on for support.

Iuta’s, nominated person provided their perceptions of Iuta, and how Iuta interacted with certain groups within the school setting, and Iuta’s expectations of his school with the following comment:
I think luta is quite clever at school, and from what I have heard from other staff, he is not afraid to talk his mind and ask questions. I think luta knows who to talk to for support, he is very familiar with who can help him and who can’t (luta: NP).

What was noticeable from this talanoa with tama Samoa was that each one of them was quite clear about having expectations about attending secondary school, and they were easily able to remember and to identify these. The responses reveal that they had a mixture of expectations about their secondary schools; these ranged from expectations about support and relationships with staff and other students, to expectations about academic and skills development to prepare them for their futures in terms of educational and employment opportunities.

**Perceptions on the purpose of academic learning**

Secondary school is a learning environment. The Ministry of Education (2009) states that the core business of schools is to educate and provide as many opportunities as it can for young people to engage with and learn from.

As highlighted by the comments made by the tama Samoa, by time they reach their last two years of secondary school, their knowledge of the secondary school environment has developed through the experiences they have had and with the people they have met. In this section tama Samoa talanoa about their academic learning experiences, and their perceptions of how relevant this learning has been for them.

I attended X school, because it’s a good place. I know I am going to get something for my future here and get a good education here. My favourite subjects are drama, art, maths, and music. I think these subjects are preparing me well for what I want to do when I leave, something in the Arts. (Toma: SS)

I love to learn new things, if it’s easy and it’s like broken down for me. I am taking Pacific Studies, Statistics, and Drama. I find level three Maths hard, but I know I will need it if I want to go to Uni. I don’t want to be an
actor but I just take Drama because it’s different and all the boys are there too. (Anetere'a: F)

I attended X school because my older brothers were here. Now that I am in Year 13, I am only taking two NCEA level three subjects – English and PE. For me, I have lasted this long at school because of my mates, it’s the boys that are keeping me here but I can’t wait to leave school. (Mataio: SS)

Some teachers have helped with my academic learning, and I am thankful for that, but there are other subjects where the teacher just does their own thing and that doesn’t help me. (Iakopo: SS)

I am not a brainy student, but I enjoy learning and this has helped me get through some of the subjects like English and Biology. (Filipo: SS)

Nominated Persons were also asked about their perceptions of their particular tama Samoa ideas about academic learning:

I know Aneter’a understands how important academic learning is because he hears me talk about all the time – I drum it into my kids more than their dad does. (Anetere’a: NP)

I think Filipo is aware that academic learning is the key to a good future, but I am not sure if that is what Filipo wants – to go the academic way once he finishes secondary school. (Filipo: NP)

I hear Mataio about school and learning, but I am not sure if it is something he considers to be important; he spends a lot of time with his mates (Mataio: NP)

While Simona-Peteru and Filipo’s Nominated Persons appear to differ their tama Samoa perspective of academic learning, it seems that Mataio’s Nominated Person has a similar notion to what Mataio shared; for Mataio it comes down to the friendships he has built as school not so much the academic learning.
As noted by some tama Samoa, there were key aspects to their academic learning such as motivation to learn, interaction with teachers, and the influence of friends. Other tama Samoa talk about the opportunities given to them by being at school:

I’m trying my best to make the most of my opportunities in everything I do, not just in school work but extra-curricular stuff, and I just try to be the best I can be in everything I do and I want to achieve the best. I think it’s all relevant for my future. (Timoteo, SS)

At Year 11, I was ready for NCEA because of the opportunities I took when I was in Year 10 like lunch time tutoring and going to homework centre. (Simona-Peteru: SS)

Timoteo and Simona-Peteru, describe the opportunities they have been given to support their learning. Making the decisions to attend extra learning support was one opportunity some tama Samoa took to support their academic learning.

Iakopo spoke about how relevant the teaching and the learning of skills and knowledge are to his everyday living. As Iakopo points out, the relevant learning is not only the learning from different subjects at school, but also the learning of values and how to interact with others.

One of the strong things they teach us here is values. They teach us things we can use like how to respect yourself, how to respect others. It is relevant to our everyday lives and how to be a good person. (Iakopo: SS)

The talanoa above from the tama Samoa provides a sense of understanding that secondary school is a learning environment. As some tama Samoa indicated that there are opportunities provided by secondary schools to support their academic learning and for some tama Samoa it is about identifying the opportunities and using these to support their learning.
**Tama Samoa – Aspirations for the future**

Being ready for anything means having the right tools and having the right support throughout secondary school to help young people make the appropriate choices (Hofkins, 2008). Whether you complete the five year journey of secondary school or leave school earlier, there is the hope that young people have gained enough skills and knowledge to guide them on their next journey.

In this section, the tama Samoa were given the opportunity to talanoa about their aspirations for the future, this section therefore began with the question where do you see yourself once you finish secondary school? Their responses to this question were:

Oh I can see myself being like a sports coordinator; my PE [Physical Education] has been the highlight for me. (Tataio: SS)

I want to play touch [touch rugby] for New Zealand. Yeah, I have played for the Wellington representative team, so hopefully I’ll get on the New Zealand team for touch rugby. I haven’t really thought of what I want to do besides sport but I’m hoping to be something in the trades. I don't know. (Iese: SS)

I want to be a rugby player. And, like, when I finish playing rugby I want to be, like, a physiotherapist. (Toma: SS)

I want to be a police officer and have a family. (Mataio: SS)

I hope to get into the Air force and travel the world. (Iuta: SS)

I hope to go to the Institute of Sport and likely to go into maybe personal training or biomechanics, something like that. (Patolomaio: SS)

I really hope to get into the whole CSI (Criminal Science Investigation) stuff, that’s why I am taking Chemistry, Biology, and Physics. (Iakopo: SS)

My Dad, he was kind of hard on me with education and stuff and always pushed me to get the highest mark or just to do well. He said it will help
with my future, and my career in whatever I wanted to do. So at the moment I am not sure what I want to do in the future, but I know I will have a strong work ethic like my Dad. (Timoteo: SS)

My Mum has always pushed us to do well at school. She used to threaten us with do well or else her and my Dad would send us back to Samoa to do the plantation, so I will be going to University after Year 13. Just thinking about it, but teaching might be a possibility, not sure but I know it’s definitely University after this, because it is what my Mum expects. (Simona Peteru: SS)

I want to play professional rugby if I can but I am hoping to get into cooking school at Weltech (vocational training institute) or something. I love cooking and my friends say I make a mean fettuccini. (Filipo: SS)

I want to pursue my music career, so I hope to apply for Whitireia Polytech and do their Performing Arts degree. (Aneterea: SS)

I have been fortunate enough to have good teachers at school and they have helped me enjoy my subjects and excel in them. So I hope to apply for a scholarship and attend University. (Ioane: SS)

The comments made by the tama Samoa about their aspirations for the future show that most of them had a future focus itinerary for themselves. Only one of the twelve was not sure what he wanted to do once he completed secondary school. It was also noted that only one out of the twelve stated that he would attend university, and that the main reason for this was because it is what his mother would expect him to do.

This talanoa about what tama Samoa wanted to do once secondary school was finished is now followed by the tama Samoa’s’ descriptions about the pathway they need to follow while still at secondary school in order for them to be adequately prepared for these future aspirations.

Stay focused at school, ask questions and study. (Tataio: SS)
Keep at it, and be prepared for everything. (Toma: SS) Maybe go to Whitireia now and see what I need to [to do to] get into the music programme. (Anetere: SS)

Pass NCEA (National Certificate of Educational Achievement). (Patolomaio: SS)

Spiritual guidance and family values are also identified:

Sticking to my Mum and prayer. (Simona-Peteru:SS) Continuing to stick to God is a key for me. (Iakopo: SS)

My Christian values will be a part of my decisions for the future. (Tataio: SS)

As evidenced by these comments, tama Samoa, were able to identify the importance of having goals for the future, and also show awareness of what pathways they need to take at secondary school in order to reach these goals. Mostly, they realised that achieving these goals depends on personal effort and the need to work hard at school. However, the comments also indicate the significance of the influence of family members, and of values including spiritual guidance that many tama Samoa have grown up having in their families.

**Tama Samoa – Perceptions on ways secondary school could do better by tama Pasifika**

In this final section, tama Samoa were given the opportunity to reflect on and to talanoa about their perceptions of what their schools could do to support or do to support younger tama Samoa who are also in their secondary school. Their responses show they have a variety of ideas about this, including suggestions about from use of school resources; strategies for staffing, teaching, and learning; better communication with families; and, perhaps most significantly, ways to celebrate and raise the Samoan and Pacific profiles within the schools:

I reckon probably, like probably, just find some new strategies to engage Samoan boys or taking more time to identify what gaps they have and
work on those gaps with the boys and maybe their families. Maybe use the space at school better, like, not just the classroom. (Tataio: SS)

I reckon the school needs to acknowledge the different cultures more, also the whole thing about asking questions in class. I know I don’t really get it and I have to read it like three or four times over and over. It takes ages for me to take in new stuff, so I think the school needs to find different ways for our Samoan students to get it… we should also have more than Poly club to perform at school events; it needs to be part of our everyday learning. (Iese: SS)

Just, like, get the school to have more learning from each other; like, learn from other boys… and, like, instead of focusing on the negative stuff – like how the Samoans aren’t good at, like, education – like, focus on the positive more. There is a lot we are good at, but not enough teachers focus on that. (Toma: SS)

I think we could do with more Pacific teachers. I think this may make a difference for our tama Samoa. (Iese: SS)

A lot of Samoan boys go to church, and this is a big part of their lives outside of school. Maybe this could be more incorporated in our school – this is very high among PI (Pacific Island) families and student’s spiritual groups could work in this school. (Iuta: SS)

I think there needs to be more communication [between] schools and families. We need to see more of our Samoan culture around the school, not just on multicultural night. Also in the uniform – [it] might be cool to allow boys to wear the lavalava (wrap around skirt). Other schools allow it. Yeah just seen more around the school. (Patolomaio: SS)

Our school has a small number of PI (Pacific Island) students, but it doesn’t mean they should not acknowledge us, so I think this school needs to celebrate our Samoan students more often, through events, and sharing accomplishments. (Simona-Peteru: SS)
There is a strong brotherhood in our school, and I think there needs to be a lot more working across year groups. Even though there is a lot of work that is done especially when you reach Year 11 and onwards, but more across the levels might be good. (Ioane: SS)

I liked to see more opportunities for tama Samoa to be in big roles that you don’t necessarily have to compete for and don’t have to be the brightest for. (Iakopo: SS)

These comments by tama Samoa, then, provide a range of ideas about ways to improve the secondary school experience for tama Samoa and other Pacific students. The ideas suggested by tama Samoa – based on their own experiences in the secondary school environment – reinforce aspects of the earlier findings, such as emphasising the importance of the “brotherhood” and strengthening the sense of belonging largely by acknowledging their “Samoan-ess”, their identity. The words of one of the tama Samoa best sum this up:

I want my school to make tama Samoa more visible. (Timoteo: SS)

SUMMARY

This chapter has presented the findings in relation to the three main themes: identity, sense of belonging, and aspirations for the future.

The talanoa reveals that in secondary schools tama Samoa have a variety of experiences that contribute to the identities they formulate, and to the sense of belonging they feel while at secondary school. For most tama Samoa the influence of others within the school setting, such as their mates, peers, teachers, and school management play a large part in the decisions they make and actions they take. The findings highlight the different identities that tama Samoa form in order to maintain their Samoan identity within secondary school. However, it was also important to highlight that the tama Samoa survive secondary school through being confident in their many identities but; they also appear to thrive in their secondary school experiences.
Tama Samoa also recognised the need to place themselves in certain leadership roles in order to be acknowledged while at secondary school. Related to this, the findings also show that it is important to the tama Samoa that they demonstrate responsibility and show that they can be good role models for other tama Samoa, particularly for their mates. Tama Samoa reveal that while a sense of belonging to their school is important for them, for some of them achieving this is not due to the secondary school they attend, but because of the relationships they have formed with people within the secondary school setting.

In regard to their aspirations for their own futures, each tama Samoa spoke confidently about what they want to do once their secondary schooling is completed, and most were able to identify what they would do while at secondary school to help them reach their particular goal.

It is anticipated that these findings about knowing what counts for tama Samoa during their secondary school experiences will inform educators about how to enhance tama Samoa academic learning and social learning while they attend secondary school.

The Nominated person’s perspective throughout the three themes, also provided another layer of understanding who tama Samoa are and the experiences they have during secondary school. In most cases both perspectives from tama Samoa and their nominated persons aligned such as the talanoa based on the importance of acknowledging tama Samoa being a Samoa, and the importance of being at school. However there were also comments from nominated persons that did not align with the perceptions of tama Samoa such as; the perceptions of nominated persons who were chosen through the relationships built through school context, these perceptions are further discussed in the next chapter. What is important to note with the perceptions of tama Samoa and their nominated persons is to highlight the importance of accessing other perceptions for tama Samoa to grasp further understanding of who they are.

In the next chapter I will review the research question and sub questions and discuss the tensions and dilemmas I discovered during the data collecting process.
CHAPTER FIVE: DISCUSSION

Fa’atafa le Niu’afa
(Braiding process of Niu’afa)

INTRODUCTION

The discussion section of this thesis is an opportunity to align the research questions, literature review, and conceptual framework with the key findings found through the use of the fa’afaletui process. It allows the researcher to reflect on the findings as well as their practical and theoretical implications.

The aim of this study was to identify tama Samoa perceptions of what factors influence their schooling experiences and the impact this has had on their aspirations for the future. The overarching research question – In what ways do tama Samoa experiences within a secondary school context contribute to their identity, sense of belonging, and aspirations for the future – demonstrates that, as a researcher, I had already identified the focus of the study in terms of the three main themes to investigate. The overarching question generated the following sub-questions:

1. In what ways are tama Samoa identities influenced by their secondary school experiences?
2. What is the nature of the relationship between tama Samoa sense of belonging and their daily experiences within secondary school?
3. What experiences have tama Samoa had during secondary school that have contributed to their aspirations for the future?

Trying to capture every experience that the twelve tama Samoa voiced in both focus group and semi-structured talanoa, as well as data generated from the talanoa with nominated persons, was challenging for me as researcher. Trying to capture every essence in the experiences and perceptions given by tama Samoa,
there was the worry that I could miss important aspects of their experiences that may need to be noted. As suggested by Hammersley and Atkinson (1995), context is important. All accounts must be interpreted in terms of the context in which they are produced…the aim is to not gather “pure data” that are free from potential bias. There is no such thing. Rather, the goal must be to discover the correct manner of interpreting whatever data we have (p. 131).

To understand the relationships and the constructions of individuals’ cultural identity, we have to gain insight into their perspectives; it cannot be assumed for instance, that Samoans are all the same (Silipa, 2008). Fa'afaletui is a methodological process that includes determining the relationships between the individuals and the groups, which shape the way of thinking and ways of doing (Tamasese, et al., 1997). As a research tool, Cowley (2013) provides the idea of fa’afaletui been linked metaphorically to a story which some Samoans tell about the respective views of the fisherman, the tree climber, and the man at the top of the hill (refer to Chapter Four for further discussion on fa’afaletui).

In Chapter Four, the findings are presented about the three themes – identity, sense of belonging, and aspirations for the future – and their sub-themes. Chapter Five discusses each of the three main themes in the same order they were introduced in the previous chapter, but explores elements that are common within each set of sub-themes. These include: i) identity – complexities in tama Samoa identity, culture and identity, identity and responsibility, and identities as a tool for survival; ii) sense of belonging – understanding versus experience, participation, and relationships; and iii) The future – expectations, academic achievement, and aspirations for the future.

IDENTITY

Like other students at secondary school tama Samoa attend with their own aspirations and expectations. However, as discussed in Chapter Two, the secondary school years are also a time for adolescents to develop new identities, to develop new skills, and to form new relationships. As explained by Spano (2003), young people not only undergo physical changes, but they also experience cognitive, social, emotional, and interpersonal changes. In addition,
outside factors such as families, peers, and community, culture, religion, and world events – including influences from the media – start to become more important to their lives (Fine, 2004; Munro, 2011).

In this study tama Samoa talanoa about the many experiences they have had at secondary school and highlight their different experiences of identity formation. These experiences in terms of identity are based on the relationships and bonds they form with others (teachers and fellow students) and include the need to develop identities to survive within classes and to interact with others while at secondary school. The findings in Chapter Four relating to the identity theme show tama Samoa to be exploring three different aspects of their identity formation: personal identity, cultural identity, and group identity. In this chapter, the elements common to each of these three sub-themes are identified and explored. These are presented as: i) complexities in tama Samoa identity; ii) my culture is my identity; iii) identity and responsibility; and iv) multiple identities as a tool for survival.

**Complexities in tama Samoa identities**

In 2008, the New Zealand Ministry of Education funded a research project “Literature review on the experiences of Pasifika learners in the classroom” led by Dr Bruce Ferguson. This project identified the need to address the plural sense of the concept of “identities”. The authors noted the importance of acknowledging the many identities taken on by Pacific students:

The plural “identities” has been deliberately selected for use in this review for two reasons. First, to draw attention to the multiple island nations subsumed within the term “Pasifika” and second, because the term may cause readers to reflect in a more focused way on the expectations placed on students whose parents are immigrants, or second or third generation New Zealanders (Ferguson, Gorinski, Wendt-Samu, & Mara, 2008, p. 25).
This research, too, focuses on the importance of the concept of “identities”; as shown in Chapter Four the findings indicate the ways in which tama Samoa undertook to grapple with more than one identity during their time at secondary school.

Like any other Pacific Islands student, tama Samoa in New Zealand occupy a number of different worlds (Hawk & Hill, 1998). They experience connection with their family, their culture or cultures, possibly a connection with their church, the connection with their school, the connection with their peers, and a connection with the Westernised way of living of wider society. All these connections are a reality for them, each connection being valuable and important. Hawk and Hill’s findings resonate with the findings about identity in this research: tama Samoa live with multiple identities, and walk within each identity as a part of their everyday lives. It is also noted that that while tama Samoa enter into secondary school already dealing with multiple of identities, during their secondary school years new identities are forming, and through this experience tama Samoa highlight the importance of both their experiences and of those people who influence their identity formation.

The complexity of identity across the development of an individual’s life span begins at birth. Sheets (2005) notes that “Identity, knowledge of who we are and what groups we belong to, is a complex, multifaceted developmental process that begins at birth and continues throughout the life span” (p. 50). For this particular research, I explore the identities tama Samoa develop during their secondary school year’s experiences.

In most cases, tama Samoa shared enough information about themselves to provide me with a sense of who they are as individuals. What was captured during the talanoa through focus group and semi-structured interviews was that each tama Samoa discussed their identity in relation to their surroundings.

Most studies of identity formation have been grounded in psychology. Erikson’s (1968) identity development theory argues that in the early stages of one’s life there is a lack of awareness of an individual’s identity in relation to a social or cultural group. Developmental psychology’s interest in identity development
stems from Erikson’s (1968) early work, “Identity: Youth and Crisis”, in which Erikson located the search for and development of one’s identity as the critical psychosocial task of adolescence. According to Erikson’s theory, the identity crisis of adolescence is resolved by reconciling the identities imposed upon oneself by one’s family and society with one’s need to assert control and seek out an identity that brings one satisfaction, feelings of industry, and competence. Forming a healthy, developed identity through the process of exploration and commitment was proposed as essential to the mentality of an individual’s growth development.

Analysing the data from each tama Samoa, it could be seen that there was no hesitation from tama Samoa about providing perceptions of themselves. However, tama Samoa each presented themselves in different manners and the amount of detail they shared was also varied. It was, however, clear that their perceptions of themselves were connected to certain influences such as the home, and especially their relationships with their friends. It was also clear from the talanoa that the connection tama Samoa have with their peers is a strong influence on their development of who they are as individuals in the secondary school setting. In focus group talanoa, each tama Samoa across all the secondary schools spoke of the need to be an individual that valued friendships, and valued being there for his mates, and being the type of individual who would show responsibility for the sake of his mates. As shown in Chapter Four, tama Samoa emphasise the importance of having quality relationships with others in order to maintain a positive experience during secondary school. These findings resonate with Mila-Schaaf’s (2010) PhD study which interrogates second generation Pacific people’s conception of their own identity in terms of their relationship with important others. The findings of these studies point to the importance of acknowledging the significance of relationships in the secondary school context. Fine (2004) and Spano (2004) also make connections to the idea shared by tama Samoa and again, highlight the importance and influence of others around them to play a key role to maintaining positive relationships within a school environment.
In most instances, tama Samoa demonstrated that they felt the need to act a certain way amongst peers and the need to be someone who would meet the expectations of others. This stage of tama Samoa’s identity development clearly aligns with Erikson’s (1968) theory that states that, during adolescence, reconciling the identities imposed upon oneself by one’s family or amongst people of close relationships and seeking an identity brings satisfaction to the individual. Tama Samoa used their identity formation to feel confident amongst others by doing exactly as Erikson describes. They form an identity that will satisfy their perception of how they want others to perceive them.

I have always been a good student, but I also enjoy my friends. I may not be doing my best at school so I would consider myself a steady achiever at school. I am not a lazy student but I don’t want to be a top student because my friends will give me grief about it. (Patolomaio: SS)

Barwick (2004) states that, in his view, the stereotyping of the New Zealand male shapes what a New Zealand male would look like, act like, and sound like. He points out that historians and sociologists in the past have identified the New Zealand male to be a “hard man”, a decent bloke, and a family man, who is the breadwinner and that this affects males’ perceptions of themselves (Mitchell & Chapman, 2001; Jenson, 2006). However, if we are to go back to the idea of strong social influences, it would be fair to say that times have changed, and that past assumptions of what has been expected of a male to look like and act like have changed dramatically. For example, as shown in Chapter Four, some tama Samoa spoke about their interest in taking drama as a subject for learning. In the past drama would not have been regarded as an ideal subject choice for tama Samoa, however, times have changed and so too have the expectations about and of New Zealand males within a New Zealand secondary school context.

Within the focus group talanoa there were hints of masculinity: for instance, one tama Samoa spoke about how he needed act a certain way when he was amongst friends.
All twelve tama Samoa who participated in this research are New Zealand born, and thus Barwick’s (2004) description of the “New Zealand male” also applies to them. The tama Samoa described others’ expectations and perceptions of tama Samoa in terms of “boys being boys”. From their experiences during secondary school, there are many influences on how tama Samoa construct their understanding of masculinity through the interaction with their friends, and expected behaviours from families and teachers. It was clear from the talanoa that this complexity for developing who they were as individuals was an ongoing process of negotiating and renegotiating depending on their age, place, and other social factors during their secondary school experience.

The research shows the complexity of the identity formation process for tama Samoa during secondary school. As shown in Chapter Four these many identities include personal identity, cultural identity, and group identity from many influences. The complexity of this identity formation process became clear during the semi-structured talanoa when individual tama Samoa began to talanoa about the emotional effects of having developed many identities. For example, Mataio described the need to develop identities so that he is accepted by the classroom teacher:

"It depends on which class I have. I would adapt my ways [so] the teacher will be more accepting of me." (Mataio: SS)

Jackson and Dempster (2009) explain how boys in general construct themselves as having a natural ability that allows them to perform well with little effort in order to be both successful and acceptable in the eyes of their peers. In reviewing what was shared by tama Samoa, it was evident that this is true for many tama Samoa. However, the Samoan secondary student has the added dimension of cultural conflict to deal with; in particular they may challenge their traditional role in, and the expectations of, their family in the light of what they see as the new societal norms. Silipa (2004) describes the conflicts and stresses a Samoan student faces as “wavering” as they move from one situation to another. The tensions of conflict and stresses were identified by most tama Samoa: they indicated that when they attend class it is important that they show they are trying to perform their best in front of their classmates so that they do not seem to be lacking in academic ability.
Timoteo confirms this by stating his own experience of being in class where he is the only tama Samoa:

You’re thinking oh I’m the only Islander there. I’ve got to like get it, because, you know, the Asians and Indians they’re always smart and stuff, pressure like just to keep up with them and perform at their level, but they look at and you feel like they are thinking should you really be here? (Timoteo: F)

However, this is not necessarily the case when they are amongst their own Samoan friends, where, they feel a responsibility to appear “naturally” bright and confident so that they are seen as somebody that others can approach if they need support or a friend. Some tama Samoa expressed that they feel the pressure of trying to keep up this performance in order to not let down their friends; however, the duel ways in which they present themselves also means that family members and school teachers have high expectations of them.

Linked to this is the need to avoid sharing too much of who you are to your friends. According to Abraham (2008), one way that boys may continue the uncomplicated achievement of communication while still maintaining their relaxed attitude in school is to embrace a counter-school culture in public, but to value learning and academic achievement in private.

In this research tama Samoa, provided examples of how important it is to be who they are in the company of their peers. Within the school environment, tama Samoa develop their identities as tama Samoa, holding on to a surface display of being cool and relaxed amongst peers. However, there is also a hidden side which some tama Samoa feel is unnecessary to share and display with their friends.

Ioane, for example, in Chapter Four showed that, although he demonstrated an interest and skill in playing chess, he did not want to share his interest in the game with other tama Samoa, for he had made the assumption that other tama Samoa would think differently of him and therefore would rather keep quiet about his interest in playing chess.
It is clear, then, that identity formation for tama Samoa at secondary school is a complex business.

Ioane strongly believes in the importance of friends and friendships, but also demonstrates caution of holding back to something he enjoys for the sake of the group identity. As well as navigating the usual influences and expectations from parents, teachers, and peers, for these students there are the added complexities that are associated with cultural considerations.

**Culture and identity**

The tama Samoa identities are comprised of a blend of an individual, a cultural, and a group identity. It was evident from the talanoa that all twelve tama Samoa identify themselves strongly, first and foremost, as Samoan. Tama Samoa’s cultural identity is defined by a set of preconceived notions about what it means to be Samoan through involvement of being part of a Samoan family, a member of their community, as well experiences of being with other Samoan tama at school. Simona-Peteru defines his cultural identity by stating what being Samoan means to him:

> Being Samoan – it’s knowing the culture, the traditions like the matai system (chiefly system of Samoa). Also having specific ways of tattoo, the stories and how they are passed down and that’s how you find out about the families and your genealogy. (Simona-Peteru: F)

This acknowledgement of being Samoan within the secondary school context was of great importance to most of the tama Samoa. As illustrated in Chapter Four, a big part of the tama Samoa cultural identity experience at secondary school is the influence of other tama Samoa. As identified by Nahkid (2003), for Pacific students, their identity as a Pacific person, rather than their social-economic status, plays a more significant role in how they understand their educational experiences. Although Nahkid (2003) discusses Pacific students in general, this argument can also apply to the tama Samoa in this study. Tama Samoa, themselves, noted that identifying as Samoan provided them with a sense of identity amongst their peers and other students within the secondary school environment. Interestingly, this perception was questioned by one
nominated person who questioned if tama Samoa portray a sense of pride in being Samoan “just for show”. This particular nominated person was non-Pacific and a staff member. What is important to note here is that this comment suggests an apparent lack of understanding by this particular staff member about the significance of cultural identity in the secondary school environment. If this lack of understanding is representative of the perceptions of staff in the school, it must be asked how well tama Samoa needs are met in the environment of the secondary school environment.

When tama Samoa shared their perceptions of being identified as Samoan, each stated that he was proud to be identified as Samoan. This solid foundation provided by their Samoan identity and their pride in this was shown through the examples they provided in the talanoa about being able to speak the language, the food they share at home with their families, and the Samoan gatherings they attend. It was also expressed by tama Samoa that they felt that being able to identify with their Samoan heritage was unique because only a small population within the school were of Samoan heritage, and this made it extra special for tama Samoa.

It was also evident from the talanoa with the tama Samoa that their Samoa-ness provided them with a sense of confidence in who they were, and how being identified as Samoan was useful in terms of being able to switch identities. As seen in Chapter Four, Toma expresses his own experiences of switching identities to motivate his learning:

I know I am a Samoan and I have been identified as being successful at school. There are some teachers here that remind us that we’ve got, like, low grades, and … some boys are like, “oh so what?” But I know if I change the way I think in particular classes this is my motivation to do better and prove them wrong. (Toma: SS)

Tupuola’s (2004) article, “Pasifika Edgewalkers: complicating the achieved identity status in youth research”, explores the notion of “edgewalkers” in terms of Pacific. Tupuola's paper refers to Krebs’ (1999) concept of edgewalking, a term used to define and interpret through a development and psychological lens the
transient and shifting roles of “minority” youth of African and Latino descent youth in the United States of America. According to Krebs (1999), an edgewalker is resilient to cultural shifts and able to maintain “continuity wherever he or she goes, walking the edge between … cultures in the same persona” (cited in Tupuola, 2004, p. 89). Tupuola (2004) goes on to say that this concept of the edgewalker provides an interesting view of identity achievement in that it highlights the resilience of youth of multiple identities, to promote a healthy process of the postmodern world (p. 90).

The Pacific edgewalker concept discussed by Tupuola provides a clear explanation to the everyday experiences had by tama Samoa in secondary school. As shown in Chapter Four, Tataio explained how his identity enables him to be flexible and walk in both worlds: his Samoan world and Palagi (European) world:

because it shows how we Samoans can be flexible and how we can walk in both worlds, being Samoan. (Tataio: SS)

According to tama Samoa in two of the secondary schools, their schools acknowledged and celebrated the various cultural identities of the students within their schools. However, according to tama Samoa attending the other secondary school, their school showed little or no acknowledgement of student cultural identity and these students indicated that this has caused many conflicts between schools and students, as well as between schools and the home:

Our school and most teachers don’t really value us as Samoans, but because there are a lot of us here. It is the students that valued our culture including the Samoan teachers, but no one else really. (Toma: SS)

Within this research, tama Samoa expressed a mixture of feelings about how well their schools acknowledge cultural identity and diversity. Some found the experience of their secondary schools doing very little to support their cultural identities to be quite sad, especially considering that some secondary schools, according to tama Samoa, have significant numbers of Pacific students with Samoa being the largest minority student ethnic representation (Manueli &
Sibley, 2015). In one particular secondary school, tama Samoa noted that it was only from their participation in Poly club (cultural group) that they felt a sense of acknowledgement, because they heard special mention of Poly club within the school setting. For some tama Samoa the opportunity to take part in Poly club provided a sense of cultural identity and for most tama Samoa involved in Poly club there were many positive reasons for being involved such as developing leadership responsibility, learning about the Samoan (and other Pacific) cultures, and connecting with other tama Samoa. In her article “Pacific Youth Connecting through ‘Poly” Peggy (2010) Fairbairn-Dunlop states:

Male students continue to identify strongly with their Pacific ethnicity, however, this may be defined. Further, it has shown that this Samoan identity is one which is being constructed in their New Zealand experience, and that the Polynesian club and related activities are central to this process. (p. 28)

For tama Samoa, then, belonging to poly club provides a sense of pride; however, it was found that it is also important that this sense of pride is acknowledged by their secondary schools.

In a secondary school with smaller numbers of Samoan students, tama Samoa spoke about how it was good that their school acknowledges their cultural identity, and were quite happy with the Polynesian group as an extra activity and having a yearly multicultural dinner. While the tama Samoa in this particular school appeared to not be particularly concerned about what was done or seen around the school, they did note that could be more done to acknowledge the Samoan students within their school.

Conversely, other tama Samoa responded that it is not enough to have token events such as a multicultural dinner once a year to celebrate all cultural heritages. As one tama Samoa said:

You attend the multicultural dinner, you eat multicultural food, and you watch multicultural dances and you go home. (Timoteo: SS)
Furthermore, tama Samoa who attend a school with a large population of Samoan students claimed that they feel the reason their culture is acknowledged is because of the high number of Samoan students in their school, but not because of anything within the school itself. Clearly, then, schools need to continually review how to acknowledge and involve tama Samoa (and other cultural groups) more, and to consider the purpose and adequacy of “cultural” activities and events for individual students, as well the overall school.

**Identity and responsibility**

Tama Samoa indicated that, in most cases, they take it upon themselves to be responsible about who they are in the school environment. They demonstrated that, as tama Samoa, they see that part of their role is to be responsible in representing themselves in a manner that is appropriate for school. They see it as their responsibility to be abiding citizens of the school environment for the sake of their peers, and also for the sake of their families.

Parental expectations were not highlighted within this thesis, however, two nominated persons, both of whom were mothers of tama Samoa, provided some discussion of what their expectations were of their tama Samoa while at secondary school. Both nominated persons expressed their hope for their tama Samoa to do well at secondary school and do the best that they can. However, as highlighted in Chapter Four, tama Samoa expressed their perceptions of being able to do well at school for the sake of their families:

> My parents need the support and that’s why I come to school – so I can get better educated and find a good job. That’s the important thing. (Filipo: SS)

> I want to have a better future, better life you know. I want to have the best life I can have. I see my parents and my grandparents struggling and I go over to Samoa and I want to be able to give back to the community, have enough money to give back. (Patolomaio: SS)

This role of responsibility was echoed in the perceptions of several nominated persons. However, this was not always represented as entirely positive. One
nominated person, for example, suggested that this responsibility is a burden for tama Samoa and questioned whether it is necessary for tama Samoa to have to take on such responsibility for family while at secondary school, suggesting that their focus should be on preparing tama Samoa for learning and that worrying about being responsible for family gets in the way of this. This nominated person was a teacher of tama Samoa. What is important to highlight here is the idea of stereotyping that this particular nominated person has made. It can be concluded there is a negative stereotype here in terms of preconceived assumptions about tama Samoa and negative connotations such as making generalisations about tama Samoa families and expectations they have for their sons. The effects of such stereotyping have been revealed throughout international literature, where it has shown to harm the educational performance of particular groups (Schmader & Johns, 2003).

It is possible to conclude, then, that the nominated person in question had made an assumption of what tama Samoa parents expect from their tama Samoa. Cook-Sather and Reisinger (2001) state that stereotyping is a particularly insidious factor in the formation of pre- and in-service teachers' images of students. They argue that those who work with young students who rely on stereotypes rather than trying to see the students behind them run the risk of letting cultural and individual biases work to their own disadvantage and to the disadvantage of the next generation of high school students.

Further to this, a study by McClure, Meyer, Garish, Fischer, Weir, and Walkey (2011) identified that Pacific students rated family as a strong factor contributing to their success, rating family as more important than their ability. This quantitative finding is consistent with focus group evidence from Pacific students who cited family support and love as holding primary importance in their academic success (Fletcher, Parkhill, Fa’afoi, Taleni, & O’Regan, 2009; Graham, Meyer, McKenzie, McClure, & Weir, 2010). In contrast, according to McClure, Meyer, Garish, Fischer, Weir, and Walkey (2011), students of European ethnicity rate the influence of family significantly lower than both ability and effort. Reyna and Rivers (2008) reported that although most studies show a bias towards making internal attributions that serves to maintain self-esteem, this bias was most pronounced among Westerners. This internal attribution bias may be less
pervasive among Pacific peoples. As highlighted in Chapter Four, tama Samoa in this study acknowledged the value of family in helping them succeed in secondary school. Furthermore, the tama Samoa themselves did not indicate that this “burden” of responsibility was as a result of parents’ expectations. This demonstrates that what was perceived by one nominated person does not reflect what tama Samoa experience within secondary school.

Identity as a tool for survival

In her study on Pacific students in secondary schools Silipa (2010) notes the use of, and the switching between, multiple identities, saying students constantly manipulate and shift their identity to suit their everyday circumstantial dynamics in the classroom. She goes on to say that these students (Samoan) develop an acute awareness that, no matter what they do or not do, or how well they do or do not it, they are always seen as different. This is in spite of the fact that most of the participants in her research are New Zealand born.

This study, too, shows the importance to tama Samoa of maintaining their multiple identities in order to survive in secondary school.

I know I am a Samoan and I have been identified as being successful at school. There are some teachers here that remind us that we’ve got, like, low grades, and … some boys are like, “oh so what?” But I know if I change the way I think in particular classes this is my motivation to do better and prove them wrong. (Toma: SS)

Each tama Samoa spoke of the need to switch identities while at school. Some of the phrases that tama Samoa used to describe this process were “shifting mind frames”, “switching identities”, “changing face, “adapting identity”, “changing mind frames”, and “using multiple identities” showing that they are very aware of this process. Furthermore, although the terms above have shades of different meaning in a deeper sense, in this research they all refer to the same thing; in fact, considered together, they add emphasis to the significance of this process.
SENSE OF BELONGING

According to Goodenow (1993a), a sense of belonging at school reflects “the extent to which students feel personally accepted, respected, included, and supported by others in the school social environment” (p. 80). During the talanoa tama Samoa were given the opportunity to explore what sense of belonging meant to them as tama Samoa within the school environment. As described in Chapter Four, sense of belonging for tama Samoa captured many positive terms such as “comfortable”, “encouraged”, “happy”, “bonding”, “safe”, and that it is about having positive relationships.

As with the identity theme, this chapter considers elements that are common to all the sub-themes. Within sense of belonging these sub-themes include: (i) factors contributing to sense of belonging, (ii) participation, and (iii) relationships.

As described in Chapter Four, sense of belonging is defined in many ways, and each person has their own way of how they experience a sense of belonging. However, having a sense of how students feel they belong is a vital part of understanding student ways and may possibly provide further understanding about what works well and what does not work well for students in a school environment. As stated by Osterman (2000), work in psychology tells us that the sense of belonging and the experience of belonging are important factors in understanding student behaviour and performance.

Factors contributing to sense of belonging

The tama Samoa in this research were given the opportunity to talanoa about many things, including defining what “belonging” means to them, and sharing the experiences they were having at school. The findings show that their definitions about belonging at school do not necessary align with what they experience at secondary school.

The tama Samoa provided a clear understanding of what it meant by sense of belonging, using terms such as “connection”, “bonding”, “feeling comfortable”, “feeling safe”, “positive relationships”, and “being welcomed”. These and other terms highlighted by tama during our talanoa demonstrate that tama Samoa’s
understandings about belonging are similar to those identified in the literature reviewed in Chapter Two.

Goodenow (1993b) describes sense of belonging in educational settings as Students' sense of being accepted, valued, included, and encouraged by others (teacher and peers) in the academic classroom setting and of feeling oneself to be an important part of the life and activity of the class. More than simple perceived liking or warmth, it also involves support and respect for personal autonomy and for the student as an individual. (p. 25)

Eleven of the twelve tama Samoa across the different secondary schools confirmed that they felt they a sense of belonging with the schools they were attending. The key factor that contributed to tama Samoa’s sense of belonging was the connection they had with friends and other people who made them feel positive about being at school.

However, one nominated person (school teacher) identified the bond that tama Samoa had with friends and stated that this relationship was sometimes an interruption to them during class time which could have negative effects for the tama Samoa. It was also noted by the nominated person that the bond between tama Samoa and friends did not always allow individual tama Samoa to grow independently to make their own decisions.

Lashbrook (2000) states that adolescents are well aware that they influence each other. She notes that while peer influence can provide many positive elements in an adolescent’s life, it is important to remember that peer influence can potentially have a negative impact. Likewise, peer influence can also have both positive and negative effects on an adolescent’s academic performance and socialisation. According to Lashbrook (2000), it is also assumed that peer groups may not allow an adolescent to be “themselves” in the truest sense of the word: adolescents sometimes need to put on an act in order to gain acceptance from the specific group with which they would like to be associated.

The comments made by the nominated person, above, resonate with Lashbrook’s position. Peers can be identified as impacting and influencing tama Samoa. Clearly, given the degree of influence that tama Samoa themselves say
their peers have, it is important for schools to understand the nature of peer influence on tama Samoa in order to avoid negative effects. Furthermore, Lashbrook stated that it was assumed that peers, as well as parents, siblings, and teachers, all play a large role in how adolescents function in everyday living.

It was also noted by tama Samoa that their participation in groups provided a clear sense of belonging within their secondary schools. There are many aspects of being part of groups that tama Samoa considered to contribute to this sense of belonging such as responsibilities, leadership, and role modelling.

Only one tama Samoa had very little to say about the sense of belonging. However, his reasons given resonates with Goodenow’s (1993a) comment that:

One of the reasons that there is a poor fit between the opportunities provided is the lack of students' need for belonging and support, which leads to a decrease in student academic motivation. (p. 81)

Significantly, this tama Samoa noted that his lack of wanting to succeed in secondary is because of the lack of belonging he felt in school. Therefore, consistent with the findings of Goodenow (1993b) in this specific case the feeling of belonging had a direct and powerful influence on the students’ motivation. Conversely, the other tama Samoa, who expressed a strong sense of belonging to their school, were more motivated to succeed.

Key factors that further contributed to tama Samoa sense of belonging are addressed in the next two sections – participation and relationships. As highlighted earlier, tama Samoa define a sense of belonging with concepts that relate to “connection”, “bonding”, “feeling comfortable”, “feeling safe”, and “positive relationships. In this research, most tama Samoa shared that the sense of belonging they have in school is primarily because of the relationships individuals have with their peers. They also indicated that their sense of belonging is influenced by their participation in school activities. However, not all tama Samoa felt a strong sense of belonging within their schools and, as identified by one tama Samoa, some of them were just attending secondary school because at this age attending secondary school was just what you had to do.
Participation

Many of the tama Samoa in this research spoke about the various and varied groups they participated in. Table 7 (see Chapter Four) lists the various clubs and groups tama Samoa participated in at secondary school, including extracurricular activities. In this section I discuss tama Samoa experiences of participating in these groups.

Previous commentators have noted the range of benefits associated with participation in extracurricular activities. As identified by Massoni (2011), extracurricular activities are found in all levels of our schools in many different forms. They can be sports, culture clubs debating, drama, school publications, student council, and other social events. Finn (1989) notes that although many factors contribute to a student’s sense of belonging at school, student participation in extracurricular activities has long been argued as a key factor in which to encourage a greater connection or attachment to school. Furthermore, as stated by Brown and Evans (2002), the school context is a primary social influence in the lives of developing youth and that participation in extracurricular activity is a formalised opportunity for youth to experience active involvement with school.

Within this research the tama Samoa provided the reasons why they chose to join specific groups and what purposes these groups serve for them as individuals: all tama Samoa described their participation in extracurricular activity as being a highlight of their schooling experience. This research found that tama Samoa experience of participating in various groups was positive, and in most cases the outcomes of participating in these group activities has generated a clear sense of belonging to their schools. Participation also provides them with a sense of loyalty to their schools. Linked to this sense of belonging and loyalty, tama Samoa indicated that their participation in such extracurricular group activities has also provided them with a sense of responsibility.

Tama Samoa identified a number of ways in which their participation in group activities involved a sense of responsibility, which they took quite seriously. For most tama Samoa their participation demonstrates that they are in a role of
leadership, particularly when they are nominated or selected for particular sports teams. For other tama Samoa, being involved in certain groups at Years 12 and 13 can be described as positive role modelling for other tama Samoa at more junior levels. It was also noted by tama Samoa that being involved in various groups, particularly those involving leadership positions, provides the opportunity to be acknowledged by management and senior staff within their secondary school. This was seen as a key element for some tama Samoa who felt that, if it was not for their participation in certain groups or clubs, teachers and senior management such as principal and deans would not have known who tama Samoa were as individuals.

Gerber (1996) concluded that this active participation in extracurricular school activities leads to an increase likelihood of academic achievement. In supporting the idea by Gerber, the tama Samoa in this study were already identified as academic achievers. However, the talanoa from this study indicates that, from the perspective of the tama Samoa, the other benefits of participating in extracurricular group activities outweigh the importance of gaining better academic results: tama Samoa took the opportunity to participate, to take responsibility, and to be leaders primarily for the sake of other tama Samoa with in the secondary school setting.

A further reason given for tama Samoa participation in groups at school was the influence of friends. There was also the perception of some tama Samoa that because they had older siblings who had attended the same secondary school it was, therefore, a tradition that tama Samoa join certain groups or clubs.

According to Eccles, Barber, Stone, and Hunt (2003), the organisation of extra group activities within school setting are a good use of the adolescents’ time and the authors identify the following reasons to support their argument:

to acquire and practice specific social, physical, and intellectual skills that may be useful in a wide variety of settings including school; (b) to contribute to the well-being of one’s community and to develop a sense of agency as a member of one’s community; (c) to belong to a socially recognized and valued group; (d) to establish supportive social networks
of peers and adults that can help in both the present and the future; and (e) to experience and deal with challenges. (p. 866)

A study by Brown and Evans (2002) that looked at creating greater school connection among diverse student populations through extracurricular activity found that:

inclusion in extracurricular activities may facilitate inclusion in peer groups, positive school-related experiences, and a sense of belonging, all of which may contribute to greater school connectivity and retention. (p. 50)

This study found that some tama Samoa participated in groups that had minimal numbers of other tama Samoa in them. These tama Samoa noticed quite early in their participation in these groups that they felt they were “alone”. Although this did not affect their interest or participation in the group at that time, it did provoke second thoughts about returning to participate in those specific groups. This indicates that, to some extent, tama Samoa are more comfortable being amongst other tama Samoa and amongst their mates.

For whatever reason tama Samoa provided as to why they were participating in extracurricular group activities, it is clear the this participation played a significant role in how tama Samoa felt about being part of the school environment. This suggests that capturing the opportunity to seek and participate in groups that provide new friendships can only improve their sense of pride and belonging within their school.

**Relationships**

In this research, the relationship discussion is mainly focused on the nature and quality of tama Samoa key relationships and the impact and influence of these on their experiences within the school environment. These key relationships include (i) relationships with other students/peers, (ii) relationships with teachers, and (iii) relationships with families. These are discussed in order below.
**Relationships with peers**

As explained in Chapter Four, the key factor for tama Samoas’ sense of belonging within a school setting is the positive interaction between themselves and their peers. In all talanoa, tama Samoa spoke confidently about the importance of their friends and the need to have their friends around them during school. It was also identified by several of the tama Samoa that it was their relationships with their friends that made them feel they belonged at school.

Furrer, Skinner, and Pitzer (2014) explain the essence of the complex dynamics of relationships through the lens of a “Self-System Model of Development”. The model describes how social partners promote development by supporting fundamental human needs for relatedness, competence, and autonomy (Connell & Wellborn, 1991; Deci & Ryan, 1985; Skinner, 1995)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Relatedness</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The need to be connected to others or belong to a larger social group.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tama Samoa identified the influence and importance of their mates in their everyday experiences in secondary school. The influence of these relationships were highlighted as a positive impact for tama Samoa for instance.

For some tama Samoa, the need to be in bonding relationships during secondary school was identified as crucial to their experiences. In one particular school, this relationship was formed over the years with friends, and it therefore built a brotherhood that heightened the feeling of belonging within the school setting. In this school, however, the notion of brotherhood was also instilled in the tama Samoa and other boys through the school values.

Like if everyone’s like brothers with each other, like, no one fights and no one hates but respect for each other. (Filipo: SS)
It was therefore taken as accepted that most boys attending this school understood the meaning of brotherhood.

The literature on the impact of brotherhood within the secondary school setting is limited. However, a study by Sanday (2007) based on fraternities in the United States of America is quite helpful in understanding the important role the brotherhood plays in students’ lives. Through her research, Sanday discovered that the depth of the emotional bond men feel for their fraternity is explained by the degree to which this bond helps to compensate for feelings of inferiority and powerlessness in a society that privileges male bonding. Fraternity brothers do not become friends or teammates or colleagues; they become brothers. One fraternity Brother Sanday (2007) identified in her study, Sean, “recognized that fraternity life also offered a ‘new family’ to compensate for the loss he felt at leaving his own family” (p. 150). Further to this, Wyatt (2009) found that involving past black male students to work alongside current young black male students supporting them with their academic learning and pastoral care motivated the “brotherhood” members to increase personal and interpersonal empowerment of self. In some cases for the tama Samoa in my study, it was evident that they valued their friends and being in a brotherhood that would support their future aspirations.

Although Sanday’s study is based on a much older group of students and both Sanday and Wyatt’s studies were conducted in a context that is different from that of tama Samoa in New Zealand, there are some commonalities with how tama Samoa felt about the need to be part of a brotherhood and how their experiences were built around this need to be within the group. Both projects from Sanday and Wyatt, provide similar experiences of how important it was to have a sense of brotherhood within a school community. Like tama Samoa the relationships with their friends and other boys’ within secondary school, was important as it provided a sense of family, that gave support and was a group of friends that would be there for tama Samoa.
Relationships with teachers

As shown in Chapter Four, the findings indicate that the quality of relationships between tana Samoa and their teachers and the impact of these relationships is also a key factor which contributes toward tama Samoa sense of belonging within the secondary school environment. The importance of the quality of the relationship between teachers and Pacific students has been documented for some time. The Achievement in Multi-cultural High Schools (AIMHI) project was conducted between 1996 and 2000 in a group of nine low-decile urban secondary schools where a large proportion of the school student population come from Māori and Pacific backgrounds. During this period significant research into ways in which these schools’ learning programmes could be improved for Māori and Pacific students was carried out (Hawk and Hill, 1998).

Hill and Hawk’s (2000) “Making a Difference in the Classroom” report identifies the fundamental factors that need to be considered for the student and teacher relationship to work as:

- Understanding the worlds of the students
- Respect
- Caring
- Being fair
- Giving of themselves
- Perseverance and patience

(Hawk & Hill, 1998, pp. 12–13)

It has now been over twenty years since the AIMHI project began; however, the findings from this research indicate that the key attributes required for positive relationships between teachers and students remain current and that Hawk and Hill’s findings from past research are still relevant in terms of what is important for having positive and strong student-teacher relationships. As can be seen in Chapter Four, most tama Samoa in this research stated that the relationship with teachers played an important role in building their sense of belonging:
I think the tama Samoan students feel they belong at this school mainly because of particular teachers like Mr Lee. He does pastoral care for the students but he speaks Samoan, and he’s very friendly towards the Samoan students. (Simon-Peteru: NP)

For me it’s about the teachers, cos they are the ones that have to engage with you, and they make me feel like this is my school, so there is definitely loyalties here that make me want to come to class. Miss XX, Miss Y, and Mr XX and lots of other teachers are good teachers…make me feel proud. (Patolomaio: SS)

The comments made by tama Samoa, show that there continues to be a high need for the teacher-student relationship to work for tama Samoa while attending secondary school.

It must be noted however, that the insights shared by some tama Samoa on teacher and student relationships show that they saw the role of the teacher as being just a teacher. According to these tama Samoa, the teacher was there to do a job and therefore it was not necessary for tama Samoa to build a relationship with the teacher. Further discussion revealed that these tama Samoa felt that the teacher student relationship does not have any effect on their sense of belonging at school, nor did they think it affects their academic studies.

Over time research on the academic effects of positive teacher-student relationships has increased. However, there is limited research on the social outcomes of these relationships between teacher-student. (Averill, 2009; Bishop & Berryman, 2009; Hawk, Cowley, Hill, & Sutherland, 2002). Teachers are an important source of social capital for students (Muller, Katz, & Dance, 1999). Social capital in a classroom setting is defined as caring teacher-student relationships where students feel that they are both cared for and expected to succeed (Muller et al., 1999). Social capital from positive teacher-student relationships can manifest itself in many different ways. Chapter Four highlights the significance of this for tama Samoa and show awareness of this relationship:
When I came to school I expected the teachers to be kind. I knew the boys will really look after each other and I wouldn’t see that much bullying. (Iakopo: SS)

Further, it has been found that teacher-student relationships can impact peer relationships in schools. Teacher-student relationships can have a significant effect on the peer acceptance between students. Teachers’ interactions with students can affect classmates’ perceptions of individual students, in turn affecting which students classmates choose to interact with and accept (Hughes, Gleason, & Zhang, 2005). Conflicting interactions between teachers and students may convey a lack of acceptance, causing other students to also reject the student involved in the conflict with the teacher (Hughes et al., 2005). In Chapter Four, most tama Samoa indicated that they had a positive relationship with teachers. There was also indication, that there were certain characteristics that tama Samoa described of what made the relationship with teachers work. When teachers showed tama Samoa that they cared through interaction and demonstration of care, tama Samoa responded positively.

**Family relationships**

Every tama Samoa in this research highlighted family relationships as a crucial element to their sense of belonging within school. As discussed in the identity section of this chapter, above, tama Samoa described the family component as one of the key contributors to their success within the school environment. Tama Samoa feel a responsibility to family to make something of themselves within the school environment. Other outside influences that tama Samoa acknowledged were those of cousins or girlfriends. Each one had a positive effect on tama Samoa and each outside influence provided tama Samoa with the sense of commitment to “be someone”.

The literature supports the assertion that parents’ attitudes, behaviours, and actions in relation to their children’s education have a substantial impact on student learning and educational attainment. Houtenville and Conway (2008) found that the effort of parents and families to be involved with their young person’s learning and school – which included a combination of all types of
engagement – had a large effect on student achievement. This is in line with the experiences tama Samoa noted in the talanoa. For example tama Samoa highlighted the importance of succeeding at secondary school for their families:

I want to motivate myself at school because it just means that I’m living up to my family’s name. I am an independent worker it’s easier for me to, but I have been told I’m a good supporter by my mates and some teachers. (Toma: SS)

This relationship between attitudes, behaviours, and actions in relation to their children’s education was also highlighted in a study by Cahill (2006) who reviewed the perspectives of Samoan parents and what they expected for their children attending New Zealand secondary schools.

Tama Samoa clearly place relationships in high regard in terms of what is important to them in having a sense of belonging within their secondary schools. For most tama Samoa this means not only gaining from being in positive relationships with “brothers”, peers, teachers, and family, but also what tama Samoa could give back in return. A sense of loyalty was highlighted in many talanoa with tama Samoa. For the tama Samoa in this research, the phrase “I got your back” means that relationships with people who show care towards tama Samoa are reciprocated by tama Samoa with a sense of loyalty. Keiningham, Aksoy, and Williams (2009) describe the need for loyalty: “by its very nature [loyalty] demands that we commit ourselves to a person, group or cause” (p. 166). This idea of committing to others is nurtured in talanoa with tama Samoa, where they make personal commitment to supporting others who reflect, care, and show support towards them.

Tama Samoa, then, show clear understanding about what a sense of belonging within the secondary school setting means and what they need in order to have it. It is also very clear from the talanoa with tama Samoa that their sense of belonging with their school is primarily based on the relationships they have with others. Friends, and the support they provide, appear to be the most significant factor; however, relationships with teachers and with families are also key to this sense of belonging.
Aspirations for the Future

In Chapter One, it was explained that the tama Samoa selected to participate in this study were of Year 12 and Year 13, and the reasons for this. The tama Samoa in this study have had four or five years of experiences at secondary school. Therefore, over the four or five years, each tama Samoa has had a range of both positive and negative experiences while attending secondary school and these were explored in the talanoa.

During the talanoa about what experiences tama Samoa had at secondary school that they believe to contribute to their aspirations for the future making tama Samoa took the opportunity to reflect and consider where they will go once secondary school was finished.

Tama Samoa talanoa about their academic learning and the implications of this learning for their futures; and about the future and the aspirations they have not only for themselves but also for the younger tama Samoa that would attend the same secondary school.

The following elements that are common to all sub-themes will be presented as follows; (i) expectations; (ii) academic achievement and (iii) aspirations for the future.

Expectations

As identified Chapter Four, tama Samoa were clear about the expectations they had of their school environments including the expectations they had of others they were connected to while at secondary school. In an article about student, teacher, and parent perceptions, Rubie-Davis, Peterson, Irving, Widdowson, and Dixon (2010) observe that there has been little research into students’ expectations, whereas several researchers have shown teachers’ expectations having greater effects on students than the opposite (p. 37).

In the talanoa with tama Samoa, the expectations they considered to be important within the school environment varied from expectations about the overall feel of the schools, to what schools should look like, to how they should provide for tama
Samoa as individuals, and to what programmes could be initiated within school settings.

Rubie-Davis et al. (2010) state that:

It is likely students will have self-expectations and beliefs based on prior achievement, experience and aspirations of parents and teachers. When individuals have a strong belief in their ability to achieve a particular goal they are more likely to design steps towards achieving the goal so ultimately success will be attained. Self-belief is a powerful motivator. (p.39)

Tama Samoa also discussed the importance of what they expected from their teachers. Muller, Katz, and Dance (1999) found that when students perceive their teachers as caring, student self-expectations as well as consequent achievement and behaviour are positively influenced. For tama Samoa, the importance of student and teacher relationship was significant in their sense of purpose within the school environment. As shown elsewhere, for tama Samoa the benefit of having the right connection with certain teachers within the school provided encouragement in all areas of identity development, contributing to their sense of belonging, and setting tama Samoa with high expectations of what the future could hold for them. Thus this expectation about having the right connection with their teachers affects all the areas that have been the key themes for this research.

There was also the expectation from tama Samoa that the school environment would prepare them for the future; that the school environment is a place that would guide and prepare tama Samoa for what was to come. In terms of being successful in their secondary schools, tama Samoa had realistic expectations of what they saw as important in their school life and what they wanted out of their school before completing their final year. As highlighted in Chapter Four, students were very clear about their expectations of school:

School has a very important part that helps with your future. I expected school to make new friends and now, I have the brothers. I also expected
school to help me learn so I can job or maybe get me into Open Polytech in Petone or University – I am still working on that one. (Tataio: F)

When I was in my second year at this school, I was thinking about who would be the people that will make this work for me, as in help me get through school, and it was teachers and the principal that came to my mind. (Iuta: SS)

Rudduck (2007) states that the idea of providing students with a voice supports an important shift in the status of students in school. It is also highlighted by Hodgkin (1998) that giving opportunity to students to discuss their school expectations provides them with a voice to express what may need to change in their school environments: thus, moving students from being “passive objects” to being “active players”; as well as moving the school environment that is traditionally hierarchical to one that is more collaborative and allows teacher and student to move beyond conventional roles to develop a stronger sense of partnership. Chapter Four presents clear evidence of tama Samoa provide being able to share ideas for ways in which their schools could do better:

I reckon the school needs to acknowledge the different cultures more, also the whole thing about asking questions in class. I know I don’t really get it and I have to read it like three or four times over and over. It takes ages for me to take in new stuff, so I think the school needs to find different ways for our Samoan students to get it… we should also have more than Poly club to perform at school events; it needs to be part of our everyday learning. (Iese: SS)

There is a strong brotherhood in our school, and I think there needs to be a lot more working across year groups. Even though there is a lot of work that is done especially when you reach Year 11 and onwards, but more across the levels might be good. (Ioane: SS)

Brown and Dean (1997) suggest that students themselves need to be a part of the planning of existing extracurricular activities and developing of new opportunities. Hodgkin (1998) explains that the student voice is most successful when it enables students to feel that they are members of a learning community,
that they matter, and that they have something valuable to offer. As this research shows, tama Samoa are clearly able to articulate their ideas; as suggested by Brown and Dean (1997) and by Hodgkin (1998), the value of student voices could be used to align student needs and school visions.

**Academic achievement**

The attitude and behaviour of tama Samoa towards their academic learning provides a sense of what they are thinking in terms of their future direction. In this research, tama Samoa spoke about the importance of what they were learning, the purpose that it would have for them as individuals, and the value of this for their families. The talanoa focus for this section allowed the tama Samoa to identify both the perceived benefits and disadvantages of academic learning, and of ways in which their interaction with peers and teachers supports their academic learning.

In this talanoa, each tama Samoa spoke of what they needed to do in order to make their academic learning work for them; this included motivation to learn, interaction with teachers, and the influence of friends. Zimmerman (1998) reviews the idea of students being self-regulated learners, which he defines as:

> Self-regulation is not a mental ability or an academic performance skill; rather it is the self-directive process by which learners transform their mental abilities into academic skills. (p. 74)

Self-regulation refers to self-generated thoughts, feelings, and behaviours that are oriented to attaining goals (Zimmerman, 2000). The self-regulated learner becomes aware of their strengths and limitations and they are guided by set goals and targets. As Zimmerman (2000) observes, self-regulation is important because a major function of education is the development of lifelong learning skills and once students complete secondary school these young adults must learn many important skills informally. It became clear to me during talanoa with tama Samoa, that many of them had gained some of the skills that would identify them as self-regulated learners; examples include being able to adapt their identities to fit into certain classes, involvement in particular groups or clubs that would provide responsibility, and pushing themselves to succeed in academic
learning. This study has highlighted the importance to tama Samoa of developing an inclusive school environment in order to acknowledge, value, and respect students from diverse backgrounds. Fletcher, Parkhill, and Harris (2011) propose that inclusion provides the learning and support that allows for equal outcomes for all students. Nakhid (2003) suggests that feeling included and identifying with school life is a necessary condition for the success of Pacific students’ academic achievement and that non-inclusiveness will lead to a feeling of being undervalued and unwanted. Thus, an inclusive school culture that is welcoming and respectful, supported through the development of positive relationships, empathy, and acceptance will enable tama Samoa to feel connected to the school, resulting in engagement in learning and a positive attitude towards academic achievement.

**Aspirations for the future**

Educators have long recognised the value to students of setting ambitious goals, and being inspired in the present to progress toward those goals. It is expected that students who set challenging goals learn to become task-oriented, feel a sense of purpose, and learn more. It is no surprise, then, that raising the aspirations of students is a universal priority (Quaglia & Cobb, 1996).

As the findings show, tama Samoa reflected on themselves and took time to reflect on “where to” once they finished secondary school. As senior students in their secondary schools, tama Samoa were aware of the expectations for them in the near future in terms of school exams, completing the senior year successfully, and the need to set themselves goals or future aspirations. As stated by Quaglia and Cobb (1996) a definition of aspirations must be contextualised, and further, it should address both present and future perspectives. For these reasons I hypothesis that a student with aspirations is one who is involved in various activities for both their inherent value and enjoyment and their connection to future goals.

Quaglia and Cobb (1996) take the stance that while schools are in a position to help foster aspirations, students must also take the responsibility and be held
accountable for their present and future situations. In Chapter Four, tama Samoa described the need to be alert about opportunities:

I’m trying my best to make the most of my opportunities in everything I do, not just in school work but extra-curricular stuff, and I just try to be the best I can be in everything I do and I want to achieve the best. I think it’s all relevant for my future. (Timoteo, SS)

In the talanoa sessions tama Samoa had no problems sharing their aspirations about the future, and, as explained in detail in Chapter Four, most were also able to identify the pathway required for them to reach their future aspirations. This contrasts with a research project by Rubie-Davies et al. (2010) in which students spoke about aspirations for the future and were able to list a wide range of potential occupations, but did not always seem sure about the qualifications they would need. There was a significant difference between the participants of Rubie-Davies et al.’s study and the tama Samoa of this study. In the talanoa I had with each tama Samoa, each individual was able to identify both aspirations for the future and the pathway they needed to follow, including qualifications, in order to reach their goals for the future.

As mentioned above, Hodgkin (1998) asserts that students themselves have a huge potential contribution to make – not as passive objects but as active players – to the education system (p. 11). Levin (2000), too, argues that by talking with and listening to students, we can learn more about how classroom and school processes can be made more powerful. This notion sat behind the final talanoa with tama Samoa; about what they predict or believe their schools need to review to better support younger tama Samoa already enrolled in their secondary schools as well as those who will attend there in the future.

All tama Samoa confirmed in their talanoa that in most situations their experiences at secondary school were positive. The influences of others, especially their mates, and the individual decisions they made during their secondary schools have resulted in tama Samoa who are proud and responsible. It was apparent in early talanoa with tama Samoa that, within their particular secondary schools, acknowledgement of their cultural identities is of great
significance to who they are as individuals. Their ethnic and cultural identities represent a part of tama Samoa that is recognised not only amongst themselves but also amongst their peers; schools must take note of the importance this holds for tama Samoa. “Ua soona mimita le manu o le tava’e i ona fua” – metaphorically speaking, “The tava’e bird is proud of its feathers”: this proverb implies that Samoan people should be proud of our individual and collective identities (Rimoni, 2012). The findings show that tama Samoa take their pride in who they are and who they represent:

I am a proud Samoan because it’s just the way we present ourselves and the way we treat ourselves, it’s a lot different from the way Palagi (European) treat each other. (Simona-Peteru: F)

I am very proud to be a XXX student, because there’s like heaps of boys like Pacific Islanders. Everyone’s got the same sort of views at school like the same experiences as well. The brothers have the same kind of background that I’m kind of used to. Oh, the same routine and stuff and everyone’s got a strong bond here. It’s good that the teachers here treat everyone equally. (Ioane: SS)

Smythe (2006) argues that if schools are serious about having a more realistic regime of accountability that is likely to have a chance of success in making a difference in the lives of those most disadvantaged, then it will have to be one that includes the lives, experiences, cultures, family backgrounds, aspirations, and hopes of young people themselves. The experiences of tama Samoa highlighted by this study, provide key aspects that secondary schools must consider. These will be explored further as recommendations in Chapter Seven.

**SUMMARY**

The overarching focus of this research was the opportunity to hear the voices of a group of tama Samoa who were attending New Zealand secondary schools and their experiences/perceptions of being part of a secondary school environment. These experiences and perceptions from tama Samoa were underpinned by three core themes – identity, sense of belonging, and aspirations for the future.
The findings, presented in Chapter Four, show that there are key aspects to making the experiences of tama Samoa both positive and successful within the secondary school. This chapter has explored the findings in more detail. Identity has been discussed in terms of complexities in tama Samoa identity development, the importance of culture to identity formation, the relationship between identity and responsibility, and the adoption and adapting of multiple identities as a tool for survival. Sense of belonging has been presented in three sub-themes – understanding versus experience, the influence of participation, and the importance of the nature of relationships. The findings from the third theme, aspirations for the future have been presented and discussed as tama Samoa expectations about their secondary schooling, their perceptions of the importance of academic achievement, and their focus on the future.

These include acknowledging tama Samoa and the multiple identities that are formulated while attending secondary school; developing a sense of belonging through everyday interactions with peers, teachers, and others that tama Samoa were surrounded by during their time at secondary school, both in formal classes and also in extracurricular activities; and, finally, the understanding that tama Samoa had an awareness of what purpose secondary school served for each tama Samoa to prepare them for the future once their secondary schooling was completed.
CHAPTER SIX:
REVIEW OF RESEARCH QUESTION

Fili le Niu’afa

(Plaiting commences for the Niu’afa)

INTRODUCTION

In this chapter, I review the research sub-questions and provide an overview from the findings chapter in relation to the research questions. This is an opportunity to re-examine the purpose of where this thesis began. It is also an opportunity to provide an analysis of tensions and dilemmas that I have identified through the review of the three sub-questions.

In Chapter One, the rationale provided reasons as to why this study focuses on tama Samoa and their everyday experiences in secondary schools was a worthwhile topic for a PhD study. In reviewing the rationale that was provided in Chapter One, I restate the following for the purpose of this chapter:

- The Pacific student population in New Zealand secondary schools has continued to grow in recent years (New Zealand Statistics, 2013).
- One in five Pacific students leaves school without any qualifications at all (Chu, Glasgow, Rimoni, Hodis, & Meyer, 2013).
- One in five Pacific students leaves with NCEA level 1 only (Chu, Glasgow, Rimoni, Hodis, & Meyer, 2013).
- One in five leaves with NCEA level 2 (Chu, Glasgow, Rimoni, Hodis, & Meyer, 2013).
- One in ten will become disengaged from education, employment, or training by the age of seventeen (Chu, Glasgow, Rimoni, Hodis, & Meyer, 2013).
- Boys tend to be over-represented in the lowest achieving group, and this is particularly true for Māori and Pacific Island male students (Ministry of Education, 2007).
• Māori and Pasifika males are least likely to leave school with University Entrance or higher qualifications (Ministry of Education, 2007).

While the first five points above are not directed specifically to male students, this does provide an overview of the situation for Pacific students within secondary schools in the New Zealand context.

The aim of this study was to explore the perceptions of tama Samoa about what factors influenced their schooling experiences and the impacts of these on their aspirations for their futures. It was anticipated that these experiences and perceptions would reveal the attitudes that tama Samoa have towards secondary school.

It was also noted that most research done on Pacific students in general was focused on their academic achievement, with no research focusing on tama Samoa and their social experiences with friends, peers, teachers, and school management. Therefore, this was an opportunity to collaborate with tama Samoa to explore their secondary school experiences based on the assumption that this could elicit previously unknown factors that could contribute to enhancing tama Samoa engagement and academic success at the secondary school level. As noted by the Scott (2014), “engagement encompasses attendance, a sense of belonging and wellbeing and enjoyment. Student disengagement leads to higher risks of negative youth behaviour” (p. 19). Taken together with the bullet points above, based on previous research, the implication is that tama Samoa do not do well because they are disengaged and lack a sense of belonging and wellbeing at secondary school. However, in this study it was found that most of the experiences the tama Samoa participants had of secondary school were in fact positive; most of the tama Samoa reported that their secondary school was a place where they did have a sense of belonging through the interaction with others, particularly friends, and through their roles and responsibilities in the groups and clubs they were involved in. This study, therefore, provides a fresh new perspective – focused on tama Samoa perceptions of identity, sense of belonging, and aspirations for the future – which can contribute to existing knowledge to inform policy and practice.
**Question One:**

In what ways are tama Samoa’s identities influenced by their secondary school experiences?

Through the talanoa process with tama Samoa, it became clear that most of the tama Samoa identity development were influenced by their secondary school experience. As highlighted in Chapter Four, tama Samoa noted the need to have multiple identities for different purposes: these included awareness of other’s perceptions of them, to access teacher attention, as a survival strategy to be applied in different learning environments, and for the purposes of being amongst and relating to mates and peers.

The study identified that tama Samoa do develop identities during their secondary school experiences. In the one to one talanoa with each tama Samoa, they described and explained why it was important and necessary to formulate multiple identities during their time at secondary school.

The first of three common threads that were highlighted by tama Samoa was self-identity. Tama Samoa discussed the importance of being confident in knowing who they were, so that peers, teachers, and close friends were able to identify who a tama Samoa was in relation to the circle of friends and others that tama Samoa connected and communicated with during secondary school. As described by Nahkid (2003):

> In constructing our identity, we build (with what we know of our past and our historical experiences), using the present to shape how we see who we are. That is not all that forms our identity. It is hollow unless we fill within it visions of what we hold for ourselves in the future, and how we see ourselves being. It is not only the state of being who we are, but who we are to become. (p. 303)

Nahkid (2003) found that the perceptions held by both the schools and the teachers of Pacific students adversely affected their educational opportunities and outcomes. In this research, too most of the tama Samoa participants were aware of the stereotypes that some school teachers and school management had
of tama Samoa, and of the need to build an identity to represent tama Samoa within the school setting.

The second common explanation highlighted from tama Samoa talanoa was the need to develop a cultural identity within the secondary school setting. As identified in Chapter Four, all twelve tama Samoa demonstrated a sense of their cultural background, and acknowledgment of their Samoan heritage. Fletcher and her colleagues found that Pacific students and their families held a strong desire to succeed in all aspects of mainstream culture as well as in maintaining their own cultural identity (Fletcher, et al., 2005; 2006; 2009). As pointed out in Chapter Three, not all tama Samoa were of full Samoan heritage. However, this did not influence the value and emotion tama Samoa attached to being a Samoan. Across all four secondary schools, tama Samoa described how necessary it was to demonstrate within their school environments their cultural identity. The importance tama Samoa attached to this demonstrates their sense of pride in their Samoan heritage.

Tama Samoa also identified the need to highlight their cultural identity so that they could connect with other tama Samoa. Tama Samoa highlighted the importance of having a cultural identity because of the link that it had back to their family roots, and acknowledges the ethnicities of their parents. For tama Samoa being able to identify their Samoan heritage within the school environment provided other important information about each tama Samoa.

The third common thread highlighted by tama Samoa, is that they formulated multiple identities as a strategy in order to feel that they were to fit into the different schooling situations as well when engaging with different groups of people. For example; there was an identity that was adopted for engaging with the group of friends each tama Samoa spent their social time with while at school. There was also the identity that belonged in the classroom setting; however, the identity adopted during class time, also depended on which group of friends that were also in the class. Within this context some tama Samoa described the need to make sure they were not seen as less capable than their peers and therefore made the effort to have an identity that demonstrated they were a focused student.
Overall, tama Samoa identities are influenced by many of their secondary school experiences. The development of their self-identity is through the connections they have with others such as peers, and close friends. Their multiple identities are used as a tool to adapt in different contexts and most importantly their cultural identity, again, is based on the group they choose to surround themselves as well as the knowledge that tama Samoa have from their family backgrounds. These many identity formations all connect to what makes a tama Samoa, learning to build many different identities is a major part to their secondary school experience.

**Question Two:**

What is the nature of the relationship between tama Samoa sense of belonging and their daily experiences within secondary school?

Most tama Samoa identified that through their everyday experiences at secondary school, there was a sense of belonging primarily through the relationships they had with others, and through their participation in group activities. Glynn and Berryman (2005) state that the desire for “a sense of belonging is a basic human need” (p. 310) and that students who saw school as positive environments and who had a sense of ownership there go on to do well in society.

Through the talanoa sessions each tama Samoa reviewed the everyday experiences they had at school and how each one the different experiences either connected or not connect them to having a sense of belonging at schools. This provided different perceptions and views, as the school environment played a huge part in the experiences had by tama Samoa. There were two key aspects that were highlighted by tama Samoa which contributed to their sense of belonging.

First, it was through their relationships with their friends, peers and other people within the school environment. Baumeister and Leary (1995) suggest that the need to belong is characterised by a need for regular contact and the perception that the interpersonal relationship has stability, affective concern, and is ongoing. In their seminal article on the importance of sense of belonging to wellbeing, they
proposed the “belongingness hypothesis”, suggesting that “human beings have a pervasive drive to form and maintain at least a minimum quantity of lasting, positive, and significant interpersonal relationships” (p. 497).

As highlighted in Chapter Five, relationships amongst different people within the school setting, influenced how tama Samoa interacted and influenced their decision making with the school environment. This strong influence of others was also a key part to how tama Samoa participated in extracurricular activity.

The second key aspect was the tama Samoa involvement in extra-curricular group activities whether it be a club of their own choosing or a nomination to be involved in school groups. Phinney (1993) points out that the development of adolescents is influenced by their identification with social groups. He notes that for adolescents, the choices involving group identities are constrained by the norms and values of a particular group. On the other hand, the influence of certain behaviour and interactions with their peers and social groups reflect on individual developments of an adolescent. Furthermore, Phinney’s statement about the influence of peer groups was strongly highlighted in the interaction and attitudes of tama Samoa. For most tama Samoa, the involvement in various school groups provided them with the feeling that they belonged to a particular secondary school, and this sense of belonging, in turn, generated a sense of pride and provide loyalty towards their secondary schools. Tama Samoa, took on the responsibility of group or club involvement quite seriously, and the outcome for most tama Samoa was that it was not only interest that lead them to participate in group or club activities, but also being able to identify certain acknowledgements such as, leader of particular groups or clubs, and taking ownership for particular groups and clubs.

The overall nature of the relationship between tama Samoa sense of belonging and daily experiences within secondary school, suggests that tama Samoa, like to be involved, and take part in various group settings, while in secondary school, there are many reasons for this such as; demonstrating responsibility, being interested, loyalty to their school or taking part because of friends. The importance of this particular relationship for tama Samoa indicates that in most experiences, tama Samoa are social individuals who like to belong through
various activities and take enjoyment in these experiences, as well demonstrating that within some of these involvements with various groups comes leadership and responsibility.

**Question Three:**

What experiences have tama Samoa had during secondary school that have contributed to their aspirations for the future?

The findings in Chapter Four highlight the many experiences tama Samoa have had at secondary school, and also provide their perceptions and expectations of secondary school. Tama Samoa were also able to identify what aspects of their experiences during their time in secondary school have contributed to their aspirations for the future. Each tama Samoa was able to express where they hope to be once they had completed secondary school. However, even though there were times in their talanoa that tama Samoa did not directly connect their secondary school experiences and their aspirations about the future, it was clear from the descriptions made by tama Samoa, that various experiences and choices made at secondary school are likely to have an impact on their futures:

At Year 11, I was ready for NCEA because of the opportunities I took when I was in Year 10 like lunch time tutoring and going to homework centre. (Simona-Peteru: SS)

The above example provides evidence that tama Samoa were already using skills that can support their decisions about what the future could look like for them when secondary school is finished. As indicated by Simona-Peteru, he was aware that there are opportunities provided by secondary schools to support his academic learning, and that once they identify the opportunities they can use these, thus increasing their self-efficacy.

Self-efficacy is a phrase originating from Bandura’s (1977) social cognitive theory and refers to an individual’s perceptions of their abilities in a given domain. Further to this, self-efficacy enables people to control their thoughts, feelings, and actions (Hall, 1991). It is widely accepted that self-efficacy influences an individual’s choice of engagement in any given domain, how well they perform,
how long they persevere, how they cope and respond to adverse scenarios (Cretchley, 2007; Johnson, 2005).

Tama Samoa were aware that they did not have much time left at secondary school, and the opportunities to seek guidance and advice on what to do once secondary school was finished was highlighted in the talanoa sessions. It was also important to note that some tama Samoa were planning to wait on their results from NCEA level two and three to make final decisions about future pathways, according to some tama Samoa this left the future open for choices.

At this stage of the tama Samoa experiences, tama Samoa have explored the options available to them, they have also considered their roles within their own families, and how the impact of their decisions for once secondary school was finished had on their families. The opportunity to be directed and advised by key people in secondary school is important for tama Samoa. The future aspirations of their friends were also important to tama Samoa, for some this also had an influence on what they could do once secondary school was completed.

**TENSIONS AND DILEMMAS**

The analysis of the findings, the discussion chapter (Chapter Five), and this review have revealed a number of tensions and dilemmas related to tama Samoa secondary school experiences. It is significant to note that these were not all identified by the tama Samoa as tensions and dilemmas, but by the researcher during the analysis of the data. This is fa’aafaleiti: the view of the researcher who is less close to the data.

Detailed talanoa with tama Samoa highlight that while they were able to acknowledge that it was important to attend secondary school, the school organisation and management itself did not make it easy for tama Samoa to enjoy school. One result of this was that they developed the skills to formulate different identities in order to fit into the different school contexts. Although tama Samoa did not express this experience as a tension or dilemma in their everyday experiences, the question remains why it was that tama Samoa had to develop certain identities in order to fit into school structures rather than the other way
around whereby the schools are structured to fit around tama Samoa needs. Through the use of fa’aafaleutui (see Chapter Three for further explanation of fa’aafaleutui), the importance of reviewing tama Samoa stories from the perspective of the tree climber, accessing the complete picture from tama Samoa experiences and asking the question what is happening here?

As identified in Chapter Four, one out of the twelve tama Samoa indicated that he did not feel a sense of belonging within his secondary school or that having a sense of belonging was an important aspect of attending secondary school. During the talanoa this tama Samoa revealed that he had his mates, he had his sports, and he was also academically achieving well; and therefore felt that was enough to keep him at secondary school. This tama Samoa has highlighted many factors that he believes to be enough to make the schooling experience positive with not necessarily having a sense of belonging to the school. In Chapter Three, I have provided a description of how tama Samoa were selected for this study, each one was nominated by their school principals this was shared with this particular tama Samoa. Interestingly, following through with the fa’aafaleutui process, this tama Samoa was given his transcript to review, he indicated that he was not aware of his achievements noted on school records. Therefore the dilemma highlighted here is the lack of acknowledgement for when tama Samoa do well at school from school leadership, and therefore this particular tama Samoa had gone through school feeling unnoticed by school leadership.

Two tensions were identified through analysis of talanoa with tama Samoa’s nominated persons; in both cases these are associated with the nominated persons’ perceptions conflicting with those of the tama Samoa. Fletcher et al. (2009) suggest that cultural values played a key role in building Pacific students’ confidence. In support of this notion, Tuafuti and McCaffery (2005) claim that raising Pacific students’ self-esteem, self-discipline, and self-identity requires the inclusion of Pacific and cultural considerations in all aspects of Pacific students’ education. The findings presented in Chapter Four clearly demonstrate the importance to tama Samoa of being Samoan within the secondary school setting. Tama Samoa talanoa emphasises their pride in being Samoan, and what it means to be Samoan. Although this was also identified and acknowledged by some nominated persons as being important to the identities of tama Samoa, one
questioned whether this cultural identity was necessary or relevant while attending school. This nominated person felt that these descriptions made by tama Samoa were not reflected in the everyday experiences of tama Samoa. It was pointed out by this nominated person that most tama Samoa have not been to Samoa and, according to the nominated person, do not fully understand Samoan cultural practices; based on this they questioned how tama Samoa could have this sense of pride in their Samoan culture. Clearly, the difference in perception shows a lack of understanding between tama Samoa and this nominated person. In this particular case a classroom teacher and suggests that some teachers do not understand the significance of how significant it is for tama Samoa to identify with being Samoan, within a school context.

The second tension I have highlighted is the differences in the perceptions of tama Samoa and nominated persons relating to the nature of the relationship between tama Samoa and their mates. In some cases nominated persons suggested that the bonds between tama Samoa and their mates impacted negatively on attitudes and decisions made by tama Samoa. As identified in Chapters Four and Five, the relationships between tama Samoa and their mates was close to the point where, sometimes, the closeness of this relationship formulated a brotherhood that did not allow for individual tama Samoa to build independent identities. Some nominated persons suggested that this resulted in some tama Samoa showing a lack of independence and could be described as followers, or demonstrating negative attitudes towards their learning for the sake of keeping cool amongst friends. For this particular tension, the nominated persons were school affiliated as teachers or in senior management positions, and therefore have observed and worked with different tama Samoa in different situations during their times at secondary school. The experiences and perceptions made by these nominated persons is also captured in what some tama Samoa have said about being part of the group and not wanting to explore an independent identity for the sake of how friends might react. What is highlighted from both nominated persons and tama Samoa is the lack of developing individual identities. The question can be asked: what opportunities can be developed to allow tama Samoa to be individuals within a group identity?
Both nominated persons and tama Samoa highlight the issue; what needs to be reviewed is how this can be further developed within a school environment.

**SUMMARY**

This study focuses specifically on tama Samoa own perceptions of their experiences at secondary school. While previous research, largely focused on Pacific academic (under)achievement, has suggested links between (lack of) achievement, (dis)engagement, (weak) sense of belonging and wellbeing at school, the participants of this study reported that most of their secondary school experiences were positive. Tama Samoa were able to describe a strong sense of belonging to their schools, particularly in terms of their relationships. They also recognised and acknowledged the importance of their involvement in a range of extra-curricular activities and the roles and responsibilities that these provided. They were also all able to discuss their aspirations for the future and to identify what aspects of their experiences during their time in secondary school have contributed to these.

The study also uncovers a number of tensions and dilemmas experienced by tama Samoa at secondary school, particularly in relation to how they adopt and manage multiple identities, and negotiate relationships.

This study, therefore, provides a fresh new perspective – focused on tama Samoa perceptions of identity, sense of belonging, and aspirations for the future – which can contribute to existing knowledge to inform policy and practice. The next chapter presents a series of recommendations which are based on the study’s findings and are intended to begin to address some of the tensions and dilemmas identified above.
CHAPTER SEVEN:
CONCLUSION

As I come near to the end of this thesis, I return to my ‘afa metaphor; this, too, near ready for its purpose in binding, joining the poles of the traditional fale Samoa. In Chapter One I describe the use of the Samoan ‘afa (braided coconut fibre rope) as a metaphor to provide a sense of who I am as a Samoan researcher. It is also significant as a metaphor as it symbolises both unity and endurance because the various strands of the ‘afa are plaited and pulled together so that it is strong enough to bind the central poles of the fale Samoa so that the people are sheltered. In preparing the ‘afa, each strand from the coconut husk has its role to play in strengthening the cord before it can be used. In Chapter One, we are introduced to the visual image of a coconut husk, in its rough and rugged form. As I go through each of the seven chapters, each chapter has been introduced with a process of preparing the Samoan ‘afa.

In this final chapter, we are visually directed to the coconut sennet, in its strong and beautifully braided form. This shows the ‘afa ready to be used in its purposeful way. In this thesis, the tama Samoa represent the individual strands of the coconut husk; their stories have been processed through the use of the fa’afaletui framework, and each strand has been twisted, braided, and intertwined
with the others. Tama Samoa experiences have now been collated and refined in a manner that represents their voices and presents their experiences. This, however, does not complete the journey of the ‘afa Samoa. It is now ready for another purpose – to connect, to strengthen, and to support a structure that will signify yet another purpose. Similarly, the tama Samoa in this study are ready for their futures and purposes.

This final chapter signifies the arrival of the journey of this thesis. It reflects on the significance of the study. It will also highlight key conclusions identified in this study, and makes recommendations for policy, practice and research which will support tama Samoa in the secondary school context. This chapter also acknowledges limitations of the research. The chapter concludes with the researcher’s final words reflecting on the overarching themes highlighted in this study, as well as providing a reflection of being a Samoan researcher during this study.

**SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY**

The study is significant for a number of reasons. First, as highlighted in Chapter One, previous studies exploring the classroom experiences of Pacific students in New Zealand involved tama Samoa merely as part of a bigger collective of Samoan students (Goldring, 2006; Lipine, 2010; Siope, 2010). In other cases, tama Samoa were part of a collective group of Pacific students in studies that were focused on the barriers that prevented them achieving in secondary school (Atkinson, 2013; Macdonald 2004; Siope, 2010). This study allows for the opportunity to focus on one particular group that represents the highest growing population within Pacific groupings in New Zealand secondary schools. (Scott, 2014).

Second, the opportunity identified for this study was to build upon the findings from previous studies by taking it one step further and identifying key factors in the experiences and perceptions of tama Samoa about secondary school life. It is anticipated that from this research, the factors that are highlighted by tama Samoa can contribute to identifying the key attributes that support them while attending secondary school. Samoan students make up 47% of the Pacific
population in secondary schools (Scott, 2014). It was therefore considered to be imperative that this research was undertaken to better understand the situation for tama Samoa within the secondary school environment. This research was an opportunity to explore the schooling experiences of tama Samoa, with particular focus on exploring their identity formation, their sense of belonging, and how their experiences of secondary school support their aspirations for the future.

Third, as highlighted in Chapter One, the tama Samoa who participated in this study are a group of twelve strong, articulate, and thoughtful young men, who are clear about their self-identities, their cultural identity, and their group identity. Tama Samoa employ a variety of strategies that have both worked and not worked to demonstrate their identity formations, their experiences of belonging at school, and how they perceive these experiences will support their future directions. Their stories capture important ways that they negotiate and make sense of the experiences of being a tama Samoa in a New Zealand secondary school, which Griffin (1997) describes aptly as a “complex series of intersecting moments” (p. 6). The tama Samoa in this study have shown themselves to be communicative, imaginative, and reflective of their lived experiences.

Four, like all other Pacific cultures, the Samoan culture has its core concepts that are unique to its people. As identified by Lui (2003), central to these Samoan concepts are kinship and family. Samoan people have a very strong sense of identity and belonging. In this research, I argue that tama Samoa are a significant group to understand: their experiences and perceptions through secondary school can highlight deeper cultural issues of ways that tama Samoa manage their identities and certain roles within a secondary school setting. Further to this, becoming familiar with tama Samoa experiences has the potential to contribute to further understanding the impacts and influences of their environment outside of the school setting – particularly the expectations and assumptions of family and other outside influences – on tama Samoa.
Conclusions

The following are the key conclusions that have emerged from my research. Tama Samoa made it clear in their talanoa that their identity formation was an important aspect of their secondary school experience. First, tama Samoa revealed their ability to switch identities to enable them to settle into an individual that would be comfortable to participate and contribute depending on the context. This was a significant tool or mechanism that tama Samoa appeared able to employ naturally or effortlessly as was required to fit into different situations such as when amongst mates, taking on responsibility, or attending classes. Tajfel (1974) states that this idea of switching identities can be understood as a person having not one “personal self”, but rather several selves that correspond to widening circles of group membership. Different social contexts may trigger an individual to think, feel, and act on the basis of his personal, family, or national “level of self. Tama Samoa were well aware of when there was a need to change identities; they explained how, depending on the situation, they would consciously switch identities to accommodate how they were perceived amongst their friends, peers, teachers, or school management. The need to formulate different identities was seen as a necessary mechanism or skill each tama Samoa developed in order to survive in secondary school.

Second, tama Samoa emphasised the importance of their Samoa-ness. Their cultural identity was their way of celebrating their Samoan culture and family heritage. Anae (1998) uses the term “Secured Identity” which, she explains, is marked by a persistent Samoan self-concept where one finds resolution between internal and external conflicts in what it means personally to be a New Zealand-born Samoan. The tama Samoa construction and enactment of their multiple and often ambiguous identities involves complex negotiations such as contemplating which identities to switch when experiencing varied contexts within school and amongst people, or considering which groups to participate in by questioning “which group I would benefit more from?” It was clear from the talanoa that these complex negotiations were ongoing for tama Samoa as they interacted with people within their secondary school settings and people within their families.
Third, tama Samoa positioned themselves in relation to their peers, in order to demonstrate different ways they understand interaction and expectations. At school they experience the demands of competing for social status and prestige with their male peers, especially in academic and sporting domains, yet they also understand that they can empower themselves by using aspects of their skills such as adapting identities to fit different contexts.

Four, tama Samoa placed huge importance on the value of their relationships with their friends; the impact of these relationships essentially determined how they felt about school. The everyday interactions and relationships with their friends explored by tama Samoa reveals how they position themselves amongst friends. According to Hartnett (2007), peers possibly play an increasingly critical role in forming identity as family dynamics change, society changes, and young peoples' futures seem more unpredictable than ever. Harris (1996) asserts that peers have more influence on each other than their parents do in shaping values. Chapter Six also reveals that tama Samoa encounter some dilemmas as they try to fit in among their male peers, whilst also attempting to define, express, and maintain their individuality. However, tama Samoa consistently reflected on the importance of friends and other people who showed care towards them during secondary school.

Fifth, tama Samoa place a high value of having close bonds with their family members, especially their parents, and highlight the key to having a positive experience at school, which included academic achievements, was attributed to their families and the ongoing support given by their families to their learning and participation in extra curriculum activities.

In keeping with the school environment, student and teacher relationships, were identified as key to aligning with tama Samoa identity formation, and sense of belonging. What is important to note here is the influence of teachers can have on tama Samoa and their schooling experiences. It is important to identify tama Samoa are well aware of what makes their experiences positive and student and teacher relationships was highlighted by tama Samoa throughout Chapter Four.
The sixth key idea is that tama Samoa identified the importance to succeed at secondary school, and felt it was within their responsibility to support their families once school was finished. As explained by Siope (2011), many Pacific families have migrated to New Zealand for a better life and, similar to international findings, families perceive education as an important tool for gaining economic prosperity. So too do Samoa families; the idea of New Zealand providing a better life for Pacific families resonates with tama Samoa, who reflected back on stories they had heard and been told by family members about leaving the homeland. Taking this into consideration, tama Samoa highlighted that this was why doing well at school was important. For tama Samoa, it was very clear that their sense of belonging with their school is primarily based on the relationships they have with others. Friends, and the support they provide, appear to be the most significant factor; however, relationships with teachers and with families are also key to this sense of belonging.

The seventh key idea notes the how tama Samoa expressed an awareness of why they attended Secondary school. Quaglia and Cobb (1996) argue that while schools are in a position to help foster aspirations, students must also take the responsibility and be held accountable for their present and future situations. They, too, have to speak out and work with educators to create an environment that promotes empowerment, a sense of belonging, sensible risk-taking opportunities, and engaging activities. As noted earlier tama Samoa are familiar with school routines and the purpose of school. Quaglia and Cobb’s stance on fostering aspirations reaffirms that tama Samoa are capable of taking a stance about what could work in a secondary school context. Zimmerman (2000) claims that students’ self-perceptions of efficacy are distinct from related motivational constructs because of their specificity and close correspondence to performance tasks (p. 89). In reviewing the notions of self-efficacy, the advantages to developing young people such as tama Samoa to succeed at secondary school is providing them with opportunities to develop self-efficacy within the everyday learning and experiences tama Samoa have.
Tama Samoa construct possible future selves through a process of reflection about who they are, how others see them, and what they believe is expected of them. In this study, tama Samoa experiences and perceptions were embedded in educational talanoa.

**Limitations of the Research**

This qualitative research has provided some significant insights into some tama Samoa experiences and perceptions while attending secondary school in New Zealand. However, the research has a few limitations, particularly in relation to the generalisability of the findings. Although qualitative research in general does not aim to focus on breadth, but on depth, I see this as a limitation for this study. Firstly, because the sample of tama Samoa was taken solely from secondary schools across the Wellington region there is some difficulty in being able to generalise across the general population of tama Samoa secondary school students in New Zealand, the majority of whom live in the Auckland region. Added to this, the sample size of twelve participants is only a diminutive representation of tama Samoa thus the wider experiences, perceptions and views of tama Samoa could have been overlooked and again generalisation may not be applicable. Furthermore, all the tama Samoa were born and raised in New Zealand and identified that English was their first language; that is, none of the tama Samoa were born and raised in Samoa before migrating to New Zealand. The experiences of tama Samoa born and raised in Samoa – another significant group of tama Samoa in New Zealand secondary schools – may have captured a different set of experiences and perceptions to the tama Samoa in this study. However, despite these limitations, the study does provide a set of common trends and patterns of tama Samoa voices that are current and that have existed for a number of years, and which seem to align with existing literature about Pacific education in New Zealand. The limitations also identify opportunities for the focus of future related research.
RECOMMENDATIONS

The findings of this research are useful for guidelines, programmes, and policy that will achieve better outcomes for tama Samoa in secondary schools. Furthermore this data will be useful to develop culturally appropriate theories and models which could be used as frameworks to investigate the links between students at school and in the home for other ethnic groups in New Zealand with similar values and worldviews. The following are recommendations of how these findings could be used to improve and further understand the experiences of tama Samoa in secondary school. The recommendations are presented under the subheadings policy, practice, and research.

Policy

As explained elsewhere, there is limited research that focuses primarily on understanding the experiences of tama Samoa in New Zealand secondary schools from the tama perspectives. The Pasifika Education Plan (2001) was designed to close the gap between Pacific and non-Pacific students in 20 years (Ministry of Education, 2002). While changes and slight improvements have been made, Pacific students still remain at the lower end of the tail academically compared to their non-Pacific counterparts, with Pacific boys achieving at the lowest rates. For these reasons policies must pay particular attention to Pacific students including tama Samoa; policy makers can be more responsive to the unique experiences of tama Samoa and tama Pacific, not only academically, but also in terms of their social experiences in secondary school. The findings from this thesis can be used to inform policy makers about how to support tama Samoa in secondary school environments and to support and develop Teacher Education programmes for future teachers. Based on the findings of the study it is recommended that:

- Existing policies and guidelines review how to highlight successful strategies to support tama Samoa in secondary schools such as the opportunities to represent leadership qualities, and responsibilities.
Policy documents be updated on a regular basis so that they continue to address the needs of tama Samoa and tama Pacific within secondary school settings.

Updated documents such as curriculum, Education reports and Pacific Education Plans continued to be shared with the community and school management through talanoa.

Appropriate and sufficient support – such as funding and teacher support – be provided to secondary school environments in order that they can action policies that will support tama Samoa and tama Pacific.

**Practice**

Tama Samoa are young men who are able to facilitate and identify key tools that will support their learning and engagement within the secondary school system. Based on the finding of the study it is recommended that:

- There is a need for school-wide programmes to allow for consideration of cultural processes within classroom settings.
- Schools provide space for tama Samoa to showcase their skills, it is likely that they will formulate identities that align well with core school values.
- School management and all teachers give greater attention to the acknowledgement of student cultural identity. Through providing teachers with professional development and opportunities to share teaching and learning with Pacific communities.

Schools provide teachers with appropriate professional development to immediately remove negative assumptions about tama Samoa and use strategies that allow teachers to strengthen their understandings of tama Samoa and become very familiar with tama Samoa way of working and thinking within a school system.
• Schools build the relationship between tama Samoa and families by nurturing tama Samoa and their time at school through review of what it means to have open policy within school systems. In practice this could involve open evenings and varied times for families to attend school activities and take part.

Research

Above, are a number of limitations relating to the generalisability of this study were acknowledged. It was also pointed out that these provide the opportunity for further research to extend the body of data. Based on the findings of this study it is recommended that:

• The perspectives of a more diverse group of tama Pacific would provide further valuable data to add to that generated by this research.

• Future research could seek the perspectives of Samoan or Island born tama.

• Similar studies could be conducted in other regions of New Zealand with significant numbers of Pacific students. Together these studies would contribute to the body of knowledge and provide comparative study across New Zealand.

• There is a gap in understanding tama Samoa and their perceptions of masculinity and sexuality within their identity formation. It is possible that it is because these topics are tapu (sacred) in the wider Pacific context little research has been done regarding the perceptions of tama Samoa in this area.

• A comparative study of tama Samoa and teine Samoa (Samoan girls) could identify key issues within secondary school context.

This thesis has generated data about the three main themes: identity, sense of belonging, and decisions and aspirations about directions for the future. Each one of these themes could be further investigated as individual research topics as many sub themes were highlighted within each of the three themes; for example, complexity in identity or multiple identities.
Final Thoughts

The findings of this study show that the contemporary tama Samoa is a fluid mixture of traditional and newly formulated identities developed through their lived experiences and through the influences of both people and place. I found the Tama Samoa to be confident young men, who demonstrate the ability to blend their traditional role of being a Samoan young man with a contemporary role of being a secondary school student. This traditional role has provided tama Samoa with the ability to develop new identity formations within secondary school, as well as building skills to maintain an appreciation of school experiences to access a sense of belonging, and direction for future aspirations.

It is anticipated that this study has achieved its aim of providing a space to give voice to tama Samoa experiences and perceptions as a way of gaining a more in-depth understanding of what they experience during their secondary education. I hope that this research contributes to a wider understanding of tama Samoa identity formations, how they manoeuvre through secondary school to maintain a sense of belonging, and how they identify key experiences of secondary that contribute to their future directions in the negotiation of their everyday social encounters. I am hopeful that these new understandings may be usefully applied in future educational settings.

I finish my thesis with a quote that signifies my place in this world and is my tribute to tama Samoa:

I am not an individual; I am an integral part of the cosmos. I share divinity with my ancestors, the land, the seas and the skies. I am not an individual, because I share my tofi (an inheritance) with my family, my village and my nation. I belong to my family and my family belongs to me. I belong to my village and my village belongs to me. I belong to my nation and my nation belongs to me. This is the essence of my belonging.

Tui Atua Tupua Tamasese Ta’isi Efi (2009).

Fa’afetai Tele Lava
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APPENDIX 1

February 2011

Dear Principal

RE: PERMISSION TO RESEARCH YEAR 12 AND 13 SAMOAN BOYS’ IN YOUR SCHOOL

Talofa lava, my name is Fuapepe Rimoni and I am a doctoral student at Victoria University of Wellington conducting research on Year 12 and 13 Samoan boys in secondary schools. I am writing to ask your permission to conduct some of my research at your school during Terms 3 and 4 of the 2011 school year.

Currently school performance and achievement of male Pacific students in secondary schools is of concern. As a Samoan researcher and community member, I am particularly concerned about the possible effects of focusing on the “underachievement problem”. Despite this, there are groups of Pacific students who do achieve and are highly successful academically and socially in New Zealand secondary schools.

The essence of this research is to capture the voice of Pacific students in particular the voices of high academic achieving Samoan boys within secondary school. The research on Pacific people and Pacific education is gradually increasing, however, the gap in identifying the needs of specific Pacific ethnic groups, is limited and therefore this study will contribute positively to the gap of research on Pacific people in education.

In order to conduct this research I am approaching secondary schools to take part in the study. The research will involve the principal to nominate three high academic Year 12 or 13 Samoan boys. I will also be asking the nominated Samoan boys to select other people to participate in semi-structured interviews and focus group interviews.

If you agree to allow students and teachers to take part in the study, the expected impact on your students and teachers will be minimal. I plan to interview selected boys’ individually, teachers’ in a focus group setting and use digital video diaries for peers. Each interview and focus group session will be negotiated on the available time slots of both selected boys’ and teachers during class time and will take up two hours.
Throughout the project, all attempts will be made to minimise the disruptive on your students’ learning. Once the study is complete, your school will be provided with a summary of the research findings and any publications that result from the study. All those involved in the study will sign confidentiality forms. Your school will not be identified in any work generated from this study. All files generated from this study will be securely stored on a password-protected computer, and hard copies will be kept in secure storage for five years after the conclusion of the research before being deleted or destroyed. This project has been approved by the Victoria University of Wellington Faculty of Education Ethics committee.

If you agree to participate in this study please complete the consent form included with this letter and return it in the stamped and addressed envelope provided. If you do not wish to take part in the study your school’s relationship with Victoria University of Wellington will not be affected in any way.

I would like to thank you for taking the time to read this overview of the project and hope you will agree to allow your school to take part in the study. If you have any questions about the study now or at any time in the future, please feel free to contact me using the following contact information: Fuapepe Rimoni, Te Kura Māori, Faculty of Education, Victoria University of Wellington, PO Box 17-310, Karori, Wellington, NZ or my supervisors Associate Professor Kabini Sanga, Te Kura Māori, Faculty of Education, Victoria University of Wellington, PO Box 17-310, Karori, Wellington, NZ, or Dr Anne Hynds, School of Educational Psychology and Pedagogy, Faculty of Education, Victoria University of Wellington, PO Box 17-310, Karori, Wellington, NZ.

Yours sincerely

F Rimoni

Fuapepe Rimoni
PhD student
Victoria University of Wellington
Faculty of Education
January 2011

Dear student

Talofa lava, my name is Fuapepe Rimoni and I am a doctoral student at Victoria University of Wellington doing research on Year 12 and 13 Samoan boys in secondary schools. I have taught in both Primary and Secondary school in the Hutt Valley for over 5 years and I am very interested in listening to the experiences of Year 12 and 13 Samoan boys’ identified as high academic achievers in secondary school.

I am writing to ask if you would be willing to participate in my research. I want to understand what Year 12 and 13 Samoan boys’ perceptions are of ‘what contributes to their sense of belonging’ in secondary school. I will be organising a time to have an interview with you, and ask you questions about your experiences.

If you decide to participate, you, your peer, teacher and caregiver, or school will not be identified in any way.

Thank you very much for taking the time to read about my project. If you would to participate in the study please complete the consent form with your parents and return it to your form teacher.

Yours sincerely

Fuapepe Rimoni
PhD student
Victoria University of Wellington
Faculty of Education
Te Kura Māori
APPENDIX 3

Research Questions

The overall research question is: In what ways do tama Samoa experiences within a secondary school context contribute to their identity, sense of belonging, and future decisions?

Sub-Questions

1. In what ways are tama Samoa's identities influenced by their secondary school experiences?

2. What is the nature of the relationship between tama Samoa sense of belonging and their daily experiences within secondary school?

3. What experiences have tama Samoa had during secondary school that have contributed to their aspirations for the future?

4. What is one positive experience you have had at this school?

5. What is it about your school that has helped/assisted/supported/guided you to get where you are today?

6. Who at this school has made the most influence on you?

7. What motivates you come to school/to do well at school?

8. How do you feel about your secondary school?

9. What are the highlights of being Samoan at your school?

10. What challenges have you had being Samoan at your school?

11. Is it important to identify with your Samoan culture at school? Why?

12. Does your school show that they value your Samoan ethnicity? How?

13. Do you consider yourself being Samoan at school?

14. How is this reflected when you’re with your friends/classes/teachers?
15. What do you consider to be your academic achievements at school?

16. Have you always been motivated to be successful at school?

17. What does being successful at school mean for you?

18. Do you believe you possess any special qualities that make you different from other Samoan students?

19. In what ways is being successful at school related to being Samoan? Can you be both if so how?

20. What does the word ‘relationships’ mean to you?

21. What do you believe a Snr. Samoa male student needs to succeed at school?

22. What groups do you belong in and why do you belong to those groups?

23. How do you interact within different groups you belong to at school?

24. What are your families’ expectations of you being at school?

25. What support systems do you have at home?

26. What do you think your school could improve to support Snr Samoan male students?

27. Complete this sentence at the end of Year 13 I will........

28. What are your aspirations for the future?

29. Who do wish to nominate so that I am able to interview about you? (names and contact details)
28 January 2011

Fuapepe Rimoni
Lecturer
Victoria University of Wellington Faculty of Education
C/- Te Kura Māori
Donald Street
Wellington

Dear Fuapepe

RE: Ethics Application TKM/2010/121: RM 18204

I am pleased to advise you that your ethics application ‘Samoan Boys’ stories: Identity, achievement and belonging at school.’ with the requested amendments, has been approved by the Victoria University of Wellington Faculty of Education Ethics Committee. Please note that the approval for your research to commence is from the date of this letter.

Best wishes for your research.

Yours Sincerely

Dr Sue Cornforth
Co-Convener
Victoria University of Wellington Faculty of Education Ethics Committee